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IV . C.l

U.S. PROGRAMS IN SOUTH VIETNAM, NOV 1963 - APR 1965 ;

NSAM 273 - NSAN 288 - HONOWLU
SUMMARY AND

~TALYSIS

During the period from the overthrow of the Diem government in
Novenib er 1963 unti_l the Honolulu Conference in April 1965, u. S . policymakers wer e concerned with a continuing , central dilemma in South Vietnam .
An agonizing, year-long internal debate took place against the double
backdrop of this dilermna and Presidential election year politics . Although
the results of this de bat e could not be clearly seen until mid-1965, the
seeds which produced those results are clearly visible in the official
files at least a year earlier.
The b asi c problem in U. S. policy I-Tas to generate programs and other
means adequate to secure the objectives being pursued. The central dilemma
l ay in the fact that while U. S. policy objectives were stated in the very
most comprehensive terms t he means employed were both consciously limited
and purpos ely indirect. That is, the U.S. eschewed employing all of its
military mi{Sht -- or even a substantial portion of it -- in a battle '<lhich
was viel'led in Washington as determinative of the fate of all of Southeast
Asia, probably crucial to the future of South Asia, a nd as the defi nitive
test of U.S. abi l ity to counteract communis t support for "wars of national
l ibera;tion. " Moreover, this l imited U. S . resource commitment to practically
unli_mi ted ends took an indirect form . U. S. efforts were aimed at helping
t he Government of Vietnam (GVN ) to wi nits own struggle a,gainst the insurgent s .
This meant that the newly established GVN had to somehow mobilize its human
and other resources, improve its military performance against the Viet
Cong, and shift the tide of the war.
As events i n 1964 and 1965 were to demonstrate, the GVN did not
succeed in achieving political stability . Its military forces did not
stem the pattern of VC successes, Rather , a series of coups produced
"revolving door " governments in Saigon . The military pattern showed,
particularly by the sprints of 1965, a precipitous decline in the fortunes
of the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN). Yet there \vas no serious
debate in Washington on the desirability of modifying U. S . objectives .
The se remai re d essentially fi xed even as the illeans for their real i zation
l imi ted U. S. material support for GVN -- u:1denlent one crisis and disappoint ment a,fter another.
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There 'were no immediate or forceful U. S. reactions in 1964 to this
continuing politica l instability and military frustration in South Vietnam .
Declaratory policy raced far ahead of resource allocations and use de~isions .
As events continued along an unfavorable course the U. S . pursued an 'everexpanding number of minor, specific, programmatic measures v7hich were
inher ently inadequate either to reverse the decline or to satisfy broad U. S.
objectives. Concurrently, the U.S . began to make contingency plans for
increasing pressures against NVN . It did not make similar plans for the
conwitment of U.S. ground forces in SVN.
In the aftermath of President Johnson ' s landslide electoral victory
in November 1964, and in the face of persistent instability in SVN, the
Administration finally expanded the Har to include a limited, carefully
controlled air campaign against the north. Early in 1965 it deployed
Marine battalions to South Vietnam. By April 1965, '"hile continuing to
follow the announced policy of efforts to enable GVN to win its own war,
the U. S. had adumbrated a policy of U. S. military participation which
presaged a high degree of Americanization of the war effort.
This evolving expansion and demonstration of commitment was neither
conti nuous nor steady. The steps forward were warmly debated, often hesitant,
sometimes r eluctant. -- But all of the steps taken were still forward
toward a larger commitment; there were none to the rear .
THE INITIAL PERIOD:

NOVEMBER 1963 - MAR£H 1964

The Di em coup preceded President Kennedy ' s assassination by less
than a month. Thus, a new l eader took the helm in the U. S. at a natural
time to reevaluate U.S. policie s and U.S.-GVN r elations . President Johnson ' s
first policy announcement on the Vietnamese vJar, contained in NSAM 273
(26 November 1963)', only three days after he had assumed the Presidency,
was intended primarily to endorse the policies pursued by President Kennedy
and to ratify provisional decisions reached in Honolulu just before the
assassi nation . Even in its attempt to direct GVN ' s efforts tovlard concentration on the Delta area, , NSAM 273 reflected earher U. S. preferences vlhich
had been thwarted or i gnored by Diem . Now was the time, many of the top
U. S. policymakers hoped, when convincing U. S. support for the new regime
i n Saigon might allov7 GVN to start winning its own war .
Two developments -- in addition to the VC successes which follo'wed
Di em ' s downfall -- undercut this aura of optimism . First, it was discovered
that the situation in SVN had been worse all along than reports had indicated .
Examples of misleading reports were soon available in Washington at th e
highest levels . Second, the hoped-for political stability was never even
established befDre it disintegrated in the Kha.nh coup in January 1964 . By
February MACV t s year-end report for 1963 ,vas available in Washington . Its
gloomy statistics showed downward trends in almost every area .
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Included in the MACV assessment was the oplDlon that military effort
could not succeed in the absence of effective political leadership. A
special CIA report, forwarded to Secretary McNamara at about the same time
made the opposite point: military victories were needed to nourish the
popular attitudes conducive to political stability. Assistant Secretary of
State Roger Hilsman - - who would shortly leave office after his views were
rejected -- stre ssed the need for physical security in the rural areas and
the adoption of count erguerrila tactics as the preconditions to success .
These interesting reversals of nominal functional preferences indicate that
there vlaS at least a sufficiently broa.d awareness wi thin U. S. Officialdom
to permit a useful debate on U.S. actions which might deal more successfully
with this seamless web of political-military issues . Certainly the intelligence picture vlaS dark enough to prompt such a debate: the SNIE on shortterm prospects in Southeast Asia ",arned that " ... South Vietnam has, at best,
an even chance of withstanding the insurgency menace during the next few
weeks or months ."
The debate did begin, but in hobbles. The generally agreed necessity
to work through GVN and the felt imperative to strengthen GVN left the U. S.
in a position of weakness. It was at least as dependent on GVN leaders as
were the latter on U.S. support. Moreover, mid-1964 'was not an auspicious
time for new departures in policy by a President who wished to portray
"moderate " alternatives to his opponent's "radical " proposals. Nor was
any time prior to or immediately following the elections very appealing for
the same reason. Thus, while the debate in high official circles was very,
very differ ent from the public debate it still reflected the existence of
the public debat e .
LIMITED MEASURES FOR LIMITLESS AIMS
The first official internal pronouncement to reflect this difficult
policymaking milieu vlaS NSAM 288, in March 1964.. Approved verbatim from
the report of the most recent McNamara-Taylor visit to Vietnam, it was
virtually silent on one issue (U.S. troops ) a nd minimal in the scale of
its re commendations at the same time that it stated U.S. objectives in
the most svleeping terms used up to that time. The U. S . obj ecti ve was
stated to be an " independent, non-communist South Vietnam, free to accept
assistance as required to maintain its security" even though not necessarily
a member of the Western alliance . The importance of this objective was
underscored in a classic statement of the domino theory:
Unless we can achieve this objective in South Vietnam, almost '
all of Southeast Asia will probably fall under Communist dominance
(all of Vietnam, Laos, and Camb odia), accorrrmodate to Communism so
as to remove effective U. S . and anti-Conifllunist influence (Burma ) ,
or fall under the domination of forces not now explicitly Co@nunist
but li kely then to become so (Indonesia taking over Malaysia ).
Thailand might hold for a period with our help, but would be under
grave pressure. Even the Philippines viOuld become shaky, and the
threat to India. to the west, Australia and Nevi Zealand to the south,'
and Taiwan, Korea, and Japan to the north and east would be
greatly increased.
iii
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The present situation in SVN was painted in somber tones of declining
GVN control and deterioration within ARVN while VC strength and NVN~supplie d
arms were on the rise . To introduce U. S. combat troops for the protection
of Saigon under these circumstances, McNamara stated, would create " serious
adverse psycho10gical consequences and should not be underte.ken ." AU . S .
movement from the advisory role to a role which would amount to command of
the war effort Ivas similarly rejected without discussion because of anticipated
adverse psychological effects . Thus, the fear of undesirable impacts upon
a vleak GVN caused at least one maj or course of action to be rul ed out .
Although fears of adverse impacts in domestic U. S. politics 'dere not mentioned
i t is i nconceivable that such fears were not present .
Having ruled out U. S. active l eadership and the cOlIDnitment of U. S .
t roops, Secretary McNamara analyzed three possible courses of action :
(1) negotiations leading to the "neutralization" of SVN ; (2 ) the initiation
of military actions against NVN ; and (3 ) measures to improve the situation
i n SVN . The first of these was incompatible with the U. S . objective stated
at the beginning of the NSAM; the time was not propitious for adoption of
t he second ; the third was recommended for adoption . Additionally, Secretary
McNamara recommended NSAM 288 proclaimed that plans be made so that the U. S .
would be in a position at a l ater date to initiate military pressures against
NVN within a relatively brief time after any decision to do so might be TIlade .
Many of the steps approved i n NSAM 288 were highl y programrnatic . I t
shoul d be observed that they were also palliative, both in scope and degree .
Of the twelve approved actions, hlO addressed possible future actions beyond
t he borders of South Vietnam. Of the remaining ten, three were declaratory
i n nature ( e . g., " To make i t clear that we ful ly support the Khanh government
a nd are opposed to. any furthe r coups "). The seven act i ons implying additional
U. S. assistance ( some of it advice ) dealt with such matters as exchanging
25 VNAF aircraft for a ne",er model, replacing armored personnel carr i ers "lith
a more rel iable model, and trebling the ferti l izer program "Ii thin two years .
The additional cost of the programs was onl y s li ghtly more than $60 mill i on
at t he most : $3 0-$J.~0 million to support a 50 , 000 me.n increase i n RVNAF and
to raise pay scales ; $1 . 5 mill ion to support an enlarged civi l administrative
ca dre; and a one time cost of $20 million for additional and repl e.cement
mil itary equipment .
It is clear with the advantage of hindsight that these steps were
grossly inadequate t o the magnitude of the tasks at hand - - particularl y
i f the broad U. S. objectives stated in the NSAM were to be realized. But
such hindsight misses the pol icymakers ' dilemma and the probable process
by "Ihich the approved actions were decided upon . President J ohnson had
neither a congressional nor a popular mandate to Americanize the war or to
. expand it dramatically by "going north . Ii U. S. hopes were pinned on assistlng
i n the development of a GVN strong enough to vlin its own war. Overt U. S .
l eadership might undercut the development of such a government i n Saigon .
The course of policy adopted was not the product of an attempt to sel ect
the "best " alternative by means of examining expected benefjts ; it r esult ed
from a determination of the "least bad" alternative through an examination
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of risks and disadvantages. It reflected vIhat wa.s politically feasible
rather than what was desirable in rela.tion to stated obj ecti ves . The
practical effect of this understandable -- perhaps inescapable and
inevi table -- vlay of deciding upon U. S. policy vias to place almo'st complete
r esponsibility in the hands of the GVN for the attainment of U. S. objectives
it being assumed that GVN ' s objectives were compatible with ours.
Midway through 1964 President Johnson changed the entire top l evel of
U.S. leadership in Saigon. General Maxwell D. Taylor, Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, retired from active military duty (for the second
time ) to become the U. S. Amba.ssador. An experienced and highly regarded
career diplomat, U. Alexis Johnson, was appointed deputy to Taylor . General
William C. Westmorel and stepped up from deputy to commander of U. S. military
forces in Vietnam. The new IIfirst t eam ll was not without knowledge about
Vi etnam but it inescapably lacked the close personal knowledge of l eading
GVN figures which only time and close association can develop. It set
about attempting to help the Khanh government to' help itself .
General Khanh, in the event, proved unable to marshal SVN ' s re sources
and to establish his regilne in a position of authority adequate either to
stem or to turn the VC tide . . KJ.1anh ' s failure "Ias, however, neither precipitous nor easily perceivable at the time·. As the U. S. entered and passed
through a Presidential campaign in Vlhich the proper policy to pursu e in
Vietnam vIas a major issue, it sometimes appeared that the GVN was making
headway and sometimes appeared that it was not .
U. S. policy remained virtually unchanged during this period although
significant planning steps were a.ccomplished to permit the U. S. to exercise
military pressures against NVN should it appear desirable (and politicall y
feasible ) to do so . Thanks to such planning, the Tonkin Gulf i ncidents
of 2-4 August 196~ were answered by II tit-for-tat ll r eprisal raids with
considerable dispatch . The cost was minimal in terms of world opinion and
communist r eaction . Moreover, President Johnson used t he Tonkin Gulf
incidents as the springboard to a broad endorsement by the Congress of
his leadership and relative freedom of action . When thi s was followed
in November by what can only be described as a smashing victory at the polls,
the Pr esident ' shands 'I"ere not completely untied but the bonds were figura tively loosened. His feasible options increased .
LIMITED ESCALATION LR4DS TO

OPEN-E~mED

INTERVENTION

I mmediately following his election, the President initiated an intense,
month-long policy review. An executive branch consensus developed for a
t,o]O phe,se expansion of the war . Phase I 'was limited to intensification
of air strikes in Laos and to covert actions in NVN. Phase II 'wouldextend
the war to a sustained, escalating air campaign against North Vietnamese
targets . The President approved Ph8.se I for implementation in December 1964
but approved Phase II only lI in principle . 1I
The effect of this decision was to increase the expectation that the
air campaign against NVN would be undertaken if the proper time arose .
v
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What conditions v7ere -proper was the subj ect of considerable disagreement
and confusion. Tacbcally, the U.S. desired to respond to North Vietnamese
acts rather than to appear to initiate a wider war . But the strategic
purposes of bombing in l\TVN \>7ere in dispute. The initiation of an air
campaign was deferred early in 196~· as a prod to GVN reform. By 1965
such initiation was argued for as a support for GVN morale. Some adherents
claimed that bombing in NVN could destroy the DRV ' s will to support the
wS.r in South Vietnam. Others expected it to raise the -price of North
Vietnam ' s effort and to demonstrate U.S. commitment but not to be decisive
in and of itself . The only :i.ndisputable facts seem to be that the long
planning and debate over expanding the air war, the claimed benefits
(although disputed), and the relatively low cost and risk of an air
campaign as compared to the commitment of U. S. ground forces conlbined to
indicate that the bombing of NVN would be the next step taken if nothing
else worked .
Nothing else was, in fact, vlOrking. General Khanh ' s government was
reorganized in November 196 Lf to give it the appearance of civilian leadership. Khanh finally fell in mid-F'ebruary 1965 and was repls,ced by the
Q,uat regime. Earlier that month the insurgents had attacked the U. S. base
at Pleiku, killing eight Americans. Similar attacks late in 1964 had
brought about recommendations for reprisal attacks. These had been disapproved because of timing. On this occ8.sion, however, the President
approved the F'LA~rrNG DART retaliatory measures.
Presidential assj.stant McGeorge Bundy ,vas in SVN when the Viet Cong
attacked the U. S. facilities in Pleiku. He recommended to the President
that, in addition to retaliatory measures, the U.S . initiate phase I I of
the military measures against, NVN. The fall of the Khanh regime a week
later resurrected the worst U.S. fears of GVN political instability . The
decision to bomb north was made, announced on 28 February, and strikes
initiated on 2 March. A week later, after a request from Generals Taylor
and Westmoreland which was debated little if at all, two battalion landing
teams of Marines went ashore at DaNang to assume responsibility for security
of the air base there. U. S. ground combat units ,vere in an active theater
on the mainland of Asia for the first time since the Korean War . This
)
may not have been the Rubicon of the Johnson administration ' s Vietnam policy
but it was a departure of immeasurable significance . The question was no
l onger one of whether U. S. units should be deployed to SVN ; rather, it viaS
one of how many units should be deployed and for what strategic purposes.
The Army Chief of Staff, General Harold K. Johnson, went t o Sajgon
in mid-March and recommended that bombing restrictions be l ifted and that
a U. S. division be deployed to SVN for active combat . General Taylor
strongly opposed an active combat -- as distinct from base security -- role
for U. S. ground forces. But the President decided on 1 April to expand the
bombing, to add an air wing in SVN, and to send two more Marine battalions
ashore. These decisions were announced internally on 6 April in NSAM 328 .
General Taylor continued to voice strong opposition to a ground combat
role for U. S. forCes but his voice vlasdrOlvued out by two developments.
vi
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First, the air campaign against mTN (ROLLING THUNDER) did not appear to be
shaking the DRV ' s determination. Second, ARVN experienced a series of
disastrous defeats in the spring of 1965 which convinced a number of
observers that a political-military collapse within GVN was i mminent .
As the debate in vlashington on next steps r evealed, something clos ely
akin to the broad objectives stated over a year earlier in NSAM 288 r epre sented a consensus among U.S . policymakers as a statement of proper U. S .
aims. The domestic political situation had changed materially since early
1964.
President Johnson was now armed with both a popular mandate and
broad Congressional authorization (the extent of which would be challenged
later, but not in 1965) . Palliative measures had not been adequate to the
task although they had continued and multiplied throughout the period. As
General Taylor vlryly remarked to McGeorge Bundy in a bad: channel message
quoted in the following paper, the U. S. Mission in Saigon was charged with
i mplementing a 21-point military program , a 41-point non- military program,
a 16-point USIS program, and a 12- point CIA program " . .. as if we can win
. here somehml on a point score ."
As f ears rose in \~ashington it must have seemed that everything had
been tried except one course -- active U. S. partic i pat i on i n the ground
battle in SVN . Palliative measures had failed . ROLLING .T}ruNDER offered
li ttle hope for a quick decision in vievT of the rapid deterioration of
ARVN . The psychological barrier against the presence of U. S . combat units
had been breached . If the revalidated U. S . objectives were to be achieved
i t was necessary for the U. S . to make quickly some radical departures . It
was politically feasible to commit U. S . ground forces and i t seemed des irable
to do so .
Secretary McNamara met in Honolulu on 20 April with the principal U. S .
l eaders from Saigon and agreed to recommend an enclave strategy r equiring
a quantum increase above the four Marine battalions . An account of the
rapidi ty with \vhich this strategy was overtaken by an offensively oriented
concept is described in another volume in this series . -x- The present volume
describes the situational changes, the arguments , and the fr ustrations as the
U. S . attempted for over a year to move tOlvard the r ealization of ambitious
ob jectives by the indirect use of very limited resources and in the shadow
of a Presidential election campaign.

*
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U. S. PROGRAMS IN SOUTH VIE'TNAl'!l, NOVEMBER 1963 - April 1965
J!SAM-.?7 3 - NSAM288

CHRONOLOGY
DATE

EVENT OR DOCUMEl\1T

DESCRJPI'ION

20 Nov 1963

Honolulu Conference

Secretaries McNamara. a.nd Rusk and their
party meet with the entire US country
team and review the South Vietnamese
situation after the Diem coup .

22 Nov 1963

Kennedy Assassination

President Kennedy is assassinated in
Dallas. Lodge c onfers vith the new
President, Johnson, in Washington, duri ng the next few days.

26 Nov 1963

NSAM 273

Drawing on the Honolulu Conference and
Lodge I s conversat ions wH,h the President, NSAM 273 established US support
for the new Minh government and emphasized that the level of effort, economic and military, vlou~d be maintained
at l east as high as to Diem. All US
and GVN efforts were to be concentrated
on the Delta I{here the VC danger was
greatest . But the ,mr rema:Lned basically a South Vietnrunese affair t o win
or lose.

6 Dec 1963

Report on Long An
Province

A r eport by a USOM provincial represent ativeon Long An Province, adjacent to
Saigon, describes the near complete
disintegrat ion of the strategic ham~et
program. The basic probl em i s the
inabilHy or umvillingness of the ARVN
to provide timely support when villages
are under attack . Hamlets are being
overrun by the VC on an a~nost daily
basis. Ambassador Lodge fo~va rds t he
r eport to vTashington.

17 Dec 1963

NSC Meeting

After hearing a briefing by GeneraJ.
Kru~aJ\. that falls short of giving an
adequate explanation for the Long An
report, the president decides to send
McNamara on another fact-finding trj.p.

18-20 Dec
1963

SecDef Trip to
Vietnam

During this quick vj.sl.t to South Vietnam, McNamara ordered certain j~ediat e
a 2
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DATE

EVENT OR DOCUMENT

18-20 Dec

DESCRIPTION
actions to be taken by the US Mission
to improve the situation in the 13
critical provinces. He returns directly to Washington to report ' to the
President.

( Cont'd )

21 Dec 1963

McNamara Report to
the President

McNamara ' s report substantiates the
existence of significant deterioration
in the '¥Tar since the preceding sumrl1er .
He recommends strengthened ARVN formations i n the key provinces , increased
US military and civilian staffs , the
creation of a new pacification plan,
and better coordination behTeen Lodge
and Harkins . His report is especially
pessimistic about the situation in the
Delta .

7 Jan 1964

McCone Proposes Covert
Reporting

The serious failure of the reporting
system to indicate the critical state
of deterioration of the war prompts
McCone to recommend to McNamara a
special TDY covert CIA check on the
in-country reporting system to make
recommendations for improving it .

16 Jan 1964

McNamara Accepts
Revised McCone
Proposal

McNamara accepts a revised form of
Mc Cone's proposal, specifj_cally ruli ng out any IG-like aspects to the
study.

28 Jan 1964

Khanh l;Tarns US Aide of
Pro-Neutralist Coup

General Khanh, I Corps Co~mander,
warns his US advisor, Colonel Wilson
t hat pro-neutralist members of the
MRC - - XuaD, Don, and Kim -- are
plotting a coup.

29 Jan 1964

Khanh Warns Lodge

Khanh repeats to Lodge the warning
that pro-neutralist elements are
pl anning a coup . Lodge recommends
an i ntervention with Paris to get
DeGaulle to restrict his activity in
Saigon. Khanh ' s efforts are really a
screen for his own planned coup .

Khanh Coup

Early i n the morning, Khanh acts to
take over control of the government
i n a bloodless j-nternal coup that
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r emoves the civilian government and
put s him in pmrer.

30 Jan 1964
(Cont 'd)
2 Feb 1964

~ACV Personal Assessment of 4th Qtr
CY 1963

The Diem coup and the subsequent
political i nstability in the fall of
1963 are given by MACV as the main
reasons. for the rise in VC act ivity
and the decline in GVN control of the
country . The tempo of GVN operations
"la S good but the effect iveness low.
Military failures were l argely attributed to political problems .

10 Feb 1964

CAS Group's Preliminary Report

The preliminary r eport of the special
CAS group cross-checking the reporti ng system confirms the deterioration
of the strategic hamlet program. It
documents the decline in rural security
and the increase in VC attacks .

12 Feb 1961-~

SNIE 50-64

18 Feb 1964

Final CAS Group
Report

The final CAS group report confirms
t he black picture of its initial estimate in greater detail and further
confirms t he previous failings of the
reporting system .

JCSM 136-64

In addition to a long list
mendations for GVN act ion)
propose to SecDef major US
steps including bombing of

21 Feb 1964

MACV Camment on CAS
Group Findings

General Harkins takes issue not Vlith
the specific factual r eporting of the
CAS Group) but Vlith their broader
conclusions about the direction t he
war is going) and the respective
effectiveness of the VC and GVN.

2, Mar 1964

JCSM-174-64

The JCS outline their proposal for
punitive action against t he DRV to
halt Northern support for the VC insurgency. Bombing i s specifically
called for.

. This intelligence community evaluation
of the short-term prospects for Vietnam confirms the pessimism now felt in
all quarters. The political instability is the hard core problem.

of r ecomthe JC S
escalatory
the North.
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8 Mar 1964

SecDef and CJCS Begin
Five-Day Trip to SVN

The President sends Secretary McNamara
and General Taylor on another factfinding trip to prepare for a ma jor
r e - evaluation of the war and US involvement. Hhile there) a set of reco~en
dations to the Pres i dent is decided
upon .

12 Mar 1964

McNamara-Taylor' see
Khanh

Prior to their departure ) McNamara and
Taylor present their principal conclusions to General Khanh ,{ho is responsive to their suggestions and) in
particular) declares his readiness to
move promptly on a national mobilization and increasing ARVN and Civil Guard .

14 Mar 1964

Hilsman sends Final
Memos to SecState

Having resigned over policy disagreement)
Hilsman sends Rusk parting memos on SEA
and SVN . He describes two principles
bas ic to success in guerrilla warfare:
(1) the oil blot approach to progres sive rural security; and ( 2 ) the avoidance of l arge-scale operations . He
further opposes redirecting the >;{ar effort
again st the North . Politica l stability
is absolutely essential to eventual
victory .

JC SM-222-64

The JCS, in comment i ng on McNamara 1s
proposed recoromendations to t he President, reiterate t heir views of 2 March
that a program of actions against t he
North is required to effect ively strike
at t he sources of the insurgency. The
overall military reconwendations propos ed by McNamara are i nadequate ) they
feel.

SecDef Reco~nen dations
to the President

Largely i gnor ing the JCS reclama)
McNffinara reports on the conclusions
of his trip to Vietnam and recommends
the full dvilian and military mob :Llizatio~l to which General Khanh has
committed himself. This i s to be
acc ompani ed by an extensive set of
internal reforms and organizat ional
improvements. Some increases in US
personnel are recommended along \-lith
increased materiel support for the GVN .

16 Mar 1964
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17 Mar 1964

NSAM 288

The President accepts McNamara 's full
report and has it adopted as NSAM 288
to guide national policy. The importance of South Vietnam to US policy
and security is underlined and the
extent of the US cormnitment to it i ncreased . While significant increases
in actual US participation in the war
are rejected as not "rarranted for the
moment , the JCS are authorized to
begin planning studies for striki ng
at the sources of insurgency i n the
DRV.

1 Apr 1964

Embassy Saigon
Msg 1880

Lodge reports per State re~uest that
Khanh's proposed mobilization measures
call for both civilian and military
build-ups.

4 Apr 1964

Khanh Announces
Mobilization

Khanh announces that all able-bodied
males aged 20 t o 45 wUl be sub j ect
to national public service, either
military or civilian.

W. P. Bundy Lett er
to Lodge

In a letter to Lodge, Bundy asks him

to cortlTo.ent on a scenario for mob ili zing domestic US political support for
action against the DRV.

15 Apr 1964

Lodge reports on
Mobilization

Lodge reports that Khanh ' s 4 April
announcement was only the precursor
of the l egal decrees the essence of which he described.

15-20 Apr

1964

General Wheeler,
CofS/USA, Visits
Vietnam

The Army Chief of Staff, General Earl
Wheeler visits Vietnam to make a survey and represent the SecDef dur i ng
t he visit of Secretary Rusk. On 16
April, he meets with Khanh who first
mentions his view that the "rar "rill
eventually have to be taken to the
North.

17-20 Apr

Rusk Visits Saigon

Secretary Rusk and party visit Saigon.
On 18 April, Rusk sees Khanh who again
mentions the eventual necessity of
car rying the fight to the North . Rusk
replies that such a significant escalation of the war would re~uire much

1964
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thought and preparation. At the 19
~.,rith the Country Team,
much of the discussion is devoted to
the problem of pressures against the
North.

17-20 April

(Cont'd)

April meeting

25 'Apr 1964

President Names General
Westmoreland to Succeed
General Harkins

General William Westmoreland is named
to succeed General Harldns in the
sumnier.

29 Apr 1964

JCS Msg 6073 to MACV

The JCS, worrj.ed at the GVN delay,
ask MACV to submit the force plan for
1964 by 7 May.

30 Apr 196h

Lodge, Brent and
Westmoreland See Khanh

In a showdown with Khanh, Lodge, Brent
and Hestmoreland state that the fundamental problem is l ack of administrative support for the provincial war
against the VC, particu~arly the inadequacy of the piastre support for the
pacification program . Khanh promises
more effort .

Embassy Saigon Msg
Pres ident

Lodge informs the President that Khanh
has agreed to US advisors in the pac ified areas if we are willing to accept
casualtj.es . Lodge recommends one
advi sor for each corps area and one
for Khanh, all reporting to Lodge.

2 May 1964

Lodge Reports on Delay
in Mobilization

Lodge reports that the draft mobilization decrees have still not been
signed or promuJ.gated.

4 May 1964

Embassy Saigon Msg 2112

Having asked to see Lod.ge, Khanh asks
. him whether he, Lodge, thinks the
country should be put on a war footing.
Khanh wants to carry the war to the
North and sees this as necessary preliminary .

6 May 1964·

NSC Meeting

1889 EXDIS for the

The NSC confirms Rusk's c aution to
Khanh on any moves against the North .
The President asks McNmnara to make
a fact-finder to Vietnam.
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7 May 1964

MACV, US/GVN

1964

DESCRIPTION
MACV in..forms the JCS that agreement

Force Level Agreement

has been reached vith the GVN on the
level of forces to be reached by
year's end.

12-14 May
1964

McNamara-Taylor
Mission

McNamara-Taylor visit SVN. They are
briefed on 12-13 April by the Mission .
On 14 April they see Thanh .rho again
talks of going North. McNamara demurs )
but insists on more political stability
and program effectiveness .

30 May 1964

Honolulu Conference

Rusk, McNamara, McCone and aides meet
in Honolulu i-lith the Country Team. A
full dress discussion of pressures
takes place) but no decisions or recommendations are approved . Rather) more
emphasis on the crit:Lcal provinces is
approved) along .,ith an expanded advisory effort.

5 Jun 1964

Department of State
Msg 2184

Lodge is informed of the President's
approval of the expanded effort in the
critical provinces .

15

Jun

1964

W. Po Bundy memo to
Sec State and SecDef

Attached to a Bundy memo for consideration at a meeting later the same day,
are six annexes each dealing with a
different aspect of the problem of
getting a Congressional reso+ution of
support for the current US Southeast
Asian pOlicy . One of the important
themes is that an act of irreversible
US commitment might provide the necessary psychological support to get real
r eform and effectiveness from the GVN.

23

Jun

1964

President Announces
JCS Chairman Taylor
as New Ambassador

President Johnson announces the appointment of JCS Chair-man) Maxwell Taylor)
to succeed Lodge) vho is returning to
engage in Republican Presidential politic s .

Taylor Succeeds Lodge

Lodge leaves Saigon and Taylor takes
over as US Ambassador with U. Alexis
Johnson as Deputy.
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7 July 1964

Taylor Forms Mission
Council

In an effort to strearaline the Embassy
and increase his policY'control, Taylor
forms the Mission Council at the
Country Team level.

8 Jul 1964

Taylor Calls on
Khanh

Taylor calls on Khanh who expresses
satisfaction vlith the nel-! personnel,
approves the Mission Council idea and
offers to create a counter part organization.

10 Jul 1964

Department of state
Msg 108

The President asks Tayl or to submit
regular month·-end progress reports on
all aspects of the program.

15 Jul 1964

Taylor reports increased VC strength,
Embassy Saigon Msgs
107 and 108

Taylor raises the estimate of Viet Cong
strength from the previous total of
28,000 to 34,000. This does not represent a sudden increase, but rather
i ntelligence confirmation of long suspected units.

17 Jul 1964

USOM Meets With GVN
NSC

As he had promised, Khanh creates a
coordinating group within the GVN to
deal with the new Mission Council and
calls it the NSC .

19 Jul 1964

Khanh Makes Public
Reference to If Going
Northlf

In a public speech, Khanh refers to
the IfMarch to the North . If In a separate statement to the press, General
Ky also refers to the Ifmarch North.!!

23 Jul 1964

Taylor Meets with
Khanh and NSC

In a meeting vlith Khanh and the NSC,
Taylor is told by Khanh that the move
against the North is indispensible to
the success of the counterinsurgency
campaign in the South.

24 Jul 1964

Taylor and Khanh
discuss Coups

In a discussion of coup r umors , Khanh
complains that it i s US support of
Minh that is behind all the troubl~,
Taylor reiterates US support for Khanh.

USS Maddox Attacked
i n Tonkin Gulf

The destroyer USS Maddox is attacked
in the Tonkin Gulf by DRV patrol craft
vlhile on a DE SOTO patrol off the DRV
coast . Several patrol boats sunk.

.

2 Aug 1964
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4

Aug

1964

Maddox and C. Turner
Joy Attacked

In a repetition of the 2 August incident, the Maddox and the C. Turner J oy
are attacked. After strenuous efforts
to confirm the attacks , the President
authorizes reprisal air strikes against
the North .

5

Aug

1964

US Reprisals

US aircraft attack several DRV patrol
boat bases, destroying ships and
facilities.

7

Aug

1964

Tonkin Gulf Resolutions

At the time of the attacks, the President briefed leaders of Congress , and
had a r esolution of support for US
policy introduced. It is passed vrith
near- unanimity by both Houses .

Khanh Announces
State of Emergency

Khanh announces a state of emergency
that gives him near-dictatorial pOl-lers.

10 Aug

1964

Taylor ' s first
Monthly Report

In his first monthly report to the
President , Taylor gives a gl oomy view
of the political situat ion and of
Khanh ' s capaciU.es for effectively
pursuing the war . He i s equalJ_y pess i mi stic about other aspects of the situation .

1 1 Aug

1964

President Signs
Tonkin Resolution

The President signs t he Tonkin Gulf
Resolution and pledges full support
for the GVN.

12

Aug

1964

Taylor and Khanh Meet

Khanh discusses wi th Taylor his plan
to draw up a nevl constitution enhanci ng his own powers. Taylor trie s to
disc ourage him .

14

Aug

1964

Khanh shOl-TS Taylor
Draft Charter

At GVN NSC meeting, Khanh shovrs Taylor
his proposed draft Constitution .
Taylor dislikes its blatant ratification of Khanh as dictator.

16

Aug

1964

Khanh Names President

With the promulgation of the neVI c(,nstitution, Khanh is elected President
by the MRC.
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2.7 Aug 1964

MRC Disbands

After ten days of political turmoil
and demonstrations, Khanh y,ithdraws
the c0nstitution, the MRC names Khanh,
Minh and Khiem to rule provisionally
and disbands itself .

4 Sep 1964

Khanh Resumes
Premiership

Khanh returns from Dalat and ends the
crisis by resuming the Premiership .

6 Sep 1964

Embassy Saigon
Msg 768

Tayl or cables an assessment that
If • • • at best the emerging governmental
structure might be capable of mai ntaini ng a holding operation against t he
Viet Congo If

7 Sep 1964

Washington Conference

Taylor meets vrith the President and
the NSC Principals and decisions are
made to resmue DE SOTO operations,
resume 34A operations , and prepare
for further tit-for-tat reprisals .

10 Sep 1964

NSAI'1 314

The 7 September decisions are promulgated .

13 Sep 1964

Abortive Phat Coup

General Phat launches a coup but it
is defeated by forces loyal to Khanh .
This establishes the povrer of y ounger
officers such as Ky and Thi .

18 Sep 1964

DE SOTO Patrol
Attacked

The first resumed DE SOTO patrol comes
under apparent attack . To avoid future
i nC i dents , the Pres i dent suspends the
p atrols .

26 Sep 1964

Vietnam High National
Council

The MRC names a High Nat i onal Council
of distinguished c i tizens to prepare
a c onstitution .

20 Oct 1964

Nell Constitution
Revealed

The MRC presents the ney, c onstitution
drafted by the High Nat i onal Council .
A prompt return to civilian government
is promised.

1 Nov 1964

Huong Names Premier

Tran Van Huong, a civilian, is named
Premier after the appointment of Phan
Khac Suu as Chief of state, thus r eturni ng the government to civilian control .
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1 Nov 1964

VC Attack Bien Hoa
Airport

The VC launch a mortar attack on the
Bien Hoa airfield that kills Americans
and damages aircraft . The military
recommend a reprisal against the North;
the President refuses .

3 Nov 1964

Johnson re-elected

Lyndon Johnson is re-elected President
with a crushing majority .

Task Force Begins
Policy Review

At the president ' s request) W.P. Bundy
heads an inter-agency Task Force for
an in-depth revievT of US Vietnam policy
and options . The work goes on throughout the month .

Bundy Group Submits
Three Options

The Bundy Task Force submits its draft
c onclusions to the Principals. They
propose three alternative courses of
action: (1) continuation of current
policy with no escalation and a resistance to negotiations; (2) a significant set of pressures against the North
accompanied by vigorous efforts to start'
negotiations; (3) a modest campaign
against the North with resistance to negotiations.

30 Nov 1964

NSC Principals Modify
Bundy Proposals

The NSC PrinCipals reject the pure form
of any of the recommendations and
i nstead substitute a tlw-phase recommendation for the President: the first
phase is a slight intensification of
current covert activities against t he
North and in Laos ) the second after
30 days would be a moderate campaign
of air strikes against the DRV .

1 Dec 1964

President Meets with
NSC and Taylor

The President) in a meeting with the
NSC Principals ) and Taylor) who returned
on 23 November) hears the latter's report on the grave conditions in SVN)
then approves Phase I of the proposal.
He gives tentative approval to Phase II
but makes it contj.ngent on improvement
by the GVN .

3 Dec 1964

President Confers
with Taylor

In a ·last meeting i-iithTaylor) the President stresses the need to get action
from the GVN before Phase II.

26 Nov

1961~
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8 Dec 1964

Taylor Sees Huong

14 Dec 1964

RAFl~L

20 Dec 1964

Military Stage Purge

The struggle lvithin the MRC takes the
form of a purge by the younger officers
Ky and Thi . 'I'hey are seeking to curb
the pOl-ler of the Huong Government .

21 Dec 1964

Khanh Declares Support
for Purge '

Khanh declares his support of the purge
and opposes the US) Taylor in particular. He states he will not "carry out
the policy of any foreign country ."
Rumors that Taylor wj.ll be declared
personna non grata circulate .

24 Dec 1964

US Billet in Saigon
Bombed

The VC bomb a US billet in Saigon on
Christmas Eve) killing several Americans . The President disapproves military recommendations: for a reprisal
against the North .

31 Dec 1964

Embassy Saigon Msg 2010

Taylor recommends going ahead with the
Phase II air campaign against the North
in spite of the political instability
and confusion in the South. He now
argues that the strikes may help stabilize the situation .

6 J an 1965

Bundy Memo to
Secstate

In a memo to the Secretary of State)
WID Bundy urges that we consider some
additional actions short of Phase II
of the December plan in spite of the
chaos in Saigon. It is the only
possible course to save the situation.

8 Jan 1965

ROK Troops go to SVN

South Korea sends 2)000 military
visor s to South Vietnam .

27 Jan 1965

McNaugbton Memo to
SecDef

In a memo to SecDef) McNaughton underscores the jmportance of SEA for the
US and then suggests that we may have
to adopt Phase II as the only way to
save the c'.lrrent situai;ion.

DOCUME~"'T

ROLL Begins
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Taylor presents tbe President ' s requirements to Premier Huong who
promises to get new action on programs .
BARREL ROLL armed reconnaissance in
Laos begins as called for in Phase I
of the program approved 1 December .
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27 Jan 1965

Khanh Ousts Huong
Government

Khanh and the younger officers oust
the civilian Huong government. Khanh
nominates General Oanh to head an
int erim regnne the next day.

7 Feb 1965

VC Mortar Attack
Pleilm

The VC laQDch a mortar attack on a
US billet in Pleiku and an associated
helicopter field. Many Americans are
killed and helos damaged. The President) with the unanimous recommendation
of his advisors ) authorizes a r eprisal .

FLAMING DART I

The reprisal strikes involve both US
and VNAF planes. A second mission is
flown the following day .

McGeorge Bundy Memo
to the President

In an influential memo to the President
after a fact-finding trip to Vietnam)
Bundy concludes that the situation can
only be righted by beginning sustatned
and escalating air attacks on the North
~ l a Phase II.
He had telephoned his
concurrence in the F~1ING DART r epri sal
to the President from Vietnam .

8 Feb 1965

McNamara Memo to JCS

In a memo to the JCS) McNamara r equests
the development of a limited bombing
program against the North. The JCS
lat er submit the "Eight-week Program."

10 Feb 1965

VC Attack Qui Nhon

Thumbing their noses at the US reprisal)
the VC attack a US billet in Qhi Nhon
and kill 23.

11 Feb 1965

FLAMING DART II

18 Feb 1965

Coup Fails) but Khanh

A coup against the nelV' Premier) Quat)

Ousted

fai ls when the Anned Forces Council
int ervenes . They seize the opportunity
to remove Khanh and he is forced to leavE
the country several days later.

ROLLING THUNDER
Approved

The President approves the first strikes
for the ROLLING THUNDER sustained) escalating ai r crunpaign against the DRV.

24 Feb 1965

The second re2risal strikes authorized
. by the President at tack targets in the
North.
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2 Mar 1965

ROLLJ1IJG THUNDER
Begins

After being once postponed) the first
ROLLING THUNDER strikes .take place .

6 Mar 1965

Marines to DaNang

The President decides to send two LS
Marine Battalion Landing Teams to
DaNang to take up the base security
function. They arri ve hro days later.

General H.K. Johnson

After a trip to Vietnam) the Army
Chief of. Staff) General Johnson)
recommends a 21-point program to the
President. Included are increased
attacks on the North and removal of
restrictions on these missions .

14 Mar 1965

Report

29 Mar 1965

US Embassy Bombed

Just as Ambassador Taylor is leaving
for a policy conference in Washington)
the US Embassy in Saigon is bombed by
VC terrorists \.Jith loss of life and
extensive property damage.

31 Mar 1965

State Memo to the
President

In a 41-point non-military recommendation to the President ) State elaborates on a Taylor proposal .

1 Apr 1965

President Meets With
NSC and Taylor

At a meeting with Taylor and the NSC
PrinCipals, the President approves the
41-point non-military proposal) plus
General Johnson's 21-point proposal.
In addition) he decides to send two
more Marine battal:Lons and an air wing
to Vietnam and to authorize an active
combat role for these forces . He also
authorizes 18)000-20)000 more support
forces.

2 Apr 1965

McCone Dissents from
1 Apr Decisions

In a memo, to SecState) SecDef) and
Ambassador Taylor) CIA Director John
McCone takes exception to the decision
to give US troops a ground role. It is
not j ustified unless vle take radic~lly
stronger measures against North Vietnam.

6 Apr 1965

NSAM 288

NSAM 288 promulgates the decisions of
the 1 April meeting .

7 Apr 1965

President's Johns
Hopkins Speech

The PreSident) in a speech at Johns
Hopkins) offers unconditional talks
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with the DRV plus help in rebuilding
after the war if they I-Till cease
a ggression .

(Cont'd )

8 Apr 1965

Pham Van Dong
AnnOQDCeS 4 Points

DRV Foreign Minister) Pham Van Dong)
announces his four points for a Vi etnam settlement. They are a defiant )
unyielding repudiation of Johnson ' s
offer .

15 Apr 1965

State Department
Msg 2332

McGeorge Bundy i nforms Taylor that
f urther increments of troops are being
considered) plus use of US Army civil
affairs personnel .

17 Apr 1965

Embassy Saigon
Msg 3419

Taylor takes angry exception to the
proposal to i ncrease troops and to
introc uce military civil affai rs personnel into the provinces . He did not
think he had agreed on 1 April to a
l and "\-Tar in As i a .

20 Apr 1965

Honolulu Conference

In a hastily called conference) McNamara
i nforms Taylor i n detail of the new polic
directions and "brings him along ." An
attempt i s made to mollify him .

(
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IV.C.l.
U. S. PROGRAMS IN" SOUTH VIETNAM:, NOVEMBER 1963 - APRIL 1965
NSAM 273 - NSAM 288
1.

1.

NSAM-273

NSAM-273 -- The Aftermath of Diem

N~AM 273 of 26 November 1963 c ruae just four days after the assa ssination of President Kennedy and less than a month after the assassination
of the Ngo brothers and their replacement by the Mj.litary Revolutionary
Committee (lfffiC ). NSk~ 273 was an interim) don't rock-the-boat document .
I ts central significance was that although the two assassinations had
c hanged many things) U.S. policy proposed to remain substantially the
same . In retrospect, it is ummistakably clear ) but i t was certa i nly not
RDmistakably clear at that time) that this was a period of crucial and
acc e l erated c hange in the situation in South Vietnam. NSAM 273 reflected
the general judwaent of the situation in Vietnam that had gained official
acceptance during the previous period) most recently and notably during
t he visit of Secretary McNamara and General 'raylor to Vietnam in late
Sept ember of that y ear .

This generally sanguine appraisal had been .the basis for the recommendation in that report to establish a program to train Vietnamese to
carry out ) 'by the end of 1965, the essential functions then performed
by U.S. military personnel -- by which time "it should be poss ible to
withdravl the bulk of U.S. personnel." As an immediate gesture j.n this
direction, the report recommended that "the Defense Department shou~d
announc e in the very near future) presently pre:oared plans to wi thdral-l
one thousand U. S • military personnel by the end of 1963." The l atter
r ecolTfJUendation 'i-TaS acted upon the same day ( 2 Octob er 1963) by making
it p art of a IVhite House statement of U.S. Policy on Vietnar~ . This lVhite
House statement included the follmring pronouncement.
Secretary McNamara and General Taylor reported their
judgment that the ma j or part of the U.S. mj.litary task can
b e completed by the end of 1965) althou~h there' may be a
continuing requirement for a limited number of U.S. training
p ersonnel. They reported that by the end of this year the
U.S . program for training Vietnaracse should have progressed
t o the point \vhere one thousand U .So personnel assigned to
South Vietnam can be withdraim. l /
The visit of the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs to Saigon at the end of September was follOlved by the
report to the President in early October and agreements reached with
the President at the lVl1ite House early in Octob er follo'i-ling
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the Diem coup) a special meeting on Vietnam 'ITaS held at CINCPAC
headquarters on 20 November. Although this Honolulu meeting was
marked by some concern over the administrative dislocation that had
resulted from the coup of thre e weeks before, the tone remained one
of optimism along the lines of the October 2 report to the Presiaent.
Ambassador Lodge took note of what he called the !!political fragility !!
of the ne-w regime , but he I·ras on the whole optimistic ) and even
mentioned that the statement on U. S. military vrithdrm·ral was having
a continued !!tonic!! effect on the Republic of Vietnam ( RVN ). General
Harkins in his report mentioned a sharp increase i n Viet Cong ( VC )
incidents right after the coup, but added that these had dropped
to normal wi thin a vreek) and that there had, moreover , been compensating events such as additional Montagnards coming out of the hills
t o get government protection. All in all there vras some uneasiness ,
perhaps, about unknOlm effects of the coup, but nothing was said
to suggest that any serious departure was contemplated from the
generally optimistic official outlook of late September and early
October. And so, vTi th reference to the statements of October 2,
NSh~ 273 repeated:
The objectives of th~ United States with r espect
t o t he Inthdrawal of U. S. military personnel
r emain as stated in the White Hous e statement of
October 2, 1963. g/
Before examining further the background of NSAM 273 -- especially
the appraisals of the Vietnam situation that it reflecte d -- it is
I-rel l to revie'l·r some of the main provisions of that policy statement
of 26 November 1963 .
NASM 273 IoTas not comprehensive , as the McNamara-Taylor report
of 2 October ( discussed below) had been ) nor as NSAM 288 IoTas later
to be. Mainly it served to i ndicate continuance by the neH President
of policies already agreed upon, and to demonstrate full support by
t he United States of the nevT government of Vietnam ( GVN ). Both
military and economic programs , it Has emphasized ) should be maint ained at levels as high as those in the time of the Diem regime.
In addition, there IoTas an unusual Presidential exhortation - - r eflect ing t he internal U.S. dispute over policy concerning Diem and Nhu
t ·hat had made embarrassing headlines in October -- that:
The President expects that all senior officers
of the govel'nment I·Till move energetically to
insure the full unity of support for established
U. S. policy in South Vietna.m . Both in Washington
and in the field) it is essential that the govern ment be unified . It is of particular importance
that express or i mplied criticism of officers of
other branches be assiduously avoided in all
contacts In th the Vietnallle se government and vTi th
the press.

'1/
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NSAM 273 was specifically programatic so far as SVN was
concerned only in directing priority of effort to the Delta.

( 5) We should concentrate our efforts, and insofar
as possible ,·re should persuade the government
of South Vietnam to concentrate its effort, on
t he critical situation in the Mekong Delta . This
concentration should include not only military but
political, economic, social, educational and informational effort. We should seek to turn the tide
not only of battle but of belief, and we should
seek to increase not only the controlled hamlets
but the productivity of this area, especially
where the proceeds can be held for the advantage of
anti - Communist forces. ~/
.
I n general, the policies expressed by NSAM 273 were responsive
t o the older philosophy of our intervention there , which was that
t he central function of the U.S. effort was to help the South
Vietnamese to help themselves because only if they did the maj or
job themselves could that job in reality be done at all. We would
assist stabilization of the new regime and head i t in that direction .

( 3)

It is a major interest of the United States government that the present provisional government of South
Vietnam should be assisted in consolidating itself i n
holding and developing increased public support . 2/

Definition of the central task in 8.outh .Vietnam as that of
winning the hearts and minds of the people and of gaining for the
GVN t he support of the people had been the central consideration
i n t he late summer and early fall of ,{hat to do about Diem and
Nhu. The argument concerning the Diem government centered on t he
concept that the struggle in South Vietnam could not be won without
the support of the South Vietnamese peopl e and that under the Diem
regime -- espeCially because of the gro,rrng power and dominance of
Nhu - - the essential popul ar base was beyond r each. I n t he 2 October
r eport to the President as well as in the discussions l ater at
Honolulu on 20 November this theme was prominent. The U. S. coul d
not wi n the struggle, only the Vietnamese could do that. For
i nstance , i n the report to the President of 2 October, there were
t hese words in the section on "the U.S . military advi sory and support
effort. "
We may all be proud of the effectiVeness of the U. S.
mili tary advisory and support. vIi th feyr exceptions ,
U. S. military advisors report excellent relations
,nth their Vietnamese counterparts, .rhom they characterize as proud and .rilling soldiers . The sti ffening
and exemplary effect of U.S. behavior a..l1d attitudes
TOP SECRET - Sensitive
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has had all impact w'hich is not confined to the i·rar
effort) but i'Thich extends deeply into the whole
Vietnamese i:ray of doing things.
The U.S. advisory effort, however, cannot assure
ultimate success. This is a Vietnamese war and
the count ry end the war must in the end be run
solely by the Vietnamese. It vlill impair their
independence and development of their ini.tiati ve if
we leave our advisors in place beyond the time they
are really needed •..
Lemphasis supplie~1

§/

Policy concerning aid to the Vietnamese may be considered to
range between tvo polar extremes. One extreme would be our doing
almost everything difficult for the Vietnamese, and the other would
consist of limiting our mID actions to provision of no more than
material aid and advice while leaving everything important to be
done by the Vietnamese themselves. Choice of a policy at any point
on this continulLm reflects a judgment concerning the basic nature of
the problem; i. e . to what extentpoli tical and to Hhat extent military ;
to 'what extent rr-asonable by political means a~d to vThat extent
resolvable by military JUeans even by outsiders . But i n this
case the choice of policy also reflected confidence that success
was being achieved by the kind and level of effort that had
already been devoted to thi s venture. The polic y' of NSAM 273 vas
predicated on such confidence. It constituted by i ts reference to the
2 October statement an explicit anticipation, with tentative time
phases expressly stated, of the assumption by the Vietnamese of direct
responsibility' for. doing all the important things themselves sometime
in 1965, the U.S. thereafter providing only material aid and nonparticipating advice at the end of that period. That optimism Has
explicit in the report to the President of 2 October vherein the
c oncl usion
of the section on ItThe US Military Advisory and Support
II
Effort consisted of this paragraph:
Acknovledging the progress achieved to date , there
still remains the question of i:rhen the final Victory
can be obtained . If, by victory, we mean the reduct ion of the i nsurgency to something little more than
sporadic banditry in outlying districts , i t is t he
vieH of the vast majority of military commanders
consulted that success may be achieved in the I , II ,
and III Corps area by the end of IT 1964. Victory i n
IV CorPs wtll take longer - at least well into 1965 .
These estimates assume that the polit ical situation
does not significa:.r1tly impede the effort.
Lemphasis supplie~7

OJ]

2.

First Reappraisals of the Situation in South Vietnam

The caveat given expreSSion in the last sentence of the con clusions cited above offered an escape clause, but it was clearly
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not employed as a basis for planning and for programming. It was not
emphasized, and the lac},; of emphasis was consistent with the general
tone of optimism in the report as a '·Thole . This general optimism
in fact reflected the judgments proferred by most of the senior .
officials upon whom the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs had principally relied for advice. It is obvious,
hm'Tever, that the optimism was scarcely consistent vi th the grave
apprehension I·Ti th "Thich the political situation i-TaS viewed at the
time.
Ever since the Buddhist crlSlS began in early surnmer, the fear
had been felt at the highest U.S. policy levels that the explosiveness
and instability of the political situation in Vietnam might undermine
completely our efforts there. This apprehension had been the reason
why the President first dispatched the Mendenhall - Krulak mission
to Vietnam in early September, and then, a fortnight later, sent the
McNamara-Taylor mission. The political crisis existing in Vietnam
"Tas indeed a subject of great concern at the very time of the latter
vi sit . During this visit a decision was made that a proposed
Presidential letter of remonstrance to Diem for his repressive
policies concerning the Buddhists I'TaS tactically umTise and that,
.instead, a letter over the signature of. the Joint Chiefs , ostensibly
directed primarily to the military situation, should be delivered
to Diem ca;rrying a somewhat modified expression of protest. That
letter dated October 1 I'Tas delivered to Diem on October 2 and included these judgments:
Nmv, as Secretary McNamara has told you, a serious
doubt hangs over our hopes for the future. Can we
win together in the face of the reaction to the
measures taken by your government against the
Buddhists and the students? As a mili tar-y man I
'\omuld say that "Te carl i·Tin provided there are no
further political setbacks. The military indic ators are still generally favorable and Carl be
made more so by actions readily ioTi thin the p0i-ler of
your gover:tl.J1lent . If you allOH me , I I·Tould mention
a fei-l of the military actions which I believe necessary for this improvement.
.J

'9/

And, in clOSing the letter the CJCS expressed himself in these
vmrds:
I n . closing, Mr. President, may I give you my most
importB.nt overall impression? Up to now the battle
against the Viet Cong had seemed endless; no one
has been "Tilling to set a date for its successful
conclusion. .After ·talking to scores of officers,
Vietnamese arld American, I am convinced that the
Viet Cong insurgency in the North and Center can
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be reduced to little more than sporadic incidents
by the end of 1964. The Delta will take longer but
should be completed by the end'of 1965. But for
t hese predictions to be valid, certain conditions
must be met. Your government should be prepared t o
energize all agencies, military and civil , to a
higher output of activity than up to now . I neffect ive commanders and province officials must be
replaced as soon as idenb_fied. Finally, there
should be a restoration of domestic tranquility on
t he home front if political tensions are to be al layed
and external criticism is to abate . Conditions are
needed for the creation of an atmosphere conducive to
an effective campaign directed at the objectives , vit al
t o both of us , of defeating the Viet Cong and of
r estoring peace to your country. ~/
This letter was a policy instrmllent , of course , rather than exclus i vely an expression of &.11 appraisal. As a matter of tacti cs i t was
softened considerably from the first proposed letter "\;rhich was to say
that the United States would consider disassociating itself from the
Vietnam Government and discontinue support unless the GVN altered
i ts repressive policies. It i s c ited here mainly to indicate t he
concern , made expli cit by the senior members of the U. S. Mission
i n late September, concerning the possible effect upon military effec tiveness of the political unrest.
About a week l ater , in testimony before the House Cow~ittee on
Foreign Affairs , Secretary McNamara repeated the theme that the mi litary
s i tuation was good, t hat the political situation was bad, that t he
political situation could have a bad affect on the military situation ,
but it had not had such a bad effect yet .
Following an appraisal of the military situation by Gen. Tayl or,
Chairman Morgan asked the SecDef . "Mr • Secretary, then you fee l
and I am sure the General fee l s that the military effort is going
very ,;rell? II To this the SecDef '' s response vTaS:
Secretary McNamara. Yes we do. I thi nk Gen. Taylor has
emphasized and I vTould like to empha~ize again , t hat whil e
we believe the serious politi cal unrest has not to dat e
s eri ously and adverse l y affected t he military effort , i t
may do so i n the future , if it conti nues.
Chairman Mcrgan.
General , or Mr . Secretary, c oul d we say
t hat the military situa'Uon i s moving I-Tell , but the political
s i tuation i s not - the political situation is bad ?
Secretary McNarnara.

Yes , I think that i s a fair summary.

Mr . Secretary , then , from your observations ,
Chainnan Morgan.
.
both you and the General , f,rom the 8 days you spent i n the
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country) you can lt see any deterioration in the military
effort of SVN because of the political situation in the
country?
Secretary McNamara.

This is a fair statement.

Chairman Morge.l1.
You feel that the Vj.etnamese Army is moving
ahead and is cooperating ,-lith our forces in there?
Secretary McNamara. Yes. Certain of the affairs of the
Vietnamese Array have been affected by the political unrest
of recent months. As Gen. Taylor pointed out ) some of their
relatives have been arrested and subjected to a violation
of their personal freedoms and liberties) and undoubtedly
thi s has tended to turn some of the officers ai·ray from support of their government.
But they are strongly motivated by the desire to resist
the Communist encroachment ..• and their anti-Communist
feeline;s are stronger than their distrust of government . So
to date there has been n'o reduction in the effectiveness of
their military operations. 10/
There is no record that this express recognitiQn that the bad
political situation might affect the military capab ility Has considered
a contingency to be foreseen in the program) or that anyone suggested
it should be.
Nearly four months later Secretary McNa.mara had an explanatj.on to
offer concerning his viei-l of the situation at the time of this testimony .
Appearing once more in Executive Session to testify on the authorization
bill for the fiscal year 19 65) before the House Conrrni ttee on Armed
Services on 27 J anuary 196L~) the Secretary was asked . by Mr . Chamb erman
of the House Committee to explain i-lhy
his press conference comments on the situation
. the day before were clearly more optimistic than
those in his CongreSSional sta\Ement. Both were
more optimistic than recent neHS reports from
Vi et N8JIl. 11/
In response, the Secretary went back to his Joint Report to the
President of 2 October ) to cite ae;ain the caveat I-Ihich had been expressed
as follows.
The political situation in South Viet Nam remains
. deeply serious. The United States has made clear
its continuing opposition to any repressive actions
in South Viet Nam. Hhile such actions have not yet
Significantly affected the military effort., they
could do so in the future. 12/
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In further
in effect,
capabili ty
and,had,in
vTords,

amplification of this point the Secretary almost claimed ,
to have foreseen and to have forecast the degradation of
that it vTaS then clear ( in J anuary 1964) had occurred
fact continued ever since November. These were his

v,Te didn I t say - - but I think you could have predicted
that what vTe had in mind was - - that ( 1) either Diem

would continue his repressive measures and remain in
pOi-Ter ) in which case he would continue to lose public
support and , since that is the foundation of successful
counter guerilla operations, the military operations
would be adversely affected, or ( 2 ) alternatively he
would continue his repressive measures and buil d so
much resistance that he would be thrmm out , then a
coup ,-TQuld take place, and during the period of
reorganization follm,ling .•. there vmuld be instability
and uncertainty and military operations vmuld be
adversely affected . ' 13/
No f ully persuasive explanation has been discovered of the
apparent discrepancy between this foresight concerning the possible
i ll affects '2 f -p_o.lictical instability and the generally optimi,stic
prognosis and the ·p ro . . . rarn based upon that optimism. The Secretary had
had no enthuSiasm for the coup. Possibly he adjusted, though reluc tantly, to the idea and decided that the political difficulties would
ei ther be overcome by means he did not feel it lvaS his duty to explore ,
or 1-muld not be serious or lasting enough to be critical. Hm.rever ,
al l of the thinl<.:ing then in vogue about counte rinsurgency" i nsi sted,
that favorable political circUJustances were essential to success .
Therefore , unless i t lTaS assumed that favorable political circumstances
could be brought about , the counterinsurg~ncy, effort .vTaS bound to fail.
So long as the adverse case was not proved one had to assUJue ultimately
favorable political conditions because it was unthinkable to stop
tryi ng.
Even before NSAM 273 was adopted, evidence began t o accumulate
t hat the optimistic assumptions underlying it ,·rere suspect . Fi rst ,
t here vTaS unmistakable and accumulating evidence that , in the period
i mmediately after the coup, the situation had deteriorated i n many
places as a direct result of the coup . Then came increaSing expres sion, df a judgment that this deterioration vTaS not merely an
immediate and short lived phenomenon, but something, rather , that
continued I'lell after the worst administrative confusions immedtately
after th~ coup had been reduced. Finally , the i mpreSSion , ~evelope?i n many quarters , and eventually spread to all, that before the coup ,
tIle situation had been much more adverse than i-Te had recognized
officially at the time . Before the end of December, 'Ive decided to
i nstitute a system of covert checks' on the ' accuracy 9f our baSic
intelligence -- a large part of vrhich came from Vietnamese sources .
( There 1-TaS suspicion that the interests of these officials IoTas often
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served by reporting to us or to their superiors within the GVN what
' we or the GVN high officials wanted to hear .) As December and
'January and February passed, the situation reports trended consist ently dOlvmrard, the accumulating evidence seemed to indicate quite
clearly that appreciation of ' setbacks and of adverse developments
was regularly belated. The result was that programs tended commonly
to be premised upon a more optimistic appraisal of the situation than
was valid for the time when they were adopted, whether or not they
were valid for an earlier period.
J udgments of the trend of events in Vietnam and of the progress
of our program had long been a subject of controversy, both public
and vri thin the councils of govermnent . That there had been an under current of pessimism concerning the situation in Vietnam IV'as no
secret to the responsible officials who visited Vietnam in September
and who reported to the President on 2 October, or to the l arger
group that convened at CINCPAC HQ on 20 November ; Most of the quali fications in their minds related to imponderables of the political
si tuation, i·Thich it iV'as ahTays hoped and assumed would be successfully
resolved. The focus of the disagreement had generally peen the
policies of Diem and l\Thu espeCially with respect to the Buddhists .
During the swnmer of 1963, disagreement.over the state of affairs in
Vietnam had not only been aired in closed official councils, but had
flared into open controversy in the public press in a manner that
seemed to many to be detrimental to the U.S. It was possible to get
directly conflicting viei-Ts from the experts. One of the better known
i llustrations of this bewildering diversity of opinions among those
wi th some claim to knOlV' is the instance recounted by both Schlesinger
and Hilsman of the reports to President Kennedy on 10 September 1963
by General Victor,Krulak and Mr . Joseph A. Mendenhall upon their return
from their special miSsion to Vietnam. General Krulak was a specialist
in counterinsurgency and Mr . Mendenhall had, not long before, completed
a tour of duty in Saigon as Deputy Chief of Mission under Ambassador
DurbrovT. After hearing them both out ( with Krulak pai nting the rosy
picture and Mendenhall the gloomy one ), the President , in the '\-Tords of
the Hilsman account , tt looked quizzically from one to the other . You
t wo did visit the same country, didn 1t you ?tt I 4/
Much of the disagreement concerning the progress of the anti -Viet
Cong effort during the middle of 1963 IV'as related intimately to issues
posed by the Buddhist revolt. Where there vras pessimism or scepticism
about the progress of the IV'ar in general or the success of the pacificat ion program, the attitude vras generally associated with t he judgment
that Diem and Nhu IV'ere not administering affairs right and were alienating
rather than i-tInning the support of the masses of South Vietnamese people .
Aside from Diem and Nhu and the Buddhist revolt , the major center of
controversy was the situation in the Delta. The fact that NSAM 273
called for priority effort in the Delta reflected official recognition
that the situation in the Delta demanded it. The ground work for this
was laid during the McNamara-Taylor visit , but recognition of the serious
problem there had come slmdy and not without controversy .
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A public controversy on the subject vTaS touched off by an
article filed in Saigon on 15 August 1963 by David Halberstarn of
the NevT York Times. The Halberstarn article said that the RVN
military situation in the Delta had deteriorated seriously over the
past year , and '·ms getting increasingly worse . The VC had been
increasing greatly in number , were in possession of more and better
arms an.d had larger stores of them, and their boldness to operate
in large units -- up to 600 or even 1 , 000 men -- had become marked .
The VC I-Teapon losses \-Tere dmm , and the GVl'J \'Tea:90n losses were up.
U. S . military men and civilian officials in the field , according .
to this article, vere reported to be very apyrehensive of the effect
of all this upon the Strategic Hamlet Program, and the uhole future
of GVN control in the Delta I-Tas in doubt . But , it was hinted strongly,
higher echelon authorities vere umTilling to perceive the dangers .
"Some long-time observers are comparing official American optimism
about the Delta to the French optimism that preceded France ' s route
from Indochina in 1954. They var;; of "high-levei self-deception ."
The official refutation of the Halberstam article , prepared
for the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the J'oint Chiefs
by SACSA, categorically denied everything. Based upon what it termed
"the most reliable and accurate data available from both classified
and unclassified sources !! the an.alysis shoi-Ted, in the language of
i ts summary, that "the mili ta-ry situation is improving throughout
t he Republic of Vietnam, not as rapidly in the Mekong Delta as in
t he North, but improving markedly none the less. The pi cture is
preCisely the opposite of the one painted by Hr . Halberstarn. II 15/ I n the
bodyof the refutation, 13 of the principle charges in the Halberstam
article were analyzed , one-by-one , and battered by an array of
percentages, statistics presented both tabularly and i n graphs , and
all of the nlJJubers "ere very impressive and persuasive if taken at
f ace value. They shmled, for insta:.r1ce , that the VC armed attacks and
VC initiated incidents ( not armed ) , in mid-summer 1963 were belol-T the
1962 average, that the average net ueekly loss of GVN w'eapons to the
VC had fallen from 62 in 1961 to 12 in 1962 to only 6 of 1963, and
t hat the rate of both company - sized an.d battalion- sized VN attacks
had fallen markedly, in 1963 from the 1962 level .
Generalizations about how the different groups , agenCies , and
echelons sided on the issue of the Vietnam situation tend to over simpli fy because hm,ever they are made , there are exceptions . Most
of the senior officers in-field i n the direct line of operational
r esponsibility tended to accept the more optimistic interpretation .
Examples in this category vould include CINCPAC ( Admiral Felt ),
COMUSMACV ( General Harkins ) , Ambassador Nolting ( I-Tho was soon to be
~eplaced, hOilever, by Ambassador Lodge, \-Tho tended to be less
optimistic ) , aDd CIA Station Chief Richardson • Nolting and Richardson
had been charged to develop 'a close and friendly relationship ,nth
Diem, and this i nvolved necessarily a special sort of sympathy for
his outlook. The lives of most seni.or officers charged \'Ti th operating
r esponsibility have been pointed to giving leadership in situations

,
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This leadership includes setting an example of high morale ,
by their own conduct, to encourage enthusiastic esprit de corps among
subordinates, and to project an unfailing inage of confidence to the
outside ~rorld. Such men are likely to find it almost impossible to
recognize and to acknm,rledge existence of a situation seriously adverse
to their assigned mission. It is contrary to their lifetime training
never to be daunted. This characteristic makes them good leaders for
difficult missions but it does not especially qualify them for render ing dispassionate judgements of the feasibility of missions or of the
progress they are making. Admiral Felt and General Harkins in the field ,
and General Krulak in Washington, appear to have been more the gung ho
type of leaders of men in combat situations than the cautious reflective
~reighers of complex circumstances and feasibili ties, including political
complica,tions.

/

Officials and agencies in Washington vrho depended directly or primarily upon these officers for an understanding of the situation tended,
very naturally, to put their greatest faith in the judgement of those
in the field \'Tho ~rere administratively responsible and I'Tho had access
to the most comprehensive official reports and data. If there were
disadvantag.es in the position of these people, a major one 'I.,ras that
most of their information was supplied by GVN officials, vrho often had
a vested interest in ma1dng things look g·ood. Moreover, the U. S . offi cials in positions of operational responsibility had a professional
commitment to programs ,.,rhich, often , they had had a hand in establishing. This normally inhibited them from giving the I'T orst interpretation
to evidence that ~ras incomplete, ambiguous or incoDclusi ve -- and most evidence was one or more of these. Moreover, the public relations aspects
of most positions of operating responsibility make it seem necessary to
put a good face on things as a part of that operating responsib i lity. The
morale of the organization seems to demand it. Finally, the i ntelligence
provided on an official basis generally follOl'Ted formats devised for
uniform formal compilation and standard statistical treatment. All along
the line, 10"Ter echelons were judged, rewarded or penalized by higher eche lons in terms of the progress revealed by the reports they turned in.
This practice encouraged and facilitated feeding unjustifiably optimistic
data into the reporting machinery.
The darker view Has easier for those who lacked career commitment
to the success of the programs in the form in ,.,rhich they had been
adopted. The more pessimistic interpretations ,.,rere generally based ,
also, upon sources of information which "rere intimate , personal, outof-channels, and vrith non-official personages. They were particular i stic rather than comprehensive , intimate and intuitive rather than
formal , impressionistic rather than statisticaL
Moreover, some of the principal Cassandras \'Tere newsmen whose
stories, "lhether correct or incor'rect, made the front page and Sometimes even the headlines. This suggested a vested interest in what
for one reason or another was sensational. Other Cassandras ,.,rere
mili tary advisors of jlmior grades, or lesser US01>1 officers especially
those in the provinces, "lhose views IV"ere ,easy to dj.scount by seni or
11
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officials because , hOl-Tever familiar the junior officers might be with
local acts or particular details, they generally lacked knowledge
of the overall picture .
There ,ms unCluestionable ambivalence in U. S. official attitudes
concerning progress and prospects. Despite the repeatedly expressed
Clualifications concerning the potentially grave affect of the political
instability in Vietnam, the programming and policy fonnulation, as
already noted, vTaS lvi thout Clualificab.on based on optimistic assumptions .
.In an over-viel-r of the Vietnam Well:' ( 1960-1963) prepared by SACSA and
delivered fo t"he· S·ecretary -shortly after his return from South Vietnam,
the mission ' s assessment of military progress i·ras summarized in these
tenns:
The evidences of overall military progress were so
unmistakably clear that the mission, acknol-rledging
t he implications and uncertainties of the power crisis
underway in Vietnam, concluded that the GVN milita.ry
effort had achieved a momentum of progress which held
further promise of ultimate victory over the Viet Congj
further , that Victory was possible wi thin reasonable
limits of time and investment of U.S . resources . 16/
The high priority of the Delta problem was recognized, in this same
over-:view, loTi th the statement that lithe mission l-las impressed with
the evidence that the decisive conflict of the l-Tar was approaching
i n the Mekong Delta. II The major difficulty there vTaS identified
somelvhat euphemistically as due to the fact that lithe mission found
evidences that the Government of Vietnam had overextended its hamlet
construction program in these southern provinces. II 17/
Not l ong before this, hOI-rever, Michael Forrestal in the White
House had sent to Secretary McNamara a copy of a Second I nfonnal
Appreciation of the Status of the Strategic Hamlet Program dated
1 September 19b3:-and prepared by USOM Regional Affairs officers .
This Appre ciation gave province by province sUlmnaries that vrere
far from encouraging concerning the Delta. In addition to Lo~g fl..:J.
and Di:lh 'I'lWClg provinces which were the ivorst, it was said of Ki en
*--,..10~g t~l a,t

t he program continues to be SlOi-l . •• felv hamlets
are completed and a fraction of pla..l1ned militia
t rained . • • the one bright spot ••. remains the Pri
Phap area, which is, hOI-rever, vulnerable mil i tarily should the VC decide to concentrate their
efforts against it . The Chief of Province . •• we
feel is totally unClualified . Vi-:-.·:_ Binh, although
the hamlet program continued to increase in
numbers ..• the security situation deteriorated in
J uly and August. The removal of a recently intro duced RVN battalion damaged the effort, and a
change in leadership dislocat~d projects underway • •.
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Nhi Long has been severely threatened i n August,
the route to Vinh Long is again insecure ••• else where the hamlet program appears to be over extended and vri th insufficient troop support is
under serious threat in former VC strongholds.
Security in southernmost Long,Toan District, the
province VC haven , continues to be very poor •••
Major Thao, an extreme ly competent leader, ••••ras
replaced in late July •• o
Vinh Long: Although most signs indicate progress •••
evaluation of Vinh Long remains largely an evaluation of Lt. Col. Phuoc , Chief of Provim;e
whose
idea had previously led him to construct through
corvee labor kilometer after kilometer of useless
Walls, and whose insensitivity to the pormlation
had led to considerable popular antipathy. An
apparent change of attitude has taken place ••• and
Phuoc nmV' says that the strategic hamlet i s a state
of mind rather than a fortificationo Phuoc I s sincerity ' and commitment to the program are still problematical, hOlV'ever, as is public acceptance of him
and of the progrmn ••• some pessimists feel that this
may '\Vell prove ••• the most difficult province in the
Delta to pacify.
0

••

Chuong Thien: The Communists still control most of
the people and land in Chuong Thien •• /the7 new
province chief ••• has been evasive and-has shovm no
deSire really to cooperate ••• the large relocation
effort.o.risks loss of the province to the VC
becaus e the people involved have been alienated.
Ba Xuyen: Shortcoming in the implementation of
the hamlet program, as vrell as a l ack of confi dence in the province chief ••• led to the recall in
late August of the USOM provincial representative
and possible unofficial suspension of USOM •• oin an
effort to build statistics, the province had constructed a number of vulnerable and non-viable
hamlets . There has been a forced vrholesale relocation , insufficiently justi fied , poorly financed •••
numerous occurrences have convinced us that there
is venali.ty •• • and l ack of good f'3.ith. A nelV' province
chief ( not presently in prospect ) mi ght permit progres s in this rich and important area ••• a major effort
to gain popular support for government is needed in
this as in many other Delta provinces.
A,n Xuyen : The province remains under VC control vTi th
the exception of a handful of '\Videly separated govern ment strong points ••• An Xuyen, . comprising much of
the enemy ! s main Del.ta po"rer center, is a primary
source of men, money and supplies for the Communists.
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The strategic hamlet program has not succeeded. Under
pre sent conditions , given the scarcity of GVl'J forces
and deeply entrenched Viet ConR shadoiI goverrunent,
it can not be expected to .•. +(5/
Whether or not the full seriousness of the situation in the.
Delta was appreciated at the time of the McNamara-Taylor mission in
September 1963, it is entirely clear that the :Delta was recognized
as a high priority problem. The recommendations set forth in their
joint Report to the President of 2 October c811ed for lIthe training
and arming of harnlet n:.ili tia at an accelerated rate, especially in
the Delta!! and for "a consolidation of the Strategj.c Hamlet Program,
especially in the Delta, and action to insure that j.n the future' strategic
hamlets are not built until they can be protected and until civic
action programs can be introduced. II And in the appraisal of overall
progress , the judgments 'olere rendered that
The Delta remains the toughest area of all , and
nmol requires top priority in both G'VN and U. S.
efforts. Approximately 40 percent of the people
live there ; the area is rich and has traditionally
resisted central authority; it is the center of
Viet Cong strength - --over one-third of the !!hard core !! are found there; and the maritime nature of
the terrain renders it much the most difficult
region to pacify. 19/
During the Honolulu meeb.ng of 20 November 'olhen Gen . Harkins
presented a sUlilmar-y- of the si iuation in 13 critical provinces , 7
were in the Delta . Secretary McNamara in a detailed discussion on
that occasion of the situation on these provinces suggested that
there were three things to be done in the Delta : ( 1 ) to get the
Chieu Hoi program moving; ( 2) to get the fertilizer program going
i n order to increase the output of rice, and ( 3 ) most important , to
improve the security of strategic hamlets by arming and training cmd
increasing the numbers of the militia. It is recorded that at this '
point General 'l'aylor made a suggestion that perhaps 'ole needed joint
U.S . -Vietnamese province teams to attack problems at the province
level because the problems vTere in fact different in each province .
This latter seems. worth noting in vievr of the emphasis that was to
be plac ed , some months later, upon getting more Americans into a
supervisory or advisory capac ity in the provincial areas .
When General Harkins presrented his review of the military situation at this meeting, he indicated that weapon losses were quite high,
particularly in November when the goverD.ment forces lost nearly 3
weapons to every one captured from the \TC. The losses were incurred
largely by the Civil Guard , the Self-Defense Corps and the hamlet
militia. It iVas also indicated at the meeting that the greatest
single difficulty of a pacification program ioTaS in the problem of
securi ty in the hamlets . Nevertheless, the explanation that the
difficult ies of November re sulted solely from the coup and ( uould
t herefore not continue) made it seem unnecessary to change the
assumptions that over-all progress in the couBter -insurgency effort
justified p:r.ogra1J1.ming a phase-out of the major portion of the U. S.
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contribution . The assumptions .·rere retained that : ( 1 ) t he Communist
insurgency "!-lould be brought under control in the Northern two-thirds
of the country by the end of calendar year ' 64) the phase down of the
RVNAF could be started at the beginning of cE.lendar year 1965 ( in,stead
of the previous estimate of calendar year ' 66) ; and this r esulted in
a reduction from previous estimates of funding for the RVNAF ( exclud ing para-military and police ) as follovlS : ( in millions of dollars)
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
Fi scal. year
. Fi scal year
Fiscal year

' 65
' 66
'67
' 68
' 69

225.2
225.5
143.5
122 . 7
121 · 9

-

213.3
197.4
131.2
119 · 7
119 · 5 20/

While those from Washington who I·rere attending the conference at
Honolulu) and Ambassador Lodge ) were returning to Washington) President
Kennedy 'vas assassinated . The folloHing day ) on 23 November) a memo r andum Ims prepared to guide the nell President for his meeting with
Ambassador Lodge . The main points of this guidance stressed the need
for tearmvork Fithin this U. S. mission .
It is absolutely vital t hat the whole of the country
team) and particularly Ambassador Lodge and General
Harkins ) "!-lork in close harmony and "!-li th full c on sultation) . back - and - forth. There must be no back bi ting or sniping at Imv l eve ls such as may have
contributed to recent news stories about General
Harkins being out of favor I·Ti th the new regime . .. 21/
3.

First Actions on NSAM 273 and First Misgivings

In. r~sponse to the ca ll for priority of effort to turn the tide
in the Delta) an additional ARVN division was shifted to the Delta)
and directives were issued to COMUSMACV to effect an inc rease in
military tempo there ) especiall y to improve tactics ) to maintain
full strength in combat elements ) in anning and traini ng hamlet
mili tia. Along Ivi th t his ) he was to consolida te strategic hamlet
programs to bring the pace' of c onstruction to a l evel consi stent
wi th GV1if capab ilities both to provide essential prot ection and to
i ntroduce civic action progrruns, AID actions to increase production
i n -the Delta were . also initiated and accelerated - f erti lizer )
pesticides ) ric e seed ) the hamlet school progra..rn and hamlet medics )
generators a..nd radio sets ) etc. USOM had) further ) conveyed to the
GVN its assurance that) subject to Congre ssional appropri ations ) the
U.S, fully intended to maintain the lev0l of 3.id previously given to
the Diem Government . 22/
Scarcely more than a I-Teek after the forma lization of NSAM 273
on.26 November 1963, the adverse trend of events that previ ously had
been only rumored or feared moved much closer to being acknOlvledged
to be an unmistakable and ine scapab le rea lity . On 7 December ( Saigon
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time)) Ambassador Lodge fOrlvarded a report of USOM provincial repre sentative Young on the situation in Long An province as of 6 December .
Part of that report was as follmvs:
( 1) The only progress made in Long An province during the month of November , 1963 has been by the
Communist Viet Congo The past thirty days have
produced a day-by-day elimination of US/Vietnamese
sponsored strategic hamlets ~Dd the marked increase
in Viet Cong influence, military operations)
physical control of ' the countryside and Communist
controlled combat hamlets .
( 2 ) At the end of September, 1963 province officials
stated that 219 strategic hamlets Here completed
and met the 6 criteria. Effective 30 November 1963
this figure has been reduced to about 45 on the
best estimates of MAAG) USOM and ne''; province
chief, Major Dao. Twenty-seven hamlets were
attacked in November compared with a figure of 77
for June . This i-TOuld appear to be an improvement .
However, the explanation is a pimple one: so many
strategic hamlets have been rendered ineffective
by the Viet Cong that only 27 were Horth attacking
thi s month ...

( 4 ) The reason for this unhappy situation is the failure
of the government of Vietnam to support and protect
the hamlets. The concept of the strategic hamlet
called for a self-defense corps capable of holding
off enemy attack for a brief period until regular
forces CARYN) Civil Guard) or SDC ) could ' come to
t he rescue. In hamlet after hmnlet this assist ance never came) or in most cases) arrived the fol lowing morning during daylight hours ..•
( 5) Two explanations are presented for the lack of assist ance : (a) there are not sufficient troops to protect
key inst allations and district headquarters and at
the same time go to the assistance of the hamlet. ( b)
Both official orders and policy prohibit the movement
of t roops after dark to go to the assistance of
hamlets or isolated military posts ...

( 9) 'Jlhe strategic hamlet program in this province can be
made workable and very effective against the Viet
Cong o But help must come immediately in the form of
additional troops and new concepts of operation, not
in the same reheated French tactics of 1954) beefed
up with more helicopters and tanks. The hamlets must
be defended if this province is not to fall under
complete control of the Vi et C,ong in the next few
months ...
TOP SECRET - Sensitive
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( 11 ) See also General Don ' s statement to me on Long An ,
notably his statement that totally useless a..nd
i mpractical hamlets were built with forced l abor
so that grafters Hould receive the money allocated
to stra.tegic hamlets ..•
(12 ) I am asking MACV and USOM to find out hOll the above
and the scandalous conditions described by General
Don escaped inspection. 23/
This report on Long An province reached lvashington about the same
. time that a Cabinet level ' meeting at the Department qf Sta.te was being
held to reviei'i the situation in Vietnam and discuss possib l e further
actions. A briefing on the situation vas presented, on behalf of the
Defense Department and the Secretary, by General Krolak. General
Krulak's briefing included the follmring conclusions:
a.
The ne'i{ GVN ShOlfS a desire to respond to U.S.
advice and improve it s military effectiveness and
has the capability to do so . Its plans are basically
sound but it is in a state of organizat ional turmoil
which cannot fail to affect its capabi lities adversely for the short term.
b.
The VC are maldng an i ntensive although loo se l y
coordinated effort to increase their hold on the
countryside ilhile the new government is shaking do1VD.
c.
The VC have exhibited a pOI{erful military capability for at l east a brief period of ,intensi fied
operations and their skill at least in counter air borne operati ons i s i mproving .
d.
There i s ground for concern that infiltration
of materiel support has increased in the Delta
area but there is little hard proof . This is a prime
intelligence deficiency since it affects not only
the military tactics but our overall Southeast Asi.a
strategy . ~!±./
The prevailing vi e,\-T at this time seems t o have been more apprehens i ve
than Gen . Krulak' s briefing would suggest . It ilas irnmediately decided
that the Secretary should have another look at the situation by returning from the December NATO meeting via Saigon.
The Bacl':up Book for the Secretary of Defense ' s Saigon trip of 18-20
Dec ember contains indications of t he major questions that he proposed
to l ook into during his brie'f pro j ected visit to Vi etnam . The Young
Report on Long An Province as of 6 December had evidently made a strong
impression , and it seems the Secretary was espeCiall y anxious t o safegUEu~d
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against being misled in the future about the status of programs . With
respect to the Strategic Hamlet Program generally, it is evident that
there 'liaS apprehension concerning t he questionable statistics that had
been used in the Diem regime ' s portrayal of the program . It was ·hoped
that it vlQuld be possible to identify the requirements for a program
of on-going current assessments of the program as quickly as possible .
There vras also an intention to publi sh an appropriate set of new
guidelines for the coordination of construction, ci'vic action and mili tary programs , and, perhaps more important, to accomplish the consolidation and correction of hamlet programs in the shortest possible time .
Fi ve problem areas va th respect to the strategic hamlet program were
identified prior to the trip , these were :
a.
Hhat progress is being achieved by the surveys
and when will the reports be available?
b.
What specific actions 1-Jere then underiiay to
coordinate the companion military, political and
social programs?
c.

When vlOuld the' new guidelines be published?

d.
What action was underway to indoctrinate t he
newly aSSigned province officials to enable them to
pursue the program effectively?
e.
Was i t plam that one big problem would be t o
i nsure that the province and district officials
understood and executed vigorously their revised
programs? Had any thought been given to adding an
additional advisor or two , i n the critical prov inces , to vTork at the district l evel and to i nsure
that the officials actually drove programs fonrard .

25/

A point to be noted in these is the grovring i dea of placing an
i ncreasing number of advisors at the province and district l eve l.
The Secretary made certain decisions of an i mmediate nature concerning programs i n Vietna,;n 'ihile he was stj.ll in Saigon; and imme di ately upon his return he made his report to the President in which he
described the situation as he had found it, and made further recommenda tions that he had evidentl y not felt empOliered to enact without Presidential approval.
Among the actions agreed upon during the visit to Saigon on 19-20
December '<Jere the follOlung:
1.
The GYrJ should be pressed to increase troop
density in six provinces in III Corps by about 100%
( ten infantI"J and three engineering batallions ) , in
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accordance ioTi th plans discussed at a meeting wi th
COMUSf/IACV and the Ambassador .
2.
Revise the pacification plans for critical
provinces to insure that they reflect scheduling
and programming "based on a realistic appraisal of
t he actual status of the hamlets , the SDC and Civil
Guard and ARVN as well as the rehabilitation mai;e r ials available ."
3.
Increase U.S . military advisory strength i n t he
t hirteen critical provinces ( agreed to be critical at
Honolulu ) in accordance ,.·Ti th a table submit t ed by
COMUSMACV .

4. Reinforce USOM representation in thirteen critical
.provinces starting with Long An in accordance with a
proposal from USOM Saigon.
5. Provi de uni f",,:i:ms for the SDC 'I·Ti t h priority on the
Delta area.
6.
Press the GVN for a clear statement , i n fonn of
orders to province chiefs, for continuance and reshaping
of the hamlet program .

7.

Press the GVN to provide for a J oint General Staff
(JCS) chief, and for a III Corps commander with no other
r esponsibilities.

8.

Conti nue to stress to the GVN the need for forcefu l
central leadership and effective and visible popular
l eadership . 26/
The Secretary 1s report for the President dated 21 December 163 was
gloomy aDd expressed fear that the situation had been deteriorating
l ong before any deterioration had been suspected ( official ly ). The
r eport began by saying that the situation was "very disturbing ," and
t hat unl ess current trends were reversed within two or t hree mont hs
t hey would "lead to neutralization at best and more like l y to a Communi st-controlled state. " The new government of Big Minh was i denti fied
as the greatest source of concern because it seemed i ndecisive and
drifting . There seemed to be a clear lack of administrative tal ent and
of political experience . While on t he other hand general s who shoul d
have been directi.ng military affairs were preoccupied with polit i cal
matters Ii. e .) ioTorki ng to assure or to · i ncrease t heir own political
ppwer IoTit hin t he Rlvf~l .
A second major wealmess' seemed to tIle Secretary to be the Country
Team . He felt that it lacked leadership and had been "poorl y infonned"
and \'Tas 'hot working according to a common plan ." He had found as an
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example of confusion conflicts between USOM and military recommenda tions, in cases of reconunendations to the government of Vietnam and
Washington concerning the size of the military budget. "Above all,
Lodge has virtually no official contact Ivi th Harkins. " The Ambassador,
the Secretary felt, simply could not conduct a coordinated administra t ion -- not because he did not wish to, but bee ause he had "operated as
a loner all his life and cannot readily change now ." Concerning enemy
progress, the report said
Viet Cong progress has been great during the
period since the coup, with my best guess being
that the situation has in fact been deteriorating in the countryside since July to a far
greater extent than we realized because of undue
dependence on distorted Vietnamese reporting .
The Viet Cong nm·r control very high proportions
of the people in certain key provinces , particu l arly those directly South and West of Saigon. 27/
;emphasis supplied!
As remedial measures he recommended that the government of Vietnam
be required to reallocate its military forces so that its effective
strength in these key provinces I{Quld be essentially doubled . There
would also have to be major increases in both the U.S. military staff
and the USOM staff, to the point where the numbers of Americans aSSigned
in the field would give the U.S. a reliable independent U.S. appraisal
of the status of operations; (This 'tTaS a clear enough indication of the
Secretary's unhappiness wIth past reporting .) Third, he stated that a
"realistic pacification plan " would have to be prepared. Specifically,
they should allocate adequate time to make the remaining government controlled areas secure, and only then work from them into contiguous
surrounding areas .
The Secretary stressed that the situation vTaS I{Qrst in the Delta and
surrounding the capitol, and that in the North things were better, and
that General Harkins remained hopeful that the latter areas could be made
r easonably secure late in the year. The report expressed considerable
concern over the increasing infiltration of men and equipment from North
Vietnam. Various proposals to counter this infiltration had been dis - ·
cussed in Saigon, but the Secretary was not yet convinced that there
were means that were politically acceptable and militarily feasible of
stopping that infiltration.
Minh had strongly opposed any ideas of possible neutral ization of
Vietnam. (This was taken to dispose of proposals suggested by Senator
ManSfield, President DeGaulle, the New York TImes, columinist Walter
Lippman and others ).
.
.
Concerning a possible escalation of U.S. effort, the Secretary
indicated that he had directed supply of a modest increase in artillery,
but , "US resources and personnel cannot usefully be substantially
i ncreased ."
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In concluding, the Secretary said that his appraisal might be
overly pessimistic, and that Lodge, Harkins and Minh, while agreeing
on specific points, seemed to feel that January might bring a signifi cant improvement.
Following his report to the President, the Secretary made the
following remarks to the press, at the White House:

... We have just completed our report to the Presi dent ... We observed the results of the very substantial
increase in VC activity, an increase "\Vhich began
shortly after the ne"l government "\Vas formed, and has
extended over a period of several "\Veeks.
During this time, the Viet Cong have attacked and
attacked successfully, a subskntial.:'1umber of the
strategic hamlets. The rate of that VC activity, however, has substantially dropped "ri thin the past week
to ten days.
This rapid expansion of activity , I think, could have
been expected. It was obviously intended to take
advantage of the period of organization in the new
government .• •We received in great detail the plans of
the South Vietnamese and the plans of our military
advisors for operations during 1964. We have every
reason to believe they will be successful. We are
determined that they shall be. 28/

4.

Efforts To Improve Intelligence On Progress Of The War

The Secretary had made evident in his memo of 21 December to the
President that he had become seriously disturbed at the failure of the
reporting system in Vietnam to alert him promptly to the deterioration
of the situation there. CIA Director McCone had .accompanied him on the
trip to Saigon and, immediately upon his return, Mr. McCone initiated
efforts to improve the reporting system. On 23 December he wrote the
Secretary:
.•. i nformation furnished to us from MACV and the
Embassy concerning the current Viet Cong activities
in a munber of provinces and the relati ve position
of the SV1~ Goverl1ment versus the Viet Cong forces
,vas incorrect , due to the fact that the field offieel'S 0:1-' the MAAG and USOM had been grossly misin formed by the province and district chiefs. It lvaS
repo rted to us, and I believe correctly, that the
province and district chiefs felt obliged to ' create
statistics ' which "lould meet the approbation of tb,e
Central Government .
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I believe it is quite probable that the same practice
might be repeated by the nevT province and district
chiefs -appointed by the MRC ... 29/
McCone, therefore, proposed development of a ne,{, covert method of
checking on the information supplied by these regular reporting authori t:1 es on ti1C progress of the war and on pacification and other counter insurgency efforts. A plan vTaS developed within CIA by 3 January 1964
which called for the formation of a mission of 10 to 12 experienced
intelligence officers, all dravm from CIA, to proceed to Saigon for a
60 to 90 da,y TDY beginning about 12 January . There , under the direction
of the CAS Station Chief, they ,{Quld undertake:
1.
A survey of Vietnamese/American counter insurgency reporting machinery;

2.
Develop, assess, and recruit new covert sources
of information, to serve as a check, and finally,
3.
Assist the station chief in developing recommendations, for submission to Washington through the
Saigon country team, on means of improving overall
GVN and US reporting machinery .
McCone forwarded these plans to McNamara on 7 January for discus sion at a meeting that same day. 30/ Fol1Qwing the meeting of 7 January on
this original proposal, a revised proposal was drawn up and submitted
by McCone to McNamara for concurrence on 5' January. 31/ The revis i on vTaS
l argely responsive to a fear of the Secretary that, as originally pro posed, the TDY team ,{Quld serve as a sort of Inspector General func tioning independently of both the Country Team and the CAS Station/
Saigon . Accordingly the new draft expressly specified that a separate
reporting system ,{Quld not be established, nor a reorganization of the
existing reporting system-attempted . It would attempt , however, to
develop through covert techniques a method of spot · checking the accuracy
of regular reporting and develop also ne,{ covert sources of information
on the progress of the war .
I n accepting the proposal in a written reply dated 16 J anuary,
Secretary McNamara expressed insistence on making this a team effort,
first by emphasizing that III do not believe that the team should have
an inspectoral function for the overall reporting system, " and second
by adding to the draft submitted for his signature the clause , "but it
should be a joint program involving all of the affected members of the
country- team . It When the defini ti ve messages -·rent out to Saigon they
had the concurrence of State, Defense and CIA . 32/
I t is understaJldable enough from an administrative point of vie"l{
that a formally coordinated unified effort seemed preferable . There
had been notable discords, and failures of communication, and policy
disagreement within the Mission in the past and these had caused
serious problems. Important sources of disagreement remained , and
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anything resembling an IG inquiry might have brought about morale prob l ems that it 'I'TaS ,fell to avoid . The reverse of the coin Has that
fonnalized coordination of intelligence stood the chance of stifJ-ing
or concealing minority dissent. It Has indeed the basic mission of the
group to set up .2hecks. But in the extent to Hhich this system of
checks ,'Tere to be coordinated 'I'Ti th the system as a 'Ifhole, it risked
lOSing some part of its independence of the accepted vie"T. And it had
been the, accepted vie',f that had been proved 'I-Trong.
By the time full agreement 'IoTas reached on the tenns of reference
for the team, the team ,oTas already in Saigon. A month lat er it submit ted a report evaluating the situation in Vi et' Nam at about the same
time that the CAS station chiefs submitted tHO other evaluations ,oThich
were apparently for a time mistakenly attributed to the TDY team . These
evaluations caused enough uneasiness within the country team to indicate
that interpretation of intelligence and. situation appraisa'ls remained
the touchy matter that the Secretary had foreseen. The IIInitial Report
of CAS Group Findings in SVl\[, II dated 10 February 1964 began by acknmoTledging that the group activities had been temporarily disrupted by the
Khanh Coup of 30 January ( which will be described later), and did not
attempt to report on the covert cross checks because before covert cross
checks could be established it was necessary to learn the pattern aEd
nat ure of the reporting system then in use, both American and Vietnamese. 33/
The first appraisals, therefore, were expressly based solely on a ne"T
look at ,oThat the existing system reported.. The first jJTIpression of the
group was that for the most part the Vietnamese had been reporting
honestly to their American counterparts since the 1 November coup and
that if current reporting was indeed biased it Has biased against the
Diem regime .

The first general impression of the situation, expressly subject to
further inquiry, was that li the momentum of the strategic hamlet program
has slowed practically to a halt. II More specific evaluations, . which
f'ocused. on local situations north -and ~a.st of Saigon an.d took up most of this
initial report , were more pessimistic than the IIgeneral impression . 1I
Within Binh Long PrOVince , security had deteriorated rapidly during
J anuary and the VC nOH controlled route 13 . Well planned and viC i ousl y
executed va attacks on hamlets had caused ,fide fear, and produced doubt
among the populace that the GVN could protect them . The fonner province
chief and deputy chief for military operations had been replaced just
t wo days before the Khanh coup. The response to the Khanh coup had been
one of disgust. Phuoc Thanh PrOVince, according to the province chief,
,oTas 80% controlled by the VC. The VC controlled the roads, making GVN
travel impossiblG vithout large anned es-;orts . The VC Here moving
freely in battalion size units with heavy 'IoTeapons throughout the prov:"
iTlc e . COMUSMACV had reported that the one to one GlTN/VC ratio: in the
province was misleading becallse many of the GVN units "Tere tied dovn
in static positions ioThereas the VC ,fere mobile .
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When the Special CAS gro'..lp turned in its final appraisal on 18
February, Gen. Harkins \{as asked by the CGCS to comment . Gen. Harkins
offered) 3 days later) a paragraph by paragraph commentary) much of
which agreed in th t he CAS group findings. There i,Tere a few minor
points of fact that i"ere in disagreement. Where General Harkins
pointedly disagreea i{aS in the matter of interpretation and emphasis
and ioThere both the CAS group and Gen. Harkins agreed that past per formance had not been good) Gen. Harkins tended to emphasi ze the hope)
as the CAS group did not) that under Khanh the situation vould perhaps
improve. Beyond this ) Gen . Harkins 1{aS, in general, somei-lhat disturbed
that the CAS group might be exceeding its terms of reference by report ing unilaterally) and misleading the national decision process by for warding information not coordinated and cleared in th other elemen ts of
the U.S. reporting mechanism in Vietnam. Perhaps most significant of all ,
at the very beginning of his COllLments he offered an observation that ,
i nternationally or otheY'tTise) raised very basic issues of the nature )
function ) and limitations of the intelligence arld estimation process .
Except for the spectacular and eye catching
lead sentence FTide of insurgency in all four .
c orps areas appears fo be going against GVN.::.7 , I
have no quarrel in th most of the statements cont ained in the CAS Survey Team appraisal. Where
t he statements are clean-cut, the supporting infor mation ,-las usually provided by my field personnel
and reflected in reports already sent to Washington
by t his headquarter~ . Where the statements are
sVTeeping, they are based on opinion or an unfortu nate penchant foY' generalizi ng from the specific .
My- detailed commen ts follm\T and are geared to the
speci~ic 12,aragraphs of the CAS message . 31:./ [emphasi s
supplled.:/
I f ' we examine this statement ioTith particu~ar reference to the words
and phrases underlined , the large, epistemological problem of the j unc t ion of intelligence and national decision-making is pointedly indicated.
By " c l ean -cut , If Gen. Harkins undoubtedly referre d to phenomena that "ere
concrete, highly specific and narrowly factual . These were the sort of
phenomena about vThich there coul d seldom or never be any serious dispute .
By I I sweeping IT statement s) and by lTunfortunate penchant fo r generalizing
from the specific) II he vTas referring to the mental process of bri dging
the gap from the small concrete detail -- vhich 1-TaS seldom or never by i t self a basis for large decision __ to the interpretation of that detail-t,o Th-:.' judgment of the significaIlce of that detail. Only upon the basis
of interpretations ( judgments ) of the im:portan;::e , meaning and relevance of
t hings could policy decisions be made . .A..Ild that judgment or interpretation
ioTaS seldom or never inescapably inherent in the measurable ) sharply defin able) completely unarguable concrete detail . It might be derived from or
directly refle ct s uch data, but its form would be detennined equally, or
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even more, from the perspective in "Thich i1. vTaS vievred. And this perspective vTaS comprised of the vhole context of incompletely described,
not fully identified values, and imperfectly defined priorities, t:hat
determined the Height and place given to that factual detail in the
mysterious calculus of the decision-maker . I f this vere not the case,
any bright college boy given the same set of " facts " -woLJ.ld inevitably
derive from them the same judgments of "That national policy should be,
as the canniest, most generally knovrledgable and experienced veteran.

5.

The Unrealized January Upturn and the Khanh Coup

There uas hope that as January 1964 ,vore on the situation VTould
take a turn for the better. But, as the CAS reports cit ed in the fore going section suggest , things did not get· better. The hope ,'Tas that
the Minh regime vould find itself, but before it did the Khanh coup
of 30 January came as another bloH to progress in the operating
program and as a disillusioning surprise to the hopes for the stable
political situation generally agreed to be the prerequisite to ultimate
success.
Despite the unfavorable neHS -- uhich vas beginning to excite t he
first serious proposals vTithin the JCS for carrying the Har to the
no rth by expanded clandestine operations and finally by overt bombing - the Secretary managed to maintain the earli er philosophy that the U.S.
involvement viOuld remain limited and that in fact the counterinsurgency
effort could not really attain its goals unless the U.S. role continued
to be limited and the South Vietnamese did the main job themselves .
Just before the Khanh coup, in testimony on 27 and 29 J anuary
before the House Armed Services Committee , the Secretary encountered
some sharply probing questions on the continuing cos1.s of the vrar .
The questions centered on the i nconc lusiveness of the efforts to date
and upon the apparent discrepancies betveen autu..rnnal optimism and
the vTinter discouragements, and betHeen official optimism and the
peS Simistic reports appearing in new'spaper stories. Even Mr . Mendel
Rivers, evidently impatient that the VC had not already been subdued
and perhaps suspecting that this vTaS due to lack of vigor in our
prosecution of the "Tar , asked during these hearings if vre Here planning
to "do anything to bring this ,.;rar to the VC, any more than vrhat vTe
have done already . .. " ]2/ The Secretary tried to explain t hat 11 • • . , It i s
a Vietnamese war . They are going to have to assmne the primary
responsibili ty for ,-rinning it. Our policy i s to limit our support to
logistical and training support ." To this, Mr . Rivers replied Hith
the follm'TirLg' question: "There are no plens to change the modus
opera..ndi of this war , so far as the bleeding of this country is concerned? "
A little later, Representative Chamberlain asked the Secretary if
he continued to be as Il optimistic " about the scheduled ,·TI thdrawal of U S.
personnel as he had been in Oct ober . The Secretary in reply reaffirmed
that he believed that:
0
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. .• the ,-lar in South Vietnam \-Till be won
primarily through the South Vietnamese efforts ;
it is a South Vietnamese var . It is a var of
the counter guerrillas as against the guerrillas .
We are only assisting them through training and
logistical support .
We started the major program of assistance
in training and logistical support tmrard the
latter part of 1961 . I think it is reasonable
to expect that after four years of such training
we should be able gradually to vithdral-T certain
of our training personnel .
FollmTing this) Representative Stratton addressed an inquiry to the
Secretary :
Mr . Secretary) I am a l ittle bit "Torried
about your statement in ansvrer to Mr . Chamberlain,.
that you still contemplate continuing vri thdral-lal
of our forces from Vietnam, in line ,oli th your
previously announced pl an . Isn1t this a little
unrealistic) in Vie'i-l of the fact that ,{hen you
first made the announcement things vere going a
bit better than they appear to be going at the
moment? And wouldn1t you say that in the event
that things do not go as 'Ivell as you hope they
will , that unquestionably \·le can Tt continue to
withdraw any more of our forces?

Secretary McNamara 1s reply:
No Sir, I would not. I don Tt believe that
we as a nation should assume the primary responsi bili ty for the ,-rar in South Vietnam . It is a
counter-guerrilla var , it i s a war that can only
be won by the Vietnamese themselves. Our respon sibility is not to substitute ourselves for the
Vi etnamese, but to train them to carry on the
operations that they themselves are capable of .
I

The theme vas next picked up by Representative Kohel an . He said that
!lOne of the things that some of us are quite concerned about is this
constant tendency tmrard a. sanguine approach to the problem of Southeast
Asia. It He went OL to recall that vhen he and other committee members
had been out to South Vietnam in November of 1962, when General Harkins
"TaS saying the var ,wuld be von i n 2 years and Admiral Felt said it
i-lOuld be won in 3 years - - although Halberstam and other ne,vsmen were
peSSimistic at that time and nOlv seemed, to Representative Kohelan , to
have been right.
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You could not.go from the airfield to Mytho
without an armed guard in full. daylight, or .. .
transport anything for fear of ambush by ground,
although the Vietnamese themselves could move
the freight by some kind of pay-off to the Viet
Cong o
In response to this the Secretary said that we were in a very different
position than the French had been and that in this sort of war improvement was bound to be SlOi·i--a matter of years . But this did not mean
I-Te should retain all of our existing personnel in South Vietnam. It
would be a i-Taste to do so, and by IIkeeping the crutch there too long
we would weaken the Vietnamese rather than strengthen them .!!
Within a day or two after this testimony was given there came the
Khanh coup, which constituted not only another hard blo'i{ to our efforts
in Vietnam but also to our confidence that we knew vhat was going
on
there. The Khanh coup of 30 January 196L~ caine as an alt"11Q.st complete
surprise to the mission and to Washington. What may be considered in
retrospect, but only in retrospect , as the first very general danger
signal came in the form of a conversation between the US/DCM in Saigon
and Italian Ambassador D'Orlandi, on 20 January, and reported that same
evening to Washington. In discussing the current French initiative in
Asia ( recognition of Communist China and advocacy of neutralization of
SEA) , the Italian Ambassador had ' said that the greatest danger to the
U.So position in Southeast Asia lay in the effect it might have upon
certain pro -French and potentially neutralist mambers of the MRC .
. When asked to clarify, DfOrlandi named Generals Tran Van Don and Ton
Thap Dinh as potential leaders of a group that might accept a French
neutralization formula, expecially if the U.S. position on that issue
were not clarified immediately. I n reporting the incident the Embassy
commented it had no hard evidence of either of these two flirting i-Ti th
neutralization, although because of French training they were frequently
c ited as pro-French. 36/
A few days later Ambassador Lodge issued a public statement which
ackno'i-Tledged existence of neutralization rumors and proceeded to affirm
that U.S. policy remained unchanged and that the UoS. , IIIn solidarity
i-rith the Government of the Republic of Vietnam, firmly rejects the
spurious idea of ' neutralizing ' South Vietnam since ' neutral ization '
would Simply be another means of Communist take -over . II "37/
\

-

The first varning of the coup that may be considered specific and
defini te, however, did not come until 28 January, vThen General Khanh
told Colonel Jasper i-lilson, U. S. Senior MAAG advisor for I Corps, that
pro-French, pro-neutralist members of the MRC - Generals Xuan, Don, and
Kim -- were planning a palace coup that 'i-TOuld take place as early as 31
January . 387 Once the coup "ras effected, they would call , for neutral ization
of South Vietnam . It i-TaS not reported that in the conversation wi th
Wilson, Khanh had expressly suggested that he might try a counter coup
action . He did say ,hOi-Tever, that he planned to go to Saigon that day
or on the morrO"T. In reporting th:i.s conyersation to Lodge and Harkins
in Saigon and to CIA/vlashington, CAB cited four other recent intelligence
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items, from other sources, which might have lent some credence to the
Khanh allegations ( although in the course of time Khanh ' s allegations
were discounted almost entirely) . These were (1) Tran Van Ly gained
impression in conversation with Xuan that Xual1 favored a coup. (3)
Lt . Col. Tran Dinh Lam, recently brought back from Paris at the
request of Generals Tran Van Don and Le Van Ki.m, was reported to have
French authorization to spend 2 billion piastres to achieve a neutrali zation of South Vietnam. (3) An American had observed several mi litary
trucks bringing I-Teapons and ammunition to Xuan's police headquarters
at Camp DuMare. ( 4 ) GeneralsKim, Don, Nguyen Van Vy, and Duong Van
Duc had been identified by Major General Le Van Nghiem as pro-French
and privately in favor of neutralization. Nevertheless, Khanh ' s charges
along Ili th other reports were described by CAS as difficult to evaluatej
and it vas speculated that he and others making similar charges might
be motivated by disgruntlement over failure to obtain better positions
for themselves ,·Ti thin the MRC.
The next move in this sequence of events was when General Khanh
talked to Ambassador Lodge in Saigon on the afternoon of 29 January.
The striking thing is that although Khanh evidently made his intentions
clear, the Ambassador's first thought vas to protest to DeGaulle rather
than to varn the GVN. That evening at 8 :.00 p . m. , Ambassador Lodge
filed a NODIS (Embtel 1431 ) suggesting that representations should be
ll).ade to DeGaulle against French clandestine plotting to upset the GVN
and set it thereby upon a neutralist course . 39/ General Kbanh had
apparently made an impression on the Ambassador vTi th his allegations
of French machinations, asking for assurance that the U. S. opposed neu",;
tralization and if necessary would !,lelp him; Khanh, .get his .family, t hen
i n Da Nang, out of the country. He claimed that he had the support of
Generai. Khiem of III Corps and General Tri of II Corps as well as 90
percent of the army and 70 percent of the existing govermnent. Lodge
further reported that Khanh made a special point of vanting to continue
to use Colonel Jasper Hilson as his exclusive contact with the U.S.
Khanh refused abso l utely to deal with any other than Hilson because he
had had "an unfortunate experience with a CIA representative named Spera,
before the 31 October coup." Lodge went on to say that although he had
no great faith in Xuan, he believed that Don and Kim were patriotic
Vietnamese and "therefore , what General Khanh says about them goes
against my deepest instincts." Lodge sensed the intent of a coup, but
evidently did not appreciate its imminencej for although he said he expected that there vTould be more to report later, he decided not to
alter the government of Vietnam and had confided the news from Wilson
only to Harkins and DeSilva .
However, it was a matter of only about sev~n hours after reporting
this first Khanh feeler that Lodge at 3:15 a.m. of 30 J anuary (Saigon
tiJhe) advised Secretaries Rusk and McNamara that :
General Khanh has informed us through his contact,
Colonel J asper Wilson , MAAG advisor I Corps, that he
together with General Phat and Khiem int end to move at
0400 this morning to secure ch~nges in the composition
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of the MRC. General Khiem states that General Minh
has been informed of his move and agrees . The only
definite s t atement we have as yet is that Premier
Tho must go . 40/
Over the nex'. b ·ro or three days Ambassador Lodge altered consider ably hi s first opinions about the justification for the coup'- The U_S_
chose to viei-J" the act as merely a change of personnel .ri thin the same
MRC format ; a..nd the Ambassador ' s first attempt to explain the affair
revealed his hope that an effort to put a good face on it might not be
amiss. ( There Ivas little else he could do) .
Herewith my preliminary assessment of the new
Government in Viet Nam . It is very much subject to
change as we move along .
1. General Khenh ' s coup was obviously extremely
disconcerting at first blush . We felt .re .Tere begin ning to ma.."k.e real progress here with the Minh Govern ment--in the conduct of the effort against the Vi et
Cong; and in makine; General Minh into a popular
figure . To overthrO\v a Government which 1-ras progreSSing fairly satisfactorily seemed like a violent
and disorderly procedure .. .

2. On second thought) hO\vever, one · realized
the Generals Don and Kim had never at any time fore sworn the possibility of a neutral solution at which
might seem to them to be the proper time. They had
clearly been working, and working effective l y ) to
strengthen the effort against the Viet Congo But
none of us had ever discussed .rhc.t the next step would
be after the Government of Viet Nam had reached a
position of strength. Perhaps they did favor the
French neutrality solution at that time . He had all
conc entrated exclusively on .rinning ... Finally,
Ambassador D'Orlandi of Italy) who is one of the
shrewdest men here) has thought ever since
November that the Minh Government was actively in
support of General De Gaulle!s ideas and would turn
overtly neutralist at the proper time. He had said
this to me several times and had made much of the
fact that both Don and Kim were still French citizens )
had beer). aides to Marshal de Lattre 1-Then he IvaS here ,
and' had act ively worked in the French Secret Service
in the .past . Therefore, opinion of the French in tentions for neutralization coup might be correct ...

4. Fina lly) in this country it rarely occurs
to anyone that an election is an efficient or
appropriate .ray to get anything important accomplished.
The traditional way of ,doing important things here is
by .Tell planned, well thought out use of force . Hhat
General Kha..nh has done does not appear to have shocked
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the Vietnamese ... HOI.rever, numerous Vietnamese have
expressed the opinion to members of my staff that
it was a pity that General Minh was removed because
he is a "good man."

5. The real question is, therefore: Is Khanh
able? Will he really supply some drive in connection
with the effort against the Viet Cong? The evidence
to date is that he is able, that he has a lot of
drive, and that he is not tolerating any delay ...
6. I f Khanh is able , his advent to pOl-Ter
may give this country one -man command in place of
a junta. This may be good. We have everything
we need in Viet Nam. The U.S. has provided
military advice, training, equipment j economic
and social helpj and political advice . The Govern ment of Viet Nam has put relatively large number
of good men into important positions and has evolved
civil and mi litary procedures which appear to be
workab le. Therefore, our side kno'l·Ts how to do it j
we have the means wIth which to do it j .vTe s i mply
need to do it . This requires a tough and ruthless
commander. Perhaps Khanh is it. 41/
Privately we continued, hOl{ever, to be deeply chagrined and even
shaken that we had not seen the coup coming. We recognized it was a
severe blo,\{ to the stability of government that we had believed was so
necessary for South Vietnam, and we doubted the charges that Khanh used
as a justification for his actions . But vre accepted his explanations,
promised to support him, and hoped for the best . About all we could do
was threaten to withhold aid and that was ineffective because it was
i ncreaSingly apparent that we were as committed to the struggle as our
clients vTere "'-pOSSibly evenmore committed. Whatever the real
possibilitie s of influence may have been, we accepted as inescapable the
fact that there 'liaS nothing He could do but go along Hi th it . The
President of the United States quickly offered his public expression of
recogni tion and strong support. And one of our strongest resolves 'I{as to
see what '\-Te might hit upon 88 a means to assu:-re U18.t iIe ~Tould not be
taken again by a similar surprise .
6.

Deepening Gloom in February

Among the flnod of Si tReps that came in soon after the coup 'I-Tas
lICommander ' s Personal Military Assessment of the Fourth Quarter , CY-63. tt 42. /
This '\-Tas a report that M.ACV had been directed to establish at the end
of the September 1963 visit of the Secretary and the CJCS in order to
establish checkpoints by which to measure progress tOvTard achievement
of the goals agreed upon at that time. It is not essential here to
review all of M.ACV 's report but there are interesting details that are
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worth notlr-g.' MACV's report gave central attention to the fact that the
political turbulence during the last quarter of 1963 had been reflected
in a regression in government control, and corresponding opportunities
for the VC. The political instability had resulted, especially, in a
decline of GVNcontrol within the 13 province5 listed as critical at
Honolulu on 20 November . The strategic hamlet program had received,
setbacks which forced the GVN1s military forces to adopt a defensive
posture. After this there came a somewhat equtvocal statement that:
Anal ysis disclosed that, in spite of political
turbulence, a satisfactory tempo of operation ~~s
maintained during this quarter. On the other hand,
st~tistics clearly supported previous convictions
that GVN operations were not effective when
judged by reasonable standards of results versus
effort expended. The immediate response to thi s
analysis is to focus the advisory effort at all
levels on the need for radical improvement in the
effectiveness of operations. 43/
What thi s seems to say is that GVN operations were satisfactory
by the criteria which had been adopted for' judging them, yet they
did not achieve results. This seems to amount to an aa.rnission that
the criteria by which operations were judged did not lead to good
judgments concerning the r esults that were being achieved by the se
operations .
This appears, indeed, to have been very near the truth. Through..,
out this r eport there was a recognition of the effect of political
and psychological and motivational fac tors upon real and effective
capabili ties. On the matter of trainj.ng, the assessment was that
it had "proven to be quantitatively satisfactory and flexib le enough
to meet the pressuxes and a ccelerated time schedu~es." But this
expression of satisfaction that the nominal goals of training had been .
met was follovTed by the qualification that "the degree to which training can, in fact, develop combat aggressiveness or compensate for the
lack of other motivation remains a matter for concern and continuing
scrutiny." The anomaly was expressed in vrords , but the fact of it
seems to have gone almost unrecognized.
When he turned to the t wo ma j or areas of military action, first
in the north and center and later in the Delta, MACV vas obliged to
admit that "there was little substantial progress tOvrard completing
the military prcgress in either of the two major regions." But he
seemed to have been so thoroughly imbued I'lith a chin-up, never-saydie spirit that he re j ected the pessimistic i mplications vrhich he
explic i tly acknowledged' vTere present.
If the military aspects of the fourth quarter
of ca lendar year 1963 were viewed in isolation, or
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could in any way be considered typical, the forecast would be pessimistic in nature and a complete
reappraisal of U.S. effort, approach, and even
policy would be indicated. However, viewed in
the light of January operational improvements,
the forecast remains one of potential long term
military progress. 44/
The improvements cited as grounds for not accepting the peSSlmlStic implications 'I·rere a new military plan to support the pacification
program ; adoption of U.S. advice concerning GVN management to cope .
with increasing VC threats, especially around Saigon; and some government operations that seemed to demons t~at e improved military leadership,
and "That he called "victories" while admitting they i.;ere not decisive.
~1e difficulty here i.;aS that the judgment did not include consideration
t hat these happier signs had come under the regime which had just been
overturned by the Khanh coup a day or two before this report was dispatched, which coup, it was acknowledged, would have a dist1ITbing
and disruptive effect upon GVN capabilities as they had existed before
the coup. Although it was still too soon to predict the full impact
of the coup, it seemecl II likely .that at leas t part of the operational
momentum which was being slowly generated earli er this month ,.;ill be
slm.,red for a time ... II
In closing this assessment, MACV philosophized, in words with
which few would disagree, tha t experiences of the last quarter of
calendar year 1963 disclosed lithe extent to which military opportunities
are de?endent upon politi~al and psychologica.l policies and accomplishments in a counter-insurgency environment. II And he found the big
les son -- lithe broad implication" -- was, that
no a.mount of military effort or capability can
compensate for poor politics. Therefore, although
the prospects for an improved military posttITe
are good, the ultimate achievement of the estab··
lished military goal depends primarily upon the
quality of support achieved by the political
leadership of the government of Vietnam at all
levels . 45/
.
Here again was an explicit judgment that the sine qua non of an
effective counter-insurgency operation ~~s a stable, broadly based,
popular and effective government. It was acknowledged at this time,
as it had been acknm.,rledged before concerning other governments, that
a government of these qualities did not exist , But along 'in th the
acknm.;ledgment that Ttlhat "Tas described as the sine qua non did not
exist, there was apparently always the hope that fate would not close
in before something happened to change the situation.
The U.S. mission Monthly Status Report, dated 9 February 1964,
agreed ID.th MACV that it was too soon to judge the effects of the
Khanh coup. The MiSsion Report, following a '\oTeek after the personal
report of MACV, did not hesitate to exp~ess explicit regret over the
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departure of Minh and Tho.
following key paragraph:

In the "overall evaluation", there was the '

January witnessed distinct, if limited, progress in GVN's organization and act jon, both on
politica l front in Saigon and on counter-insurgency
front in countryside. Nevertheless, by January 30,
when General Khanh moved swiftly and bloodlessly
to take over reins of government, GVN had still
not achieved sufficient momentum either to stem
growing tide of popu~ar criticism against it or
to register meaningful gains against VC. In
retrospect, greatest single positive achievement
during three months of post-Diem regime vms
measurable success of General Minh in establishing
himself as popular national leader. Measure of
his success reflected in General Khanh's obvious
effort to keep Minh on his side and exploit Minh's
groirrng popularity for benefit of second post-Diem
regime. l.6d
On the same day that the Mission Report was dispatched, CIA
addressed to the Secretary of Defense a special report i.,rhich had just
been received by the Director of CIA by Mr. Peer de Silva (CAS station
chief in Saigon) and ~tr. Lyman D. Kirkpatrick, concerning the situation
in Vietnam with particular respect to the conduct of the war and the
prognosis of the stability of the Khanh regime. The de Silva judgment
was that
The situation at this moment must be characterized
as one in which the population at large appears
apathetic, without enthusiasm either for the GVN
or the VC sides but responsive to the latter
because it fears the VC. The most important
single factor appears to be whether or not the
rural population will be willing to defend itself
against the VC and to support GVN actions against
the VC. In this sector there now seems to be less
conviction and resolution, and a more widespread
inclination to avoid the problems of opposing the
VC, and to play both sides in hopes of somehow
getting on peacefully and without personal commitment .
... Whatis needed in this regard and very soon
are a series of GVN successes in the military sphere
which would go tOl-lard implanting and nourishing a
popular attitude that the GVN has the means of
bringing security and a sense of ease to the rural
popUlation and is clearly determihed to do so on an
ever broadening front throughout the countryside .
Only within some such atmosphere of hopefulness can
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the will and resolve to oppose the VC be strengthened} and it must be if this war is to be won. 47/

Mr. Kirkpatrick's comment was based upon his recent trip to South
Vietnam:
I agree ,vi th the above but must note that
even armed with your pessimistic comments following
your las t visit, I have been shocked by the . nunilier
of our (C IA ) people and of the military} even
those whose job s is always to say we are winning}
who feel that the tide is against us. Admittedly}
this is based on a limited number of discussions
here and in Danang in three days. There are
ominous indications that the VC are able to mount
l arger operations than in the past using bigger
arms, i ncluding antiaircraft. Vietnamese government reactions are still slow, defensive and
rem~niscent of French tactics here a decade ago.
There are still really no fundamental internal
security measures of any effectiveness such as
identity cards, block ~~rdens, travel controls,
etc .... It is evident that a major factor in VC
victories is their superior intelligence based on
nationwide penetrations and intimidations at all
levels .... Finally, with the Laos and Cambodia
borders. opened} this entire pacification effort
is like trying to mop the floor before turning off
the f aucet. ~
Two days later the Secretary received an advance copy of SNIE

50-64, "Short-term Prospects in Southeast Asia." Its leading conclusion was:
(a) That the situation in South Vietnam is very serious
and prospects uncertain. Even ,·Ii th U. S. assistance
as it is now, we believe that, unless there is a
marked i mprovement in the effectiveness of the
South Vietname se government and armed forces, South
Vietnam has, at best} an even chance of vlithstanding
the insurgency menace during the next few weeks or
months. 49/

In further expl&nation of this judgment, it was stated that the situation had been s erious for a long time and in 1 ecent months it had
deteriorated further. The VC had exploited dislocations caused by
the November coup and then more recently by the January coup. Just
as Minh ' s reorganization ,ffiS beginning to be established} Khanh's
coup upset everything, and Khanh 's regime was not yet assessable .
Meamrhile, the VC had improved in their organization and armament,
were increasingly aggressive and acting in l arger units.
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7.

Two Genera l Alternative Directions of Policy

Thus as winter drew to an end in February-March 1964, it was
recognized, as it had never been fully recognized before, that the
situation in Vietnam was deteriorating so rapidly that the dimens ions
and kinds of effort so far invested could not hope to reverse the
trend. This was indeed a turning point. Tne proposals for neutralization that had been loosely suggested in late fall and early winter
having been rejected, the issue to be resolved was what kinds of new
efforts, and what new dimensions of U.S. effort, would be decid~d
upon. One direction of effort which mi ght have been chosen had, as
its most articu~ate advocate, the Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs, Roger Hilsman. This was the policy line that, for
better or for worse, was l argely rejected. Mainly because of this
policy disagreement, Mr. Hilsman left his post at almost the time it
became evident that his vievlS were conclusively overruled. At the
time of his departure he Wrote two memos to the Secretary of State
(dated 14 March 1964); one on the Southeast Asia problem generally,
one on South Vietnam. The latter of the two affords not only a good
summary of his views on the subject, but also a statement of the
policy alternatives that vlere, in significant measure, rejected.
(The rej ection was of course by no means total. It was a matter of
degree and a question of where emphasis should lie among some programs
that Ivere ' not in dispute generically. But the matter of degree and
emphas is was in dispute, and it was sufficient not only to induce
Hilsman to resign but to alter drastically the course of U.S. involvement . ) Hilsman wrote:
In my judgment, the strategic concept that
was developed for South Vietnam remains basically
sound. If we can ever manage to have it implemented
with vigor, the resu~t will be victory.
The concept is based on the assumption that
villages in Southeast Asia are turned imrard on
themselves and have little or no serise of identific ation with either the national government or
Communist ideology - that the villagers are isolated physica lly, politically, and psychologically.
In such circumstances it is not difficult to
develop a guerrilla movement ...
A corollary ... is that the villagers ' greatest
desire· is security and that if the villagers are
given security, some simple progress to\~rds a
better life, and - - most important of all - - a sense
that the goverrunent cares about them and their
future, they vnll respond with loyalty . . .
On the basis of," .[fhii/ assumption, the
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strategic concept calls for primary emphasis on .
giving security to the villagers. The tactics are
the so-called oil-blot approach, starting vlith a
secure area and extending it slowly, making sure
no Viet Cong pockets are left behind, and using
police units to winkle out Lii~ the Viet Cong
agents in each particular village. This calls
for the use of military forces in a different
way from that of orthodox, conventional 'war .
Rather than chasing Viet Cong, the military
must put primary emphasis ' on clear-and-hold
operation's and on rapid reinforcement of villages
under atta ck. It is also important, of course,
to keep the Viet Cong regular units off balance
by conventional offensive operations, but these
should be secondary to the major task of extending
security ...
At the heart of this strategic . concept are
two basic principles:

, I

The first is that of the oil blot. In the
past the GVN sought to blanket the whole country
with so-called strategic hamlets .• . The result was
to blanket the Delta with little Dienbienphus-indefensible, inadequately armed hamlets far from
reinforc ements ... ln effect these were storage
places of armsf.or the Viet Cong which could be
seized at any time. After November first, the
military began to demobilize some of these vulnerable villages ... and a r a ce developed between the
government and the Viet Cong. The race may have
ended in a tie, but ... the'Viet Cong now have much
better weapons and greater stocks of ammunition
than they ever had before.
The' second basic pr:Lnciple ' is that the way
to fight a guerrilla is to adopt the tactics of
a guerrilla ... l n spite of all our pressures, this
has never been done in Vietnam. Instea d, the
emphasis has been on large operations ...
As to the question of operations against
North Vietnam, I vTould suggest that such operations may at a certain stage be a useful supplement to an effective counterinsurgency program,
but,... not be an effective substitute ...
My o-wn preference vTould be to continue the
covert, or at least deniable operations ..• Then,
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after we had made sufficient progress in the
Delta so that all concerned began to realize that
the Viet Cong were losing the support of the
population, and that their ability to continue
the war depended solely on North Vietnamese
suppor·t, I think we should indicate as much
privately to the North Vietnamese and follow this
by selected attacks on their infiltration bases
and training camps .
In my judgment, significant action against
North Vietnam that is taken before we have demonstrated success in our counterinsurgency program
will be interpreted by the Communists as an act of
desperation , and will, therefore, not be effective
in persuading the North Vietnamese to cease and
desist. l-lhat is worse , I think that premature
action will so alarm our friends and allies and
a significant segment of domestic opinion that the
pressures f or neutralization will become formidable .
In sUm, I believe that we can win in Vietnam
with a number of provisos.
The first proviso is that yTe do not overmilitarize the war --that we concentrate not on
killing Viet Cong ... but on an effective program
for extending the areas of security graduall y ,
systematically, an~ thoroughly ...
My second proviso is that there be political
.stability i n Saigon... 50/
Some of t he Hilsman recommendations were to be adopted, none rejected out-of-hand. The so-called oil blot principle had many adherents ,
and was ' i n fact a lready coming into vogue. Over the ensuing months, the
phrase ,~s much honored, though the execution may have faltered. No one
di sputed the principle that the hamlets needed security above all else,
nor that everything depended on a stable government in Saigon. Nevertheless, emphasis shifted .toward greater emphasis on military operations ,
perhaps for the pressing reason that the VC were out now in increasing
numbers, with more and better YTeapons, seeming to invite, if not to
require, conventional military operations if tIle VC threatening the
hamlets were to be destroyed or reduced to powerlessness. And, above all,
the more elusive the VC were , the strc;mger they grew, and the more un··
stable and unpopular the GVN became , the more t empting the i dea of
attacking the north seemed to be .
Much more influential than these Hilsman views Here those of the
JCS, especially as set forth in the memorandu~ of 18 February 1964 to
the SecDef from the CJCS:
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1. Reference is made to the memorandum by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff) dated 22 January 1964 ...
It sets forth a number of actions which the United
States should be prepared to take in order to ensure
victory ... the Joint Chiefs of Staff have revie'l'Ted
the situation in South Vietnam vlith the view of determining additional actions "Thich can be recommended
for implementation immediately .
2. The Government of Vietnam has developed)
with the close collaboration of the U.S. Military
Assista.nce Command) a new National Pacification Plan
which provides for the orderly pacification of the
insurgency in accordance with a realistic phasing
schedule ... and it provides for consolidation of
secure areas and expans i on of them (the 'spreading
oil drop'). U.S. military assets in Vietnam will
fully support this plan. What is now required i s
implementation of additional actions which will
insure an integrated political) socio-economic) and
psychological offensive to support more fully the
military effort. Accordingly) the Joint Chiefs of
Staff recommend that the Country Team be directed to
implement the following actions at the earliestpracticable time:
a. Induce the GVN ( General Khanh) military to
accept U.S. advisors at all levels considered
nec essary by COMUSMACV . (This is particu~arly applicable in the critical prOVinces ) ...
b. Intensify the use of herbicides for crop
destruction against identified Viet Cong areas as
rec ommended by the GVN .
c.

Improve border'control measures ...

d. Direct the U.S. civilian agencies involved
in Vietnam to assist the GVN in producing a civilian
counterpart package plan to the GVN National Pacification Plan ...
e . Provide U.S. civilian advisors to all
nec essary echelons and GVN agencies ...
f. Encourage early and effective action to
implement a realistic land reform program:
g . Support the GVN in a policy of tax forgiveness for low income population in areas
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where the GVN determines that a critical state of
insurgency exists . . .
h. Ass ist the GVN in developing a National
Psychological Operations Plan ... to establish the
GVN and Khanh ' s ' images, ' create a ' cause ' which
can serve as a rallying point for the youth/ students
of Vietnam, and develop the long term nat ional obj ectives of a free Vietnam.
i. Int ens ify efforts to gain .support of U.S.
news media representatives in Washington ...
j. Arrange U.S. sponsored trips to Vietnam
by groups of prominent journalists and editors .
k . Inform all GVN military and civil ian
officials . .. that the United States (a ) considers
it imperative that the present government be
stabili zed, (b ) would oppose another coup, and
( c ) that the United States is prepared to offer all
possible assistance in forming a stabl e government
... all U.S. intelligence agencies and advisors must
be alert to and report cas e s of dissension and
plotting in order to prevent such actions .

3· The Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize that
the implementation of the foregoing measures will
not be sufficient to exercise a decisive effect on
the campaign against the Viet Congo They are continuing study of the actions suggested in the
. memorandum of 22 January 1964, as iveli as other
proposals ... Among the subjects to be studied as a
matter of urgency are the following :
a. Intensified operations against North
Vietnam to include air bombings of selected targets .
b. Removal of r estrictions for air and ground
cross-border operations .
c.

Intelligence and reporting .

d.

U.S.

organizationa~

changes

e . Increas ed U.S. Navy part icipation in
shore and river patrol activities .
f. Introduction of jet aircraft into the
Vietnamese Air Force and the U.S. Air Commando
unit ... 51/
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Except for 2f, 2g, 2i; 2j, and the escalatory military actions of
paragraph 3 that had been suggested previously by the JCS, this memo r andum outlined much of the program that vlaS to be adopted by the SecDef
in March after his trip to Saigon, and approved by the President
thereafter as NSAM 288.
8.

The Fact Finding Mission and NSAM 288

Before the Secretary left for Vietnam, trip books ,-Tere prepared
for his use and the use of others in his official party. In this trip
vms an appraisal of the Vietnam situation, dated 3 March 1964,prepared
e specially for this occasion by the normally optimistic SACSA. It·
began I-lith this summary:
The RVN faces the most critical situation in
i ts nearly 10 years of existence . This situation
is t he result of polj.tical erosion, culminating
in t vro changes of government wi thin three months
and in a nationwide revamping of civil administrators, and of the continued gro,nh of a well-organized, dedicated Communist in surgency movement. 52 /
This vlaS followed by a political discussion wherei n there was
mention of the chronic shortage of competent administrators . The government vms credited with superior material resou.Tces, but, "unless it is
able to demonstrate t he I-lillpOl-Ter and political skill to bring this
potential to bear, the political and security situation "~ll continue
t o deteriorate." It vms considered hopeful that Khanh seemed determined
to provide dynamic leadership, but it was· observed that he would have to
overcome "I-lidespread public and official apathy, l a ck of confidence,
low morale, and factionalism among key personnel. "
Khanh ' s efforts and attributes were catalogued approvingly, but
t his only lead to a concluding paragraph as follows :
Encouraging as l<hanh ' s performance has been
to date, he has not been able to counterac t the
overall trend of events in South Vietnam. In
many of the most critical provinces, pacification
programs remain at a virtual standstill and
there is an evident lack of urgency and clear
direction. .53/
This was followed by a section entitled ";',1ili tary and Security
Situation." . This section contained an interesting judgment , which
repre sent ed a rever-sal by SACSA of opinions expressed six months or
more before concerning the time when the situation had begun to
deteriorate .
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By the final quarter of 1963, the conclusion
was inescapable that despite the considerable
improvement in the offensive capabi lities of the
RVN ' s counter-ins urgency forces, the VC likewise
had improved their own capabilities . It became
apparent that a gradual erosion of the government's position throughout the country had been
underway since at least August 1963. This erosion
became progressively worse after the November
coup, although late in January 1964 , the Minh
government exhibited some signs of assuming the
i nitiative. This initiative dissolved with the
Khanh coup on 30 January . Organizational
dislocations brought about by coups have VTeakened
t he national direction of most of the counteri nsurgency programs underway throughout the
country . The large number of personnel changes ,
b oth locally and nationally, have played a crucial
role in the indecision and lack of energetic
direction of the government ' s programs .
Despite General Khanh ' s expressed determination
to prosecute the 'Imr vigorously, available
statistics since his coup reflect a gradual decline
in small-scale ARv~ operations. In addition,
Communist forces continue to enjoy the i nitiative
a nd to execute disruptive operat ions at times
and places of their own choosing ...
All available evidence points to a steady
improvement in the Vcrs military posture , both
quantitatively and qualitatively, throughout 1963
and the first two months of 1964 ... LEillphasis
suppli edJ 54/
In advising the Erobassy in Saigon of the i ntended visit of
Secretary McNamara and General Taylor i n March, a J"oint State/Defense
message outlined the is sues that it was hoped 'Imuld be taken up during
the visit. Five ma j or sub j ect areas were named, each of which was
divided i nto parts. Objectives ,{ere described , in general, as "to
produce best possible evaluation of situation, assist you i n measures
t o i mprove it, and help I-Tashington make future policy decisions." 55/
.,

The first Eubject area was a Review of S~tuation, in t hree parts:
IDli tical, economic, and military . It 'I{as suggested that the political
review shoUld be in executive session limited to the three principals
(McNamara, Lodge and Taylor) and the DCM, Harkins, Brent, de Silva, and
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perhaps Zorthian. The subjects of prime · interest were hOl-l Khanh was
taking hold, and the dangers of further coups. Next in importance were
the effectiveness of the civil administration and the morale of major
religious and political groups, and measures to strengthen and buttress
the Khanh regime. On the economic side, the Secretary hoped to get a
full review of the economy, the budget, price and supply trends, AID
operations, and, fj.nally, the possibility of land reform and tax
forgiveness. On the military side, it was suggested they begin with
th~ broad picture, and later proc eed to selected critical provinces
and specific provincial plans .
The main interest, with respect to intelligence and reporting, was
to review Country Team recolnmendations concerning periodic assessments
and joint reporting requirements. After this the interest centered
on intelligence concerning the VC --specifically the extent of their
control and activities in the provinces, i ntentions and tactics, and
i ndicators thereof. Then, clearly in anticipation of possible requirement for public relations materials for use in U.S. :
4. Handling of intelligence bearing on control and direction of Viet Cong from North Vietnam
including infiltra tion of personnel and weapons
and operation of communications net . One of our
basic projects here is preparing strongest
possible n~terial on this subject .for use as
appropriate to support stronger measures . We
need to be sure your intelligence effort is
geared to furnish such information promptly
in usable form.

5. Review of draft ( which we will supply)
of control and support of VC by North Vietnam. 56/
Concerning current operational problems, the items foreseen to
be of interest were policy on possible evacuation of dependents, review
of GVN national and provincial plans, rural rehabilitation plans,
adequacy and deployment of ARVN, status and problems of paramilitary
forces, current status and possible expans ion of the U.S . Special Forces '
role in connection \-lith Civilian Irregular Defense Groups ( CIDG),
status of plans to reduce or reorganize U.S. forces as GVN became
capable of performing functions currently performed by U.S., review
of political and psywar progress, and of military ~actics against VC,
and "possible modification of existing operation
restrictions."

Lay

The special third country problems of French activities in RVN,
and of Cambodia and Laos, would be dealt with in executive session.
The last item listed for special consideration was to revielv
Operations Plan 34A-64, for feasibility, adequacy, and possible expan-
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sion, with special consideration to advantages derivable "from making
it an overt Vietname se program with participation by U.S. as required
to obtain adequa te results." 57/
The language and the tone of this messag~ suggest th~t, however
pessimistic nmy have been the appraisals. of the situation, there was no
disposition to recognize any doubt that the struggle could be won
or . that we would undertake whatever measures ,vere necessary to "Tin
it. Previously unprecedented escalatory measures of a military
. nature "rere beginning to be studied tentatively as a response to the
bad news that kept coming. Most of these were to be rejected, for
the time being, except for moves to convey to NVN that an exchange
of air blows between NVN and SVN was a possibility. This, it was
hoped, might exploit NVN fears that if they persisted aiding the VC
they faced the loss of their industrial establishment. The
inferential significa nce of our considerations at this time seems
to have been that we were already committed, by the momentum of our
past act tons , to a course which forbade turning back, hOlvever
reluctant
we might be about taking any forward step.
A schedule for the trip "ms set up extending from the planned
arrival on 8 March 1964. through 12 March. In the course of five days
of briefings, conferences, and field trips, most of the details of
a program, to implement policies already evidently largely agreed
upon, were decided upon in the light of views and information elicited
from our own and GVN officials. In the final meeting w1tb General
Khanh and his GVN associates, most of the programs for Vietnam which
were later to be recommended to the President by Secretary McNamara
were discussed. The exchange of views at that time was made a matter
of record by a memcon, a summary of which was transmitted the next
day by Ambassador Lodge.
General Khanh ... proposed national Service
Act for SVN. Khanh said his government prepared
embark upon program to mobilize all human and
material resources to fight VC. As envisaged by
General Khanh proposed Nationa l Service Act would
have hro major components: mili tary service and
civil defense ...
Mili tary service comprised of: RVNAF ...
(actual strength: 227,000; planned: 251,683);
Civil Guard (actual: 90,032; planned: 119,636).
SDC & Hamlet Militia ... (actual: 25":',960; planned:
422, 874). Civil Defense comprised of Civil
Service Corps, Cam'e Corps, National Youth, and
Political-Administration Corps ...
Civil Defense component included Civil
Administration Corps for work in countryside.
Khanh empha sized that in civil defense sector all
civilians would be included.:.this segment also
included civic action teams for hamlets and villages.
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Khanh emphasized figures were planning
figures only and designed give idea of number of
military and civilians required and indicate
fi nancial implications of plan ...
McNamara stated that U. S .... wo-c..ld ,fish to
s tudy strength figures carefully; however ,
his first impre ss ion was that figure of
422,874 SDC and Hamlet Militia appeared unduly
l arge and would be difficult to support. Khanh
responded that in actual practice total numbers
may not reach this l evel . In f act , number may
not exceed 300,000 SDC and Hamlet Militia
actually deployed against VC ...
Thieu stated that all men from age 18
through 40 would be required to partic ipate in
national pacification effort. Most of t hem ...
would serve i n same positions they nOH occupy.
Others, such as National Youth Group up to age
40, would be required serve in city and countryside and would be organi zed i nto small groups
to assist ARVN and Civil Gu~rd. Category of
Politica l-Administration Corps Hould· consist
of cadres planned for assignment to villages
and hamlets. General Thieu estimated that
125,000 such cadre would be required ... McNamara
stated t hat general approach appeared excellent
but he questioned whether GVN would need 125,000 .
cadre .. . Thi s number added to total figures for
Civil Guard, SDC and Hamlet Militia, constituted
an extremely large figure .. . population appeared
di sproportionate .. desirable to look most closely
at planni ng figures.
Khanh r eplied that he intended make maximum
effort i n first instance in 8 critical provinces
surrounding Saigon ... Hovlever, a National Service
Act would have a very good effect i n Sa.igon and
the other urban areas . .
McNamara inquired vlhether .upon his return
to Washington he could tell Pres i dent Johnson
that General Khanh ' s government v~s prepared
embar~ on a program of national mob~l i zation of
human and material resouIces and whether President J ohnson in tlrrn could inform the American
people ... Khanh repli ed in the affirmative ...
McNamara indicated that he viewed concept
favorably and ... Ambassador stated that he
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favored general concept but thought that detailed figures should be looked into carefully.
Ambassador also believed that emphasis should
be placed first on 8 critical provinces surrounding Saigon ...
General Harkins noted that a mobilization
law vms in fact in existence but that few people
knew about it. He pointed out that ARVN, CG and
SDC were not up to their authorized military
strengths. Khanh said that he realized this but
believed it still desirable to have a new law
setting forth a national service or mobilization
program. Harkins stated that MACV and other
elements of U.S. Mission would like to work
closely with Khanh ... in developing such a law.
Khanh replied this well understood. McNamara
said it was agreed on American side that general
conc ept ivas a wise one and that we should proc eed on this basis.
Khanh then inquired whether it was desirable
to raise CG to same relative status as ARVN as
r·egards salary, pensions, survivors benefits, etc.
He estimated that total cost ,vould be in neighborhood of one billion piasters. McNamara thought
this was highly desirable ...
McNamara inquired how long . .. it would take
to recruit anq. train administrative cadre for
8 critical provinces near Saigon. Khanh estimated
approximately one month, in any event he believed
cadres could be in place by end of April. Khanh
said GVN would aim for volunteers for this effort
and it vms not necessary to avmit promulgation
of National Service Act.
In response Taylor's question as to how long
Khanh anticipated it would take to draft and
promu~gate National Service Law, Khanh observed
that . . . 1avT could "be ready for his signature in
very short time. Taylor pointed t o necessIty
give due r egard to democratic forms in developing
and announcing a National Service Act. Khanh
.
agreeC'. and said that at same time a ma jor effort
iffiS being made to pacify the countryside. He
i ntended push for concurrent development of
democratic institutions and forms. McNamara
suggested that when Khanh ready announce a Nationa l
Service Act that he also re-emphasize related
actions ... such as t hose for expansion of national
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economy, for increased educational opportunit1es
in hamlets, for increased production of rice, for
marketing of fish, and so forth. McNamara believed
a well publicized announcement of t his nature
would find ready response among people and would
materially assist Khanh to obtain and hold support
of Vietnamese people .... 2§/

9.

NSAM 288

The program formulated in March 1964 in connection "lith the trip
to Vietnam was reported orally to the Pres ident by the Secretary of
Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs on their return, then
presented formally to the President and the NSC by memorandum to the
President dated 16 March . It was finally approved as NSAM 288 dated
17 March 1964. As such NSC documents go, NS.A1il 288 was comprehensive
and programmatic. It revie,ved U.S. objectives, appraised the situation , discussed various a l ternative courses of action, and finally
rec ommended a rather detailed program intended to serve the defined
objectives and to meet the situation as it had been described. It
consisted of seven parts. The first \·/as a discussion and definition
of objectives, the second a description'of U.S. policy, the third an
appraisal of the present situation, the fourth a discussion of alternative courses of action, the fifth a consideration of possible actions,
t he sixth a mention of other actions considered but rejected, and
seventh and last, a statement of specific recommendations .
.
NSAM 288, being based on the official recognition that the
situation in Vietnam was considerably "rorse than had been realized
at the time of the adoption of NSAM 273, outlined a program that
called for considerable enlargement of U.S. effort . It i nvol ved an
assumption by the United States of a greater part of the task, and
an increased in~olvement by the United States i n the internal affairs
of South Vietnam, and for these reasons it carried with it an enlarged
commitment of U. S. prestige to the success of our effort in that area .
I n tacit acknowledgement that this greater commitment of prestige
called for an enlargement of stated ob jectives, NSAM 288 did indeed
enlarge these objectives. Whereas, in NS.A1il 273 the objectives were
expressly limited to helping the government of South Vietnam win its
contest against an externally directed Comrmmist conspiracy, NSAM 288
e scalated t he objectives into a defense of all of Southeast Asia and,
the West Pacific and redefj,ned American foreign policy and American
security generally . In NSAl'1 273 the statement of obj ecti ves ,vas
comparatively simple and limited:'
It r emai ns the central object of the
United States in South Vietnam to assist the
people and the government of that country, to win
their contest against the externally directed
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and supported Communist conspira cy. The test of
all U.S . decisions and actions in this area should
be the effectiveness of their contribution to this
purpose. 59/
In contrast to this, the statement of "'Q.,s. Objectives in South
Vietnam" in NSAM 288 was considerably more extensive and more central
to U.S. security interests:
We seek an independent non-Communist South
Vietnam . We do not require that it serve as a
Western base or as a member of a Western alliance. South Vietnam must be free, however, to
accept outside assistance as required to maintain its security. This assistance should be
able to take the form not only of economic
and social measures but a ls o police and military
help to root out and control insurgent elements.
Unles s we can achieve this objective in
South Vietnam, almost all of Southeast Asia
will probably fall under Communist dominance
(all of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambod.ia), accommodate to Commlmism so as to remove effective U.S.
and anti-Communist influence (Burma ), or f a ll
Under the domination of forces not now explicitly
Communist but likely then to become so (Indonesia
taking over Malaysia). Thailand might hold for
a period without help, but would be under grave
pres sure . Even the Ph:ilippines would become shaky,
and the threat to India on the West, Australia
and New Zealand to the South, and Taiw~n , Korea,
and Japan to the North and East would be greatly
increased.
All of these consequences wou~d probably
have been true even if the U.S. had not since
1954, and especially s1.nce 1961, become so
heavily engaged in South Vietnam. However, that
fact accentuates the i mpact of a Commun ist South
Vietnam not only in Asia but in the rest of the
world, where t he South Vietnam confl ict is
regarded as a test case of U.S. capacity to help
a nation to meet t h e Communist "war 0f liberation."
Thus, purely in terms of foreign policy, the
stakes are high . .. 60/
The argt:1l1ent in the next to l ast paragraph of NSAM 288 that "all
t hese consequences would probably have been trl~e even if the U. S. had
not since 1954, and especially since 1961, bec om·,= so heavily engaged
in SVN" is clearly debatable. But the logic that the increas ing U.S.
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i nvolvement led to increasing commitment of U.S. prestige is probably
beyond argument . And it is probably also true that ) i n the extent
to which we defined the i ssues simply and centrally as a symbolic
confrontation vli th Communism) wherein far more is at stake than the
immediate battlefield (in South Vietnam) on which we fought -- and
acted upon this definition and proclaimed it &s the issue -- . \-le t ended
more and more to endow the issue ,-lith that significance whether or not·
it had in fact been the is sue in the first place. And this point ) i f
clos ely examined) might logically have raised the question of whether
it is absolutely necessary to accept any challenge put to us) and if
so what advantage this confers upon our enemies in granting them the
choice of i ssue and of battleground. Finally) a struggle so defined
came close to calling for war
outrance -- not the centrally political
war) with severe restriction upon violent means ) following counterguerrilla warfare theory.

a

and
our
not
the

Despite the encompassing nature of the definition of objectives)
although NSAM 288 proposed a marked increase in U.S. i nvolvement)
implementing programs remained comparat ively limited as if we did
fully believe these strong words. We even expressed agreement vlith
older idea of helping the Vietnamese help themselves.
We are now trying to help South Vietnam
defeat the Viet Cong) supported from the North)
by means short of the unqualified use of U.S.
combat forces. We are not acting against North
Vietnam except by a mOdest llcovert ll program
. operat ed by South Vietnamese (and a fe\-l Chinese
Nationalists) - - a program so limited that it
is unlikely to have any significant effect ... 61/
There was a f urther statement of this older policy theme:
There were and are some sound reasons for the
limits imposed by the present policy -- the South
Vietnamese must win their own fight; U. S. intervention on a larger scale) and/or GVN actions
. against the North) would disturb key allies and
other nations; etc . In any case) it is vital that
we continue to take every r eas onable measure to
assure success in South Vietnam . The policy
choic e is not an lI either/or ll betueen this course
of action and possible pressures against the
No~h; the former is essential and without regard
to our dec ision with respect to the latter. The
latter can) at best) only reinforce the former . 62/

At the end of this section) which described measures that we would
take to assist the Khanh government in administering internal programs)
there vlaS a fina l admonition :
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Many of the actions described in the succeeding
paragraphs fit right into the framework of the
!pacification7 plan as announced by Khanh . Wherever
pOSSible, vTe-should tie our urgings of such actions to
Khanh's ovm formulation of them; so that he will be
carrying out a Vietnamese plan and not one imposed by
the United States . ZEmphasis supplie~/ 63/
The discussion of the situation in Vietnam began with the statement
that the military tools and concepts that had been adopted were sound
and adequat e . But much needed to be done in terms of a more effective
employment both of military forc es and of the economic and civic action
means already available . This improved effort might require some
selective increases in the U.S. presence . These increases were not
considered to be necessarily major in nature and not in contradiction
to lithe U.S. policy of reducing existing military personnel where South
Vietnamese are in a position to assume the functions ... "
No major reductions of U.S. personnel in the near future \-Tere expected, but it continued to be. the basic policy th.at there '-lOul d be
gradual U.S. withdrmral from p~rticipation. This was considered to be
sound because of i ts effect "in portraying to the U.S. and the worl d
that vre continue to regard the '-Tar a s a conflict the South Vietnamese
must ,·rin and take ultimate responsib ility for. II And along this line
t here was the continued hope that " substantial reductions in the numbers of U.S. military training personnel should be possible before the
end of 1965 · (The language , here suggested a beginning retreat from ·
NSAM 273 ).
It was conceded, however, that lithe situation has unquestionably
been gro'-Ting worse, at l east since September ... II
Forty percent of
the territory was then under· the Viet Cong control or predominant influence, and twenty-t\-lO of the forty-three provinces were controlled
fifty perc ent or more by the Viet Cong o Other i ndicat ions of the
continuing deterioration vrere that large groups of the popu~ation displayed signs of apathy and indifference, while frustration was evident
within the U.S. contingent . Desertion rates \·rithin the ARVN and the
Vietnamese paramilitary were particularly high and increasing - especiaJly in the latter . Draft-dodging was high; but the Viet Cong
were recruiting energeti.cally and effectively . The mar'ale of the hamlet
militia and of the SDC; upon vrhich the security of the hamlets depended,
was poor and falling. The position of the government within the provinc es 'vas weakening.
The machinery of political control extending from Saigon down to
the hamlets had vir·tually disappeared follmTing the November coup. Of
fo rty-one incumbent province chiefs on November 1, thirty-five had
been replaced. Nine provinces had had three province chiefs in three
months , and one province had had four . Lesser officials had been re-
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plac ed by the score . Almost all major military commands had changed
hands t'lvice since the November coup and the faith of the peasants
had been shaken by disruptions in experi enced l eadership and loss of
physical security .
There was an increase in North Vietnamese support, and communication between Hanoi and the Viet Cong had increased . CHICOM 75 millimeter recoilless rifles and heavy machine guns were i ncreasingly in
evidence among the Viet Congo
The greatest source of weakness in the present situation was the
uncerta in viability of the Khanh government. The greatest need, therefore, 'liaS to do the things that would enhance the stability of that
government, and at the same time provide the advice and assistance that
was necessary to increase its capabilities to deal with the problems
confronting it .
Among the alternatives considered, but rejected for the time being
( along with complete adoption of the Hilsman formulations ) , were overt
military pressure on North Vietnam, neutralization, return of U. S.
dependents , furnishing of a U.S. combat unit to secure the Saigon area ,
and a full take over of the command in South Vietnam by the U. S .
With
respect to this last proposal, it was said that
... the judgement of all senior people in Saigon,
with 'Iihich we concur, was that the possible military advantages of such action would be far outweighed by adverse psychological impact. It would
cut across the 'Iorhole ba s ic picture of the Vietnamese winning their own 'Imr and l ay us wide open
to hostile propaganda both within South Vietnam and
out side . fAl
The areas of action that were favored and that formed the basis
of the specific recommendations to vlhich the paper led, fell under
tvro major and tivo minor headings . The t wo major headings were, (1 )
civil and military mobilization and ( 2 ) improvement of military forces .
The tivo minor headings 'Ior~re (1) additional military equipment for the
GVN and ( 2 ) economic actions .
The first point under civil and military mobilization 'Ioras to
put the whole country on a i·rar footing.
The purpose was to maint ain and strengthen the armed forc es , to assist other national
efforts, and' to :remedy the recognized j,nequities and under-utilization of current manpmler policies. Specifically, there was proposed
a.new nat i onal mobilization plan including a national service l aw,
which was to be developed on an urgent ba s is by the Country Team in
collaboration with the Khanh'Goverrunent . To this end the third of
the several, recommendations at the conclusion of the r eport called
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for the U.S. to "support a program of national mobilization ( including
a national service la,{) to put South Vietnam on a war footing ."
A second measure under this heading \Olas to strengthen the armed
forc es , both regular and paramilitary by at least 50,000 men . Of
these, about 15,CJOO Hould b e required to fill the regular armed forces
(ARVN) to their current authorized strength, 5,000 would be needed to
fill the existing paramilitary forces to their authorized strengths, and
the remaining 30,000 would be to increas e the strength of the paramilitary forc es . To this end it l{aS specifically r ecommended that the U. Se:
"assist the Vietnamese to increase the armed forces ( r egular pl us para military ) by at least 50,000 men. "

The third measure of mobilization l,ras to assist in an i ncrease of
the civil administrative corps of Vietnam by an additional 7,500 i n
1964, with the ultimate target of at l east 40, 000 men for service in
8,000 hamlets and 2,500 villages, and in 3 provincial centers . I t \Ola s
specified that in accomplishing this the United States should work with
the GVN to devise necessary recruiting plans , training facilities,
financing methods and organizational arrangements , and should furnish
training personnel at once under the auspices of the AID mission . The
specific recommendation 1,o/as "to assist the Vietnamese to create a greatly
enlarged civil administrative corps for work at province, district and
hamlet levels. "
The improvement of SVN military forces was to be accomplished not
only by the increase in numbers specified above, but also by internal
r eforms and organizationa l improvaaents. What remained of the current
hamlet militia and related forces of part-time nature for hamlet defense
should be consolidated 1-lith the self-defense corps into a single force
~hich would be compensated by the national government .
The pay and
collateral benefits of the paramilitary groups should be substantially
improved. Strength of the forces shou~d be maintained and expanded by
effectively enforc ed conscription measures and by more centrally
directed recruitment policies . It I{as recommended that U. S. personnel
shouJ_d be assigned to the training of the paramilHary forces . The
National Police required further special consideration . An offensive
guerri.lla force should be created to operate along the border and in
areas where VC control IoTas dominant. These measures were included i n
specif i c recommendat ions to "assist the Vj.etnamese to improve and reorganize the paramilitary forces and to increase their compensation "
and "to assist the Vietnamese to create an off'ensive guerrilla force ."
Under the last two headings there were recommendations to provide
t he Vietnamese A:.r Force with 25 A-1H aircraft in exchange for their T- 28s
and to provide the Vietnamese Army additional M-113 APCs (vlithdra\OTing
the M-114s there ) and also to provide additional river boats and approxi mately 5 to 10 million dollars worth of related additional materiel. A
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fertili zer program to increase the production of rice in areas safely
controlled by the government was to be expanded and announced very
soon.
Although VC successes in rural areas had been the prime feature
of the downswing over the past half year or more, pacification was" to
r eceive less comparative emphasis , in fact, i n the next year or so than
it had before . Nevertheless, Khanh ' s statement of a pacification
strategy -- which was l ater to form a conceptual basis for the illfated Hop Tao program -- was approved in principle , and a critique of
it was-accorded a place as Annex B of NSAM 288 .
In simplified outline, the plan was based on a "clear and hold"
concept, including for each area these steps:

1.

Clearing organized VC units from the area by military action;

2. Establishing permanent security for the area by the Civil
Guard, Self Defense Corps , hamlet militia , and national police;

3· Rooting out the VC "infrastructure " i n the hamlets (particul arly the VC tax collector and the chief of the VC political cadre );
4. Providing the elements of economic and social progress for the
people of the area : schools, health services, water supply, agricultural
improvements , etc.
These general ideas Here to be (1 ) adapted and applied flexibly ...
(2) applied under the clear, undivided and decentralized control of the
provinc e chief; and (3) applied in a gradually spreading area moving
from secure to less secure areas and from more populated to le ss popul ated areas (the "oil drop " principle ) ...
The major requirements for success of the Pacifi cat i on Plan Here :
First, and of by far the greatest importance, clear, strong; and
cont i nuous political ~eadership ...
General Khanh and his top colleagues "Tere to supply this requirement. Their ability to do so Has'as yet untested, but some early
evidence was good ...
A second major requirement for success of the Pacification Plan
.was the adoption of government policies which would give greater promise of economic progress and greater incentives to rural people. The
thr ee key areas ~"er e :
.

- t he price of rice to farmers , Hhich Has artificially' depressed
and held substantially below the world market price ;
- uncertain or oppressive tenure conditions for many farmers ( a
/
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l and reform program vas half completed some years ago ) ; the VC had been
exploiting the situation very effectively ;
- oppressive marketing conditions for fisherman ( fisheries accounted
for 25 per cent of the rural product of SVN ).
General Khanh ' s initial statement about the land reform probl em
vas. not very encouraging; Mr. Oanh vTaS not even mTare of the rice prob lem until a conversation '\vith U .S. visitors on March lOth .
A third major requirement for success of the Pacification Plan
was to improve greatly the leadership, pay , training , and numbers of
some of the kinds of personnel needed, notably:
- pay and allovances for Civil Guards and S . D.C •• o
- r ecruitment and training for more civilian technicians ••• al so
increased pay fu"1.d supporting costs for them ; and recruitment and
training of a ne,v kind of rural vorker- _II hamlet action teams II -to move into ne'\vly cleared hamlets and start improvement programs •••
'J'he real problems were managerial: to develop concepts , training
schools, action programs, and aboye all, leadership at the provincial
l evel and belO'lv.
Other requirements for success of the Pacification Plan included :
i mprovement in the leadership and attitudes of the ARVN particularly
at levels vhich came into contact vTi th villagers; greatly increased
military civic action programs by the ARVN; much more flexibility and
decentralization of authority i n the administration of GVN civilian
agencies ; and a far clearer and more consistent pattern of revarding
excellence and penalizing poor performance in the management of both
military and civilian agencies of the GVN.
.
Finally , t here was one prominent recommendation ( it was i n fact
the second of twelve ) : that the U . S. "make it clear that 'He f ully
support the Khanh government and are opposed to any further COUps oll
This reflected our deep concern over the political instability and
our dismay at having been sUI'p!'ised by the Kha..l1h coup at the end of
J anuary .
An i mmediate measure to provide this kind of support to Khanh
was the iSSUance on the follO'lving day ( 1"r March) of a White House
r elease vhich gale Presidential public blessing to the Khanh r egime ~
saying in part that , to meet the difficulties and setbacks that had
arisen since last October, "General Khanh and his government are
acting vigorously and effectively ••• /having7 produced a sound central
plan for the prosecution of the ,var, - recognizing to a far greater
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degree than before the crucial role of economic and social , as well
as military action ... " §2/
This statement helped to solidify the Khanh regime by giving i t
explicit ass~rance of continuing U.S. s ~pp ort . It did not fully take
care of our dismay over the surprise that the lG."1anh cov,p had been,
and our fear that such a co~p might be repeated. In addition to
making it clear that we fv~ly supported the incumbent regime)therefore,
it seemed necessary that we sho~ld discourage attempted- coups, or,
'
getting wind of them, head them off before they passed the poi~t of
no return. On 18 March , IV. H. Sullivan of State sent out a message
to Saigon as follO'l'Ts:
Point 2 ... Lof NSA.!"I 28!fl stipulated that U. S.
govern..ment agencies shou,ld m3.ke clear our full
support for Khan..1-} government and our opposition
to any further c·o ups. I-Tnile it is recognized that
our chances of detecting coup pl£tting are f ar
from fool-proof' ... all elements Log u.s. mission
in Vietnam should be alerted against coup contin gencie s .
Mission should establish appropriate procedl~e
which "nll aSSVTe that all rumors of coup plotting
vlhich come to attention Lof.! any U. S. government
personnel in Vietnam ,vill be brought to attention
of Ambassador .vJthout delay. Tnis is not, repeat
not, a responsibility solely for intelligence
elements .Lof thi! U. S. mission. 66/
The program emboMed in NSAM 288 '\oTaS by no means judged adequa'Ge
by all concerned . One major dissent'had been registered by the JCS,
who tended to vie,'1 the problem primarily in its military dimens ions,
and ''1ho believed that the source of VC strength in the North must be
neutralized . In a memorandum dated 14 Harch 1964, the CJCS had provided the Secretarf of Defense v~th comments on the SecDef's draft
memo to the President ( NSAH 288). Tne general vievl of the JCS was
that the program being recommended by the Secretary of Defense .vas
inadequate militarily, and that much more aggressive policies, mainly
against INN, but also against the Cambodian sanctuarj,es of VC forces,
..rere necessary.
a. The JCS do not believe that t.he recommended
program in i tself vnll be sufficient to turn the tide
againbt the Viet Cong in SVN -without positive action
being taken against. the Hanoi goyernment at an early
date. They have in mind the conduct of the kind of
program designed to brIng about cessation of DRV
support for operations in svn and Laos outlined in
JCSM-174 -64, sU-bj ect "Vietnam," dated 2 Harch 1961~.
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Such a program Hould not only deter the aggres,,si ve actions of the DRV but "Tould be a source of
encouragement to SVN Hhich should significantly
facilitate the counterinsurgency program in that
country. To increase our readiness for such
actions) the U.S o Government should establish at
once the political and military bases in the
U.S. and SVN for offensive actions against the
North and across the Laotian and Cambodian
borders) including measures for the ' control of
. contraband traffic on the Mekong.
b. In vieH of the current attitude of the
Sihanouk Government in Cambodia) the 3CS recommend
authorizing nOil hot pursuit into that country • • 067/

As already noted) hOlfever) this sort of escalation had already
been rejected for the time being. And in any event) there Here both
a neH regime in Vietnam and an enlarged program of U.S. aid to support
i t ) although not as enlarged militarily) as the 3CS Hould wisho (That
fonn of enlargement Hould not come until later. ) But it ,fas the f i rst
program since 1961 enlarged in explicit . recognition that the prograrns
preceding it had not succeeded ) had indeed fallen far short of their
goals. And in that sense at least it ,·ras the end of one period and the
beginning of another.
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II.
1.

NSAM-288 - TON'.lGN GULF

General Character of the Period from NSA}1-288 to Tonkin Gulf

In enunciating the policies of NS_~~- 288 we had rhetorically committed
ourselves to do Hhatever was needed to achieve our stated objectives in
South Vietnam. The program decided upon and ~pelled out in NSAM-288 re flect ed our recognition that the problem was greater than we had previously
supposed and that the progress that "Te had previously thought Me were making "Tas more apparent than real. The program constituted a larger effort
than we had undertaken before ; it corresponded to our increased estimates
of the magnitude of the task before us. Nevertheless ) we might have chosen
to do more along the lines of what we did decide to do ) and above all we
might have chosen to do Some things that "I.e specifically chose not to do
at this time (although ,ore began to plan for some of these on a contingency
basis). If there "rere to be new or greater problems in the future it was
because we did not correctly appraise the magnitude of the problem nor fully
f oresee the complexity of the difficulties we faced, There were indeed
some who believed that the program vre decoided upon was not enough) notably
the JCS \-Tho had gone on record that until aid to the VC from outside of
South Vietnam was cut off ) it ,oTQuld be impossible to eliminate the insur gency there. But the program as decided upon in 288 did correspond to the
official consensus that this Has a prescription suited to the illness as we
diagnosed it.
0

0

There were many inhibitions that discouraged doing more than the bare
necessity to get the job done, These inhibitions related to the image of
the U.S, in world affairs) to possible risks of over -reaction from the Communist side) to internal American hesitancies about our operations there )
and finally to a philosophy concerning the basic social nature of what vras
happening in Vietnam and how wise it 'o-ras for the U,S. to become very deeply
i nvolved, We had given serious thought to a program of pressures upon the
North ) largely covert and intended more to persuade than to compel. This
was on the theory that the heart of the problem really lay not in South
Vietnam but in North Vietnam. But these measures ) a lthough far from forgotten) were put on the shelf in the belief) or at least the hope ; that
they would not be needed.
The long year from
periods that ocorrespond
The first would b~ from
August 1964) the second
the third would be from

March 1964 to April 1965 is divisible into three
to major modifications or reformulations of policy,
March (NSAM-288) ~o the Tonkin Gulf affair in early
Hould be from August 1964 to February of 1965; 0and
February to April 1965,

From March to August 1965 we tried to make a go of it with the program
approved in NSAJ.'vI-288) in hope that that program vrould carry us toward our
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objectives by increasing the amount of aid and advice we gave to the South
Vietnamese in order to enable them better to help themselves. But almost
from the beginning there iVere signs that this program' \{Quld not be enough .
And as time passed it became more and more evident that something more
would be needed. Soon we began to be turned from full concentrat ion upon
the NSAM-288 program by a major distraction--instability and inefficiency of
the GVN. This Has a distraction that from the first \-Ie had feared but had .
hoped against hope would not grm-I to major proportions.

A year before) in 1963 ) it had become more and more evident as time
wore on that the unpopularity and inefficiencies of the Diem-Ngu regime
de stroyed the hope of permanent progress in the pacification program and the
ultimate chance of success of the whole counter-insurgency effort . This
time it was the increasing instability of the Khanh regime and the ineffici ency of his government--the regime that had supplanted the regime that had
supplanted Diem and Ngu . Now we feared the inability of the Khanh government to attract and hold the loyalties of the politically active groups
"Ti thin the cities ) and vre had no confidence in its competence t o administer
the pacification programs) and thereby win the support of the politically
inert peasantry in the rural areas .
But I-Ie "ranted no more coups. Although Khanh' s coup had surprised us
and even shaken Our confidence somewhat) we ~uickly made him our boy ) put
the best possible face on the matter ) and made it a prime element of U.S.
policy to support Khanh and his colleagues) and discourage any furth er coups.
Each coup that occurred ) it seemed) greatly increased the possibility of yet
another coup.
Through the first period from March until July) "Te concentrated upon
making the NSAM-288 program work. In addition to the increases in U.S. aid
and advice ) we sought to strengthen Khanh by patching t hings up with Big
Minh and mollifying the other Generals he had thrmm out. We hoped he could
somehow subdue the politically active Buddhists ) the Catholic political
activists) the Dai Viet ) and the miscellaneous ambitious c olonels and gen eral s.
But execution of the 288 program began to fall behind the plans. · The
GVN administration of the program had troubles. There were troubles getting
piastres -which the U.S . government in effect provided-from the central
government to t he provinces and distr ict s where they were needed. Agreed
pay increases and force increases in the GVN armed forces were only tardily
and partially met. Civil servants needed to operate the program in the
provinces and distr icts were not available ) iVere not trained ) or ) if avail able and trained) were often not paid ) or were insufficiently or tardily
paid ) or were not provided with necessary expenses . Funds for the provision
of necessary goods in the provinces and districts "Tere not met. Payments to
peasants for relocation as a part of the pacification program were t ardy or
inade~uate ' or not made at all. There seemed to be a business as usua l
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attitude in the central government, and the strength of the RVNAF declined .
Viet Cong depredations continued and pacification efforts fell behindo
As we pressured Khanh to adopt reforms to remedy the deficiencies of
the GVN administration of programs within South Vietnam, his frustrations
over these difficulties and failure s were increased
He had no taste for
the long, unspectacular social reform and social rebui.lding that were the
tasks of pacificationo He soon began to talk increasingly of a ~capegoat - a march to the North
He "\-ranted to get the struggle over with
This cor responded to the means that we had considered but had for the time being
rejected--se eking escape from our own frustrations in South Vietnam by
pressure on the Northo We moved gradually in this direction, impelled almost
inevitably to ultimate actions of this sort, but always reluctantly and
always hesitant to commit ourselves to more than very minor moves , until
suddenly and dramatically the Tonkin Gulf affair of early August provided
an occaSion to make a move .of the sort we had long been anticipating but
had until then always deferred. But during this period the debate over pos sible measures of this sort ) and the instability of the Khanh government)
increasingly distracted attention from programs focussed directly on the
problems of pacification and of winning the loyaJties of the Vietnamese for
the GVNo
0

0

0

In the i mmediate aftermath of the Tonkin Gulf affair ) Khanh, feeling
his po sition strengthened) took ill advised measures to consolidate the
gains that he believed had been made thereby) and quickly precipitated an
overriding governmental crisis. Thereafter ) the stability of the regime
became the dominant factor in all considerationso Attention had to shift
from pacification of the millions of rural Vietnamese) who made up the vast
majority of the people ) to the very few in Saigon j Hue and Danang "\-rho were
struggling for pOl-Ter
0

NSAM-288 Programs Mid -March to Mid-May

1964

L

Recommendation #3 of NSAM- 288 was !Ito support a program for national
mobilization ( including a national service lm-r ) to put South Vietnam on a
war footing ." Responsibility for this was shared bet\-r~en ASDjISA and AIDo
A first step was taken on 20 March when the cou0try t eam was asked to
report on the status of GVN plans and also country t eam views concerning
the adoption of a national service acto The pOints of greatest concern
"\-rere vrhat "\-Tould be the main provisions of the act , and \-rhat vrould be the
administrative machinery set up to implement ito 'I'he Country Team was a l so
advised that economic mobilization measures should be deferred until after
a joint UoS. ·GVN 'survey had been completedo

§§!

On 1 April Ambassador Lodge replied , with MACV concurrence , that
Premier Khanh planned two categories of mobilization, one civi l and one
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military. The Ambassador said that proposed decrees had been prepared and that
if promulgated they 1-TOuld give the GVN adequate power . Details were not included, however, in the Ambassador 's report. The Ambassador proposed , on a
personal basis, that, if Washington approved, he would try to persuade Khanh
to proceed with a mass media presentation of it. 69/ Washington agreement to
the Embassy evaluation came three days l ater , although only the general con cept had been explainedo On that same day, 4 April 1964, Khanh publicly pro claimed a basic decree prescribing broad categories of national service. Its
main terms were that all able-bodied males ages 20-45 were subject to nation al public service. This national public serv~ce was to consist of e i ther
( a ) military service or (b ) civil defense service
0

This initial decree of 4 April 1964 amounted evidently to nothing more
than a statement of intention by the Prime Minister o This was quite short
of a law that would go into effect, be administered and thereby made to ac complish something.
On 10 April, the Embassy was informed by a telegram from State that
Khanh's decrees h ad received little publicity in the United States , and the
Embassy 1-TaS asked for a text of the implementing decrees
Five days later
on 15 April 1964, Ambassador Lodge reported in more detail on the basic
terms of the national public service decree, to wit :
0

(1 ) All able-bodied males 20-45 would be subject to nat i onal
public service and females would be permitted to vo l unteer.
( 2 ) National public service would consist of either military
service or civil defense serviceo

(3 )

Civil defense service would be managed by the Ministry of

I nterior.

( 4) The duration of military service would be three years of
RVNAF or four years in Regional Forces (Civil Guard ) and Popular
Forces (Civil Defense Corps and Hamlet Militia ).
( 5) Call- up priority ,{Quld be based on age and number of
dependents .
( 6) Drafted personnel were to be paid by the force to which
they were assignedo
This came c l oser to a law to be administered , but on 28 April Washington
told the Embassy that the status of implementation of the recommendations was
still not clearo Four days later ) on 2 May, funbassador Lodge reported that
draft decre es were still not signed in fact ; and that the final nature of
the Civil Defense Decree was still in doubto HOi{eVer, he reported agreement
on the principle that the objectives of the National Mobilization Plan
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should give priority to: (1) bringing the armed forces to authorized strength,
(2) improving their morale , (3) carrying out conscription more effectively,
and (4) obtaining qualified civilian workers . 70/
Before he was able to make this report of 2 May, however, Ambassador
Lodge had 8 showdown meeting with Khanh over the failure of the GVN to carry
out many of the necessary actions called for by the NSAM-288 programs . On
30 April, accompanied by Westmoreland and Brent (USOM ~hief) , Lodge met with
Khanh, Oanh, Khien, and Thieu, to discuss the GVN failur e to provide operating
fund s to provincj.al and Imler loc al levels, and to correct manpower deficien cies.
Lodge opened the meeting with a prepared statement which he read in
French. He said that direct observation by U.S. provincial advisors through out Vietnam proved that nowhere was there an adequate effort to provide
piastres to Corps , Division and sectors , to increase the pay of ARVN and
paramilitary forces, to bring these troops to authorized strength, to recruit
added forces, or to compensate incapacitated soldiers or families of those
killed. In fact, he said, there were confirmed reports from Corps and Divi sion headquarters of deceased soldiers being kept on the roles as the only
means of cOm.:Pensating their families and preventing further deterioration of
ARVN and paramilitary morale. There had been a steady decline in the strength
of RVNAF since October 1963, notably including a decrease of 4, 000 in March
alone; and the current strength was almost 20,000 belmv the authorized figure
agre ed necessary by both governments. Likewi se , the force level of SDC had
decreased in the same period by almost 13,000, leaving that force 18,000
below its authorized strength. The Civil Guard ioraS almost 5,000 below the
required strength. The ARVN and CG desertion rate was double what it had
been in February, and SDC des ertion rate was up l.~O%. Only 55% of the con scription quotas were being met and volunteers were below the expected level. '
Failure to provide funds was blamed as a major reason for these milit ary manpower deficiencies. The shortage was so great that the current
trend in effectives could not be reversed before August in any event. Lodge
went on to say that USOM and MACV visits to the provinces also confirmed
that failure to provide piastres to local headquarters also led to shortages
of resource s for pacification efforts. The result was that most of the
McNamara program of reforms and improvements (of NSAM- 288) was failing , not
due to lag in support promised by the United States, but simply because the
Saigon government did not provide piastre support for the joint pacification
program agreed upon by the tyro governments. The war, Lodge concluded; was
being lost for want of administrative initiative in printing and distribut ing the necessary local funds fo r the agreed programs. Lodge conceded that
the government had made a fonrard step in announcing its intentions to de centra lize procUl'ement authority from the Director General of the BudgE.!t
and Foreign Aid to the ministries, but further decentralization to provincial and district author ities was advisable.
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Khanh passed the buck to Oanh) who explained that the MRC had inherited
enormously complicated bureaucratic procedures based on older French practices) with checks and counterchecks before actions could be effected ) and
that these practices "rere being reformed . Nev regulations were about to go
into effect and it was hoped that they vould improve the situation . 71/
Recom~endation #5 of 288 had been "to assist the Vietnamese to c reate
a greatly enlarged administrative corps ,''' Effective action upon this recommendation was considered essential to effective progress in the pacification program) as is clearly implied by the following list of the lines of
action that were to be strengthened by the enlarged administrative corps o
These were:
.

10 Training and pay of nev hamlet action cadres) of new village
secretaries) of district chiefs and other district staff) of a new
assistant for pacification for each Province Chief) and of hamlet
school teachers) health ,wrkers ) district agricultural ,wrkers ) and
rural information officers.
2.

Special incentive pay for government workers. in rural areas

3.

Selective pay raises for

so~e

0

civil servantso

40 Increasing enrollment in the National Institute of Administra t i on (NIA ) to full capacity (this was a training school for c i vil
servants )) including provision of short term in - service training by
NIAo
50 Organization of a joint U.S.-GVN Cow~ittee on governmental
r eform to review ) recommend) and install needed provisions in govern mental procedureso
6. Expanding and training National Police especially for rural
areas consistent with other recommendations to strengthen milj.tary
and paramilitary forces. 72/
Along "rith this increase in Vietnamese administrative personnel there
was to be an increase in UoSo advisory personnel to assist them . On 2 Apri l
the Mission advised Washington that a general agreement had been reached with
t he GVN and estimated that 12 additional US OM public administration person nel were neededo On the follmring day) hm-rever ) the Ambassador expressed
his reservations over the large increase in staffo On 30 April in an EXDIS
to the PreSident ) Lodge said that Khanh was willing to accept UoSo adminis trators in pa~ified areas provided the U. S. felt willing to accept casualtieso Lodge recommended a high level civil adm~nistrative advisor to Khanh
h imself j and on 4 May in an EXDIS to the Secretary of State he recommended
fo~r AID public administrative advisors ) one to each of the four Corps areas )
all to be directly under the Ambassadoro 73/
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As of mid -May, hOvTever, while there were some accomplishments , on the
whole there had been more discussion than actiono Before the mid - May meet ing for Secretary McNamara in Saigon the status of progress was summar1zed
for him in the Mid-May Briefing Book as follm{s :
10
The initiation of a two-week training program for district
chiefs had started and the first class had graduatedo
2.
Assignment had been made of one entire graduating class, 82
of them with three full years of training; tO 'be district chiefs .

3. Training of 75 hamlet action cadres for use 1n the Pacification Plan had been initiated.
40
Assignment of 700 Saigon civil servants to the III Corps
area had been completed (but two-thirds of them had returned by midMayas either unfit or in excess of needs )o
5·
The long standing training programs for hamlet workers had
continued 0

6.
A course to train 2500 new village secretaries had been
initiated 0
7.
Assurance that all future graduates of NIA would be aSSigned
to the countryside had been madeo
8.
There was a promise to undertake to double the output of
graduates from the NIAo
No action had been taken, however, on other measures . The most salient
inaction was the failure to set up the promised UoSo - GVN comm1ttee on
government reformo Further, the GVN was not inclined to provide incent1ve
pay to key rural workers.
At the time that Secretary McNamara and his pa.rty went to Saigon in
the middle of May, the problem areas with respect to implementation of
NSAM-288 recormnendations were identified ' as follmrs :
10
Inadequate prOVlSlon of piastres for proper utilization of
already trained officials and technicians.
2.
PO SSible inability of GVN to get the job done without direct
U.S. participation 0

3.
Lack of information from the field on plans for aggressive
implementation of all aspects of this recommendationo 74/
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Recommendations 4, 6, and 7 of NASM-288 concerned increases in GVN
military forces and capabilities and were generally considered together:
4.
To assist the Vietnamese to increase the armed forces
( regular plus paramilitary ) by at least 50, 000 meno
6.
To assist the Vietnamese to improve and reorganize the para military forces and to increase their compensation.
70
force o

To assist the Vietnamese to create an offensive guerrilla

On 23 March 1964 a joint State-Defense-AID message asked the country
team to refine ( and elaborate ) these concepts and recommend a program of
implementing actionso The mission was authorized to initiate appropriate
first steps without waiting for final agreement between the USG and the GVN .
There followed, as already noted, the pertinent proclamations of early
April, but they were only proclamations, nothing moreo On 27 April General
Harkins reported that GVN planning for reorganization of paramilitary forces '
and development of a concept for programs was still in process . General
Ph at , the Minister of Interior, was considering a merger of SDC and Combat
Youth into a single organization (the Popular Forces ) under the Ministry of
I nterior
The Civil Guard would go under the Army high command . Operational control of Popular Forces would be vested in sector and sub - sector
commanders at· -province and district levelso At village levels , Popular
Forces would encompass the total local security force and ",ould include
both full-time and part - time personnel~ Details of compensation and the
l ogistic mechanism were not clearo Harkins judged that the concept was consistent with the Pacification Plan, but the total anticipated strength of
Popular Forces could not be projected until more detailed planni ng had been
accomplished
Detailed negotiations with the GVN were continuing and a
further report was to be made on 10 Mayo ~
0

0

Two days later) on 29 April 1964) the .JCS conwented on the slowness of
the GVN in implementing recommendations for 6 and 7 and pointed out an
apparent divergence between MACV and GVN on the strength and organization
of the GVN forceso They explained that the 50,000 figure ,-ras an interim
planning figure , and that further increases should be recommended when and
as necessaryo CO~IDSMACV was asked to submit his detai l ed plan for imple menting4, 6) and 7 by the 7th of May o 76/
Almost Simultaneously with this JCS message ) Harkin ' s deputy, General
Westmoreland, was accompanying Ambassador Lodge to see Khanh on the
occaSion, already described , when Ambassador Lodge made his strong de~arche
with the Vietnamese P".cemier 0 Westmoreland expatiated on the military
aspects of the Ambassador's complaint, especially the RVNAF defi ciencies,
specifying increased desertion rates and inadequate enlistments and draft
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callupso He calculated that at the current rates of desertion) casualties
and recruitment the RVNAF at the end of the year would be smaller not
larger than at presento
Finally) on 7 May) Harkins was able to report that a DSG-GVN agree ment had been reached on calendar year 1964 force goals for the RVNAF )
Civil Guard and the National Police, although there was not yet an agree ment on the SDC and Combat Youtho The agreement on the RVNAF ) CG) and
SDC force levels were as shmffi in the tabulation below:

W

Current
Authorized
Strength

Recommended
Strength
CY 64

Amount
Increase

Estimated
Cost

RVNAF

227) 000

237)600

1 0)600

10
2.

Civil
Guard

90) 015

97) 615

7)600

GVN ' = 104 billioD piastres
Do So = $18 million for pay;
$5 million MAP

10
08 billion piastres
20$ 202 million MAP (no esti -

mate of cost of pay
increase )
SDC

110)000

110)000

Combat
Youth

180) 000

200) 000

No estimates of cost (no agree ment yet)
20)000

No estimates of cost ( no agree ment yet )

1 0 ) 650

500)000 million piastres
$102 million

(trained)
80-90)000

(trained and armed )
National Police
24)250

34)900

With respect to the perennial problem of assisting the Vietnamese to
develop their m-lD offensive guerrilla force ) in mid - May there was some
progress to report ) although the accomplishments were l ess than had been
hoped
Efforts Here continuing to improve the distribution of Ranger
battalions for use against VC base areas and in border areas of I and II
Corps . Plans also were being developed at that time for better border
control) and for intelligence integration ) coordination of Vietnamese Special
Forces oper~tion6) and air slITveillance . Efforts were also being made
towards integration of Vietnamese Special Forc es and DoSo Special Forces
staffs at all command echelonso Vietnamese junior officers and NCO ' s )
including Montagnards ) were being initiated to training and guerril la war f are techniques in the nell VNSF/USSF Center at Nha Trango This was
0
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expected to encourage the VNSF to adopt bolder and more confident
tactics. J!})
Recommendations 8) 9) and 10 were accomplished rather simply and expeditious ly because they consisted entirely of supplying the South Viet namese materials that they needed. It did not involve our inducing the
Vietnamese themselves to do anything. Recommandation 8 was to provide the
Vietnamese Air Force 25 AlH aircraft in exchange for present T-28 ' s . Recommendation 9 was to provide the Vietnamese army additional M- 113 APC ' s (,or ith draving the M-114 ' s there)" addit ional riverboats and approximately $5 - 10
million 'wrth of additional materieL Recommendation 10 was to announce
publicly the fertilizer program and to expand it with a vie\-T to trebling
within tvo years the amount of fertiliz er currently made available.
MAP funding for Recommendation 8 was approved by ISA on 25 March 1964
following approval of the delivery schedule on 22 March. On 1 May 1964"
19 AlH's were delivered and six more scheduled for delivery 10 days later .
- A Navy unit of 4 support officers" 8 instruction pilots and 150 men arrived
on 30 April 1964 to train Vietnamese crews until they could assume full
respons ibility" which was estimated to be in three to six months. By early
May planning and funding action for the provision of the M-113 ' s had been
completed. According to the schedule developed in response to the request
for this materiel made by CINCPAC and COMUSMACV" 17 M-l13 ' s were shipped
to arrive in Saigon 17 April" 16 were due to arrive 29 April) 30 were shipped
to °a rri ve by 1 June" and 30 more vere to arrive by 10 July . There \-las an
agreement between CINCPAC and COMUSMACV that no additional hOVli tzers " ri ver boats or AN!PRC/41s were to be recommended at that time. Eighty- five
thousand tons of fertilizer had been requested and procured by early May
for spring planting" and this had been publicized by the GVN and in Vlashington. A distribution scheme \-Tas being deve loped and refined in early May
with provision for further expansion including a probable 18,, 000 tons re quirement in the fall. 79/
There were two important visitations to Saigon during April. The first
was by General Earle G. Vlheeler" then Chief of Staff" USA" who visited
Saigon from 15-20 April and represented Secretary McNamara and the JCS during
the visit of the Secretary of State to Saigon 17 - 20 April. It was dur i ng
these meetings that Khanh ' s deSire to shift the emphasis of the struggl e to
an attack on the North first became emphaticall y evident. In tlle meeting
with Khanh on 16 April" Vlheeler " in company with General Harkins " vas in f ormed by Khanh that eventually the var must be moved north . Harkins later
told Vlheeler that this vas the first time Khanh had ever said that extending
operations to the North was inevitable. Khanh explained that \-Then the move
to the North ooc c~-red MACV would have to take over all the logistics. He
f urther said he \-,-as ready to start plaI1..ning for an extension of operations
t o the North.
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Two days later on 18 April Khanh again brought the matter up ) this
time vrith Secretary of State Rusk. Rusk replied that this vras a big prob l em) that political preparation vTOuld be needed) and that vrhile the U. S .
vras prepared to take any action necessary to vrin the vrar ) it had 'to be very
c lear that such 8.ction vTas indeed nece ssary before the U. S . vrould embark
on it. 80/
A fortnight before on 4 April 1964 W. P . Bundy had vrritten a letter to
Ambassador Lodge vrith enclosures vrhich concerned a possible political scen ario to support action against North Vietnam and for the earlier ) so-called
"Blue Annex" ( considerations of extended actions to the North ) completed
during the McNamara-Taylor visit in March 1964. In Washington there vras
considerab le theorizing) in this period) about the best manner of persuading
North Vietnam to cease aid to the NLF-VC by forceful but restrained pressures vrhich vrould convey the threat of greater force if the North Vietnamese
did not end their support of the insurgency in South Vietnam . In certain
circles in Washington at least) there vras vrhat appears novr to have been an
amazing 'level of confidence that vre could indu·~e the Nort.~ Vietnamese to
abandon their support of the SVN insurgency if only vre could convince them
that vre meant business ) and that vre vrould indeed bomb them if they did not
stop their infiltration of men and supplies to the South.
This confidence ) although ultimately accepted as the basis for decision;
vras neither QDiversal nor un~ualified. This vras evident ) for instance in
t he meeting of 19 April; vrhen the subject \vas discussed .in Saigon vrith Rusk;
Lodge ; Harkins; Nes ; Manfull) DeSilva; Lt. Col. Dunn; General Wheeler ;
W. P. Bundy; and Solbert of ISA. Much of the iiscussion on that occasion
centered on the political context ; objectives; and risks ; of increasing mili tary pressure on North Vietnam.
I t vras understood that i t vrould be first
exerted sol ely by the Government of Vietnam; and vrould be clandestine .
Graduall y both vTraps and restraints \{Quld be removed. A point on vrhich there
vras a good deal of discussion vras vrhat contact vrith the DRV vrould be best in
order to l et Hanoi knovr the meaning of the pressures and of the threats of
greater pressures . Ambassador Lodge favored a Canadian ICC man vrho vras about
to replace the incumbent. The nevr man he had knOI-Tn at the UN. While Lodge
vras vrilling to participate in discus s ions of the mechanisms ; he vras explicitly
unsure of Hanoi ' s reaction to any level of pressure. Lodge vras not alvrays
f ully consistent in his vievrs on this subject ; and it is not cl ear that h i s
reservations on this score led him to counsel against the move or to express
other cautions. Hovrever ; he did say he doubted that vre coul d meet massive
i ntervention by the DRV by purely conventional measures . Rusk hoped that the
threatened pre ssures against Hanoi vrould induce her to end her support for
t he VC. Rusk emphasized the importance of obtaining the strongest possible '
evidence of DRV infiltration. It vras during this discussion that the ~ues 
tion of the introduction of U.S. Naval forces -- and hints of Cam Ranh Bay
arose as a measure vrhich it vras hoped vTOuld induce increased caution in
Hanoi. The presence of military pover there ) it vras hoped ) might induce
Hanoi to be more restrained in its actions tOvTard South Vietnam . There vTas
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speculation about whether the use of nuclear weapons against North Vietnam
would bring in the Russians . Rusk had , been impressed, so he said, by
Chiang Kai-shek ' s recent, strongly expressed opposition to any use by the
United States of nuclear weapons . There was mention that Khiem had
sough.t Chinese 1,'1tionalist military forces but their utility was generally
deprecated. Bundy conjectured, for argument ' s sake, that nukes used in
wholly unpoPQlated areas solely for purposes of interdiction might have a
different significance than if used otherwise . It is not reported that
any examination of effectiveness or of obviously possible countermeasures
was essayed; and no decisions were made. But the direction of thinking
was clearly 8\vay from measures internal to Vietnam, and clearly headed
toward military actions against the North. 81/
At the conclusion of his visit to Vietnam in mid-April Secretary Rusk
drew up the two-part suwnary list of added steps that he believed necessa:ry . The first part) composed of actions presenting no substantive policy
problems listed the following actions :
1.

Engage more flags in South Vietnam .

2.

Increase GVN diplomatic representation, and GVN informat i on
activity (to widen support of the GVN cause ).

3·

Enlist General Minh in the war effort .

4. Mobilize public support for war effort by civilian groups .
5·

Improve the psychological warfare effort .

6.

Discreetly cooperate with Khanh for the expulsion of
"undesirable characters ."

7·

EmpOlver Ambassador Lodge to make on-the-spot promotj.ons t o
U. S. civilians i n Vietnam .

Among the actions the Secretary felt should be cons i dered , but which i nvol ved poli cy problems , ·Here :
1.

Maintain U.S. naval presence at either Tourane or Cam Ranh Bay,
as a Signal to Hanoi ( to suggest to them our deep i nterest in
affairs in Vietnam ).

2.

Spend mt;>re money j.n developing pacified provinces i nstead of
c oncentrating efforts almost exclusiv~ly on trouble spots .

3· Push GVN anti-j unk operations gradually north of the DMZ .
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4. Remove inhibitions on the use of Asian intelligence agents
in Cambodian-Laos border areas. 82/
By the end of another fortnight Khanh ' s mood had turned much' more
strongly tovard insistence upon his m~rch t ·o the North. On the morning .
of 4 May 1964) Khanh asked Lodge to call) and Khanh began by asking if
he should make a declaration putting the cOl.llltry on a "Tar footing. This )
he said vould involve getting rid of "-politicians" in the government and
having a govermnent compos ed frankly of technicians. It vould involve sus pension of civil rights (lias had been the case l.lllder Lincoln in your civil
war" ). There "TOuld be a curfew) Saigon would cease to be a city of
pleasure ) and plans laid to evacuate the diplomatic corps and tvo million
p eople. Khanh then said that an annOl.lllcement should be made to Hanoi that
any further interference "Tith South Vietnam's internal affairs would lead
to reprisals) and Khanh specifically asked if the U.S. would be pr epared
to l.llldertake ti t-for-tat bombing each time there "Tas such int erference.
Continuing) KhaUb talked further ) somevhat vildly) of defying Cambodia
and "breaking diplomatic relations vith France; and he even mentioned a
declaration of "Tar against the. DRV at one pOint. He conveyed the impression of a desperate deSire to press for an early military deciSion by out right imr "Ti th the DRV. Lodge sought to · discourage this sort of adventur ism) but acknowledged that if the DRV invaded South Vietnam i-rUh its Army)
that act vould raise a host of ne"T questions of acute interest to the U. S.
PO SSible entry of Chinese forces would have to be considered. The quest ion
then would be Hhether such an Army could be made ineffective by interdicting
i ts supply lines . He could not envision the U. S . putting into Asia an Army
the size of the U.S. Army in Europe in World War II. Khanh said that he
l.lllderstood this but that an " Army Corps" of U.S. Special Forces numbering
10)000 could do in Asia as much as an Army group had done in Europe . "One
American can make soldiers out of 10 Orientals."/flicJJ It vas illogical)
wasteful) and vrong to go on incuIring c asualties "just in order to make
the agony endure. "
Near the end of his report of this conversation) the Ambassador inserted this com..rnent) "this man obviously vrants to get on with the job and
not sit here indefinitely taking casualties. Who can b lame him?" Then
he added) as a further comment :
His de sire to declare a state of war ••• seems "Tholly in line
with OUI desire to get out of a ' business as usual ' mentally .
He is clearly facing up to all the hard questions and vants us
to do it)tooo 83/
Lodge ts report of Khanh t s impatient wish to strike north drew an ·
i IQJJl.ediate flash response from Rusk) vhich began v i th a statement that made
it clear that the message haq been conSidered carefully at the If.hite House .
Extremely grave issues ",ere rai sed by the conversation) and reactions had
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to be developed with great care. There would still be another meeting with
the President on the matter; on 6 May; before McNamara departed for the
trip that would take him to Saigon (after Bonn) . McNamara would take up
issues with Lodge upon his arrival there. But before the 6 May meeting
with the President ; iwuld Lodge please answer seven questions as a contribution to the Washington consideration of the issueo
The questions raised by the Secretary and the answers provided later
by the Embassy follow:
10 What were Khanhts motivations? Does he believe that mobilization makes sense only as a preparation for military action against
North Vietnam? Reply: Khanh as professional soldier thinks in terms
of victoryo Not a matter of piqueo Honestly seeking a means of
putting country on war footing o
20 Is there a trace of despair in Khanh t s remarks ?
he can win without attacking north? Reply: Noo

Does he think

30 Previously Khanh told McNamara it would be necessary to con solidate a base in South Vietnam for attacking North Vietnam.
Previous counterguerrilla experience in Greece ; Malaya; and Korea
supports this judgment . Reply: Khanh does not vrant to move regard less of progr ess in the South.

4. Khanh's talk of evacuating seems fantastico Reply: Agree.
Khanh's concern was an ability to administer the city i f attacked.
(This referred to.Khanh ts discussion of evacuating the cit Yo )
5. Were Khanh t s talks of warning to Hanoi and Cambodia and
action against the French integral parts of mobili zation? Reply :
Yes. But he should have evidence against French nationalso

6. How to interpret Khanh ' s remarks about UoSo "Army Corps?"
Reply: Loose talk. This reaction came after (Lodge ' s ) discouraging
reply about the possibility of the U.So bringing in l arge numbers of
forc es
0

7· Was the GVN capable of administering limited mobi lization?
Reply: Question is a puzzler. Hm·rever; some such thing might be a
way of overcoming "business as usual" tr 84/
The response to Khanh ' s proposal that came out of the 6 May meeting
was that the-Secretary of Defense was to tell Khanh; when he was in
Saigon; that the UoSo did " not intend to provide mil itary support nor
undertake the military objective of rolling back Communist control in
North Vietnam o" §2/
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3.

The Secretary's Visit to Saigon May 1964

Accompanied by General Wheeler ) and MM. Sylvester and McNaughton,
and his ~litary aide) the Secretary of Defense made a brief visit to
Saigon 12-14 May enroute home from Bonn. In informing Saigon on 4 May
of his projected visit he said that his primary objective was to get full
information as to the current status and future plans ) with targets and
dates) for the following it ems for the rest of calendar year 1964:
1. Augmentation of GVN military and paramil itary forces) with a
breakdown by area and service category .
2. Increased compensation for GVN military and paramilitary
personnel.

3.

Reorganization of military and paramilitary force s .

4.

Creation of the Civil Administrative Corps.

5.

I mplementation of the national mobilization plan.

6. The steps and timetables ) both military and civil, for our
i mplementation of the oil- spot concept of pacification.
Additionally) it was further specified that he vranted information on the
following :
GV.N.

1.

A map of population and areas controlled by the VC and the

2. Progress of military operations in extending control by the
oil-spot t heory .

3.

Brief reports on the critical provinces.

4. The Country Team ' s appraisal of Khanh ' s progress in strength "
ening national) provincial and district governments .
5. The Country Team ' s evaluation of Khanh ' s support by various
groups ( constituting Vietnamese political power centers ).
6. MACV ' s forecast of likely VC and GV.N military activi ty for
the re st of 1964 .
7.

Recommendations on cross -porder i "ltelligence operat i ons.

8. Report on the extent to which the U.S. contribution of added
re sources Or persoD~el ( either military or civilian ) for civil ~ro 
grams could strengthen the GVN counterinsurgency program. 86/
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The trip books prepared for the members of the Secretary' s party also
i ndica ted that one major concern "Tas to reinforce Lodge ' s demarche of
30 April concerning facilitating the flow of piastres to the provinces for
counterinsurgency supporto It was su~gested that possibly the rigid and
conservative director of the budget, Luu Van Tinh might have to be dis missed if Oanh couldn ' t make him do better. A list of problems that were
created by lack of piastres in the provinces follow'ed :
1 0 Health workers trained by AID were not employed for l ack of
piastres o
20 Provincial and district officers (both health and agricultural
extension workers ) were severely restricted in travel to vil lages for
lack of per diem and gasoline.

30 Bills for handling AID counterinsurgency cargo at the port of
Danang w'ere not paid, resulting in refusal and threat of refusal, by
workers and groups , t o handle more cargo.
4. Several categorie s of GVN workers had not been paid salaries
owed to them for months .
5· Truckers were threatening to refuse to handle AID counter i nsurgency cargo because they had not been paid for past services by
the Government of Vietnam .

60 There were inadequate funds to compensate villages for food ,
l odging, water and services provided by peasants to the ARVN, the CG,
and the SDCo
7. There had been nonpayment or delayed or only partial paynlent of
promised relocation a l lm-rances to relocated authorities o
In the light of these problems it was considered that two USOM piastre
cash fund s might be established~ (1 ) a petty cash fund to support the
Ministry of Education; and ( 2 ) a substantial USOM-controlled piastre fund
to break bottlenecks in such matters as transportation of goods , spare
parts , per diem payment of immobilized Vietname s e personnel, and emergency
purchases-on the local marketo AID Administrator Bell in Washington had
made commitments to Secretary McNamara that all piastres necessary f or
counterinsurgency vould be forthcoming even if deficit financing were needed .
But because there vere p1enty of cowmodity imports at hand , that posed no
problem. USOM and MACV and the public administration advisors who were
then being recruited should review carefully whether U.So civil administra tion advisors to the provincial chiefs. cou~d facilitate the f l ow of funds
and commodities , and expedite paper \fork . Finally, the use of rural affairs
provincial staffs should be increased by one or more per province, perhaps
using Fj.lipinos or Chinese Nationals F}]) .
0
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The first day of the Secretary's stay in Saigon was spent in briefings )
and not all of what he heard was encouraging. There was first a briefing
from the Ambassador) who said the administrative mechanism of the central GVN
was not functioning smoothly) that Khanh overcentralized authority) and that
although the situation might work out the prospects were not goodo One bit
of encouragement was that Khanh vas requesting more UoS. advisors -- this was
taken as a token of good intentions and of willingness to cooperate with the
U. S. The provincial government would continue to be weak) and the corps
commanders I authority handicapped the provinces. Khanh ' s 23 nevI province
c hiefs and 80 new dIstrict chiefs had improved the quality of leadership) he
thought. But the Buddhists) although fragmented ) remained politically active
and Thich Tri Quang was agitating strongly against Khanh . The Catholic s were
about to withdraw their chaplains from the Armyo The students supported
Khanh but the intellectuals did not. Lodge thought that the current U. S.
program was of about the right size but that better leadership was n eeded.
He would like U.S. civilian advisors in each corps area. When USOM Director
Brent gave his briefing he made the point that USOM was 25 percent short of
authorized personnel strength. This led the Secretary to ask about the use
of U.S. military personnel) FSOs) or Peace Corps personnel to fill the shortage. Forrestal was asked to look into the problem and report. The NIA
was short of faculty because seven instructors had been assigned el se\,here
and there was) moreover ) an inadequate budget. §§}
In the afternoon b riefing) General Harkins said he was guardedly opt imUstic in spite of the fact that 23 province chiefs ) 135 district chiefs )
and practically all senior military commanders had been replaced since the
l ast coup. In discussing Il Population Controlll (pacification) ) it was decided to use 1 April 1964 as a base for statistical measu:r-ements of pacifica t ion progress. When he came to the subject of the planned augmentation of
ARVN and the paramilitary forces ) the figures presented by General Harkins
showed that achievement lagged behind the agreed goals. Although the agreed
MAP program called for 229, 000 RVNAF personnel at that time and 238) 000 for
t he end of calendar year 1964) there were actually only 207 ) 000 current ly
i n RVNAF. (This showed no improvement over March ) . The strength of RV~AF
had in fact been decreasing consistently from a high of 218 ) 000 in July 1963
because of increased activity (hence los ses through casualties ) ) desertions)
budget problems and miscell~neous lesser causes. ~
:
Among the topics receiving considerable attention during the meeting
on the morning of the 13th of May was that of VNAF pi lot training program.
This subject assumed special importance for three reasons . First ) the
March program of providing helicopters to the Vietnamese Air Force called
also for the provision of pilots to fly themo Second) there had j ust
previous ly been some embarrassing publicity concerning the participation
of USAF pilots in covert combat roles ) an activity that had not been
publicly acknmlledged. Third ) the meeting with the President on 6 May
had led to the instruc tions to the Se cretary) already noted) to discourage
Khanh ' s hopes of involving the United States in his March to the North.
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In this discussion of VNAF pilot training, it was revealed that there were

496 VNAF pilots currently at hand, but that 666 were required by 1 July.
Thirty helicopter pilots were to finish by 1 July, 30 liaison pilots to
fini sh by 27 June, and 226 cadet pilots were in the United States whose
status was not kno\-m at the time of the meeting. The Secretary emphasized
that it had never been intended that the USAF participate in combat in
Vietnam, and current practices that belied this were exceptions to that
policyo The Administration had been embarrassed because of the Shank affair--letters which had complained that UoSo boys \-Tere being killed in
combat while flying inferior aircraft. The Secretary emphasized that the
VNAF should have a better pilot-to-aircraft ratioo It should be 2 to 1
instead of 1.4 to 1 as at present. And, as a first priority project, VNAF
pilots should transition from other aircraft to the A-lHs to bring the
total to 150 qualified to fly that aircrafto It was tentatively agreed
t? fix that objective for 120 days and accept the cons equent degradation of
transport capability.

22/

Following this there was a discussion of offensive guerrilla operations
and cross-border operations, both of which were agreed to be inadequate.
Creation of an offensive guerrilla force had been one of the Secretary' s
March recommendations o General Westmoreland said that Special Forces of
both the U.S. and the GVN were over-extended, and he added he believed that
they should be expanded
As a r esult of this conversation ~ffiCV was directed
to study the six-month duty tour of the U.So Special Forc es . The Secretary
conSidered it pOSsibly too short and thought it might have to be extended
to a full yearo On the subject of cross-border operations, the concept was
to drop six ':'man teams in each of authorized areas in North Vietnam and Laos
and pick them up, 30 days later, by helicoptero The objective was two
teams by 15 June; alfd this potential ,-laS to be doubled each month thereafter.
It was decided that operations should begin approximately 15 June 1964. 2!1
0

In his Subsequent report on this second SecDef-MACV conference, MACV
reported that the Secretary of Defense had expressed disappointment that
the civil defense decree of the GVN did not constitute a counterpart to
military conscription. Furthermore) ~ffiCV recorded that in the course of
the discuss ion of means of strengthening the VNAF the Secretary of Defense
had reaffirmed baSic U.S. policy that fighting in Vietnam should be done
by Vietnameseo The FARMGATE conc ept was explained as a specific ) reluctantly approved exception, a supplementary effort tranSitory in nature. 92 /
The Secretary's military aide, Lt. Col. Sidney B. Berry, JrO) recorded
the deciSions taken by the Secretary at Saigon. They were these :
L "Have the first group of six-man reconnaissance teams for
cros s -border operations ready to operate by 15 June 1964, then double
the number of teams each month thereafter. The Secretary was anxious
to get hard information on DRV aid to the VC. The Secretary was to
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get authority for additional cross -border operations in addition to
the operations already authoriz ed in two locations.
2 0 Concerning the VNAF training program; there was neve:r any
intent) nor was it the policy of the USG to have USAF pilots parti - \
cipate in combat. Exception to this should be considered undesirable
and not setting a precedent. MilCV was therefore to give first priority
to manning 75 AlHs with two Vietnamese pilots per aircraft ; for a total
of 150 Vietnamese pilots; and he 'l-TaS also to de termine the optimum
size of the VNAF; tentatively using a figure of 125 to 150 AlH aircraft o In connection with this the Secretary approved assignment t o
the VNAF of 25 mOre AlHs by 1 October 1964 to replace 18 RT- 28s on
hand 0

30 vmen the Secretary asked Harkins if he needed additional
Special Forces; Harkins replied ; "Yeso " The Secretary then said that
when COMUSMACV stated requirements he would approve them if they were
valido He said that a six -month duty tour was too short and the
normal tour should be extended to one year; reserving the right ) of
course; to make exceptions for special cases.

4. vmen General Harkins handed· the Secretary a shopping list for
items and funds totalling about $7 million; the Secretary immediately
approved the list .
5 0 The Secretary directed CO~IDSMAC V to submit in wr i ting require ments for South Vietname se military housing.
60 Concerning MACV needs ) the " SecDef made unequivocal statement
that MACV should not hesitate to ask for anything they need . SecDef
gives first priority to winning the war in SVN . I f necessary he will
t ake weapons and equipment from U. S. forces to give the VNAF . Nothing
will be spared to win the war . But UoS . personnel must operate in
compliance with USG policies and objectives . II W
Near t he end of the Secretary' s stay General Khanh met wi th McNamara )
Lodge ) Taylor and Harkins ; and judging from the report of the meeting sent
i n by the Ambassador ; Khanh put on a masterful performanceo Khanh began
his talk by revievTing the rec ent course of the vTar claiming to have estab l ished control) in the last three months ) over some three milli on Vietnamese
citizens LSi~7o However) the danger of reinfiltration by the Communists
still existedo Khanh said that the biggest and most time - consuming prob - . '
lems were political; and he 'l-TaS unskilled in such things and wanted to lean'
f or advice on Ambassador Lodge. But religious problems were also press i ng.
There vas religious conflict betvTeen Catholics and Buddhists and within
t1;le Buddhist movement. The Government of Vietnam ,·TaS in the middle 0 The
real trouble-maker was Thich Tri Quang . Lodge was trying to help Khanh i n
this. There was also a probiem with the press ) and with " parlor politicians" (civilians ). Khanh said that he was a soldier ; not a politician;
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and wished he could spend his time mOilllting military operations and in
planning long -term strategy instead of dealing with political intrigues
and squabbles. But he had to think about the security of his regime .
The Secretary then referred to the Ambassador ' s report of Khanh's
des ire not to " prolong the agony) II and said that he ) the Secretary) wanted
to hear more about this . Khanh said that in speaking of not wanting to
II make the agony endure" he did not mean he would lose patience )
but rather
want ed to speed up the effort by something like a proclamation that South
Vietnam was being attacked from the north and ifaS therefore be ing put on a
war footing . The statement would also say that if this attack from the
north did not stop within a specified period of time ) South Vietnam i{ould
strike back in ways and degrees comparable to the North Vietnamese attacks
on South Vietnam.
Whereas the north attacks us with guerrillas that squirm through
t he jungle) we would attack them with guerrillas of our own) only
ours would f l y at treetop level and blow up key installations or
mine the Port of Haiphong .
The Secretary asked III return if Khanh judged it wise to start opera tions at that time. Khanh replied that he needed first to consider the
enemy ' s probable reaction) including the reaction of Communist China. The
NLF and VC were only arms and hands of the monster whose head was i n Hanoi
nand maybe further north. 1t To destroy the thing it was necessary t o str i ke
the head. The purpose of going on a war footing was to prepare for ultimate
extension of the war to the north. Taylor asked how best to attack the
North. It had been noted that small-scale operat i ons had had no success o
With respect to RVNAF capabilities) Khanh said that they either were equal
t o the task already) or soon would be --the problem was to b e sure of enjoying full U.S. support. Khanh conceded that there were' always illlknOWllS
that created illlcertainti es . Taylor recalled that in March Khanh had favored
hol ding off the attack on North Vietnam illltil there was a stabler base in
South Vietnam. Khanh hedged on this point at first ; then) after conceding
some GVN weakness ) said an attack on the l'i:orth was the best vray to cure that
weakness. It would be a cure for vTeakness to draw c l ear lines of battle
and thereby engage men ' s hearts in an all- out effort .
The Secretary at a later point reminded Khanh of the 72) OOO-man increase in ARVN) and another 72)OOO-man increase in paramilitary forces )
that had been agreed upon in ~hrch ; and pOinted out that accompli shments
i n April did not suggest that the GVN was on schedule. The Secretary
emphas ized he made the observation only to introduce his main point) which
vTas that the U.S. Goverllinent would help in any way it could to get the
program back on schedule. Then he produced a cnart showing vThat should
have been ' achieved and i-That actually had been achieved. The USG would
supply any needed funds) and fighter-type aircraft ) but the GVN must emphasize to the provinces that 'program filllds must be disbursed. Khanh blamed
j
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the piastre disbursal difficulties on inherited French budget practices)
and promised to pressure the province chiefs further on the matter . There
vTaS talk about incompetent personnel ,vi thin the GVN and of the problems of
replacing them.

4.

The Honolulu Conference of 30 May 1964

The next landmark of policy formation for Vietnam was the Honolulu
Conference of 30 May 1964. On 26 May) the President sent out to Lodge
his call for the Honolulu Conference:
I have been giving the most intense consideration to the whole
battle for Southeast Asia) and I have now i nstructed Dean Rusk )
Bob McNamara ) Y~x Taylor and John McCone to j oin Felt in Honolulu
fo r a meeting with you and a very small group of your most senior
associates in Southeast ASia to review for my final approval a
series of plans for effective action.
I am sending you this message at once to give you private
advance noi{ice because I hope thi s meeting ' can occur very soon perhaps on Monday. Dean Rusk vrill be send ing you tomorrow a
separate cable on the subjects proposed for the meeting ) and
Bob McNamara will put a plane at your disposal for the tr ip •••
Other parts of the message referred to matters related to iw~end ing changes
in the mission in Saigon - the retirement of General Harkins and his r e placement by General Westmoreland and the strengthening of the civilian side
of the country team. 92.1
The promised policy guidance followed promptly. It constituted both
an appraisal of the current situation and a statement of the needs flovring from that appraisal - that i t seemed evident had t o be met) along
with some proposals for meeting thos~ needs.
I. You will have surmised from yesterday! s telegram from
the President and the Secretary that we here are fully aware
that gravest decisions are in fr ont of us and other governments
about free world ! s interest i n and commitment to security of
Southeast Asia. Our point of departure is and mus t be that we
cannot accept overrunning of Southeast Asia by Hanoi and Pe iping.
Full and frank discussion of these decis i ons with you i s purpose
of Honolulu meeting •••
~.
PreSident will continue i n cl ose consultation with Congres s ional l eadership (he met with Democratic leadership and Senate
Republicans yesterday) and will ,fish Congress associated with him
on any steps which c arry with them substantial acts and risks of
esc al ation . At that point there vrill be three central questions :
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a. Is the security of Southeast Asia vital to the U.S.
and of the free world?
b.

Are additional steps necessary?

c. Will the additional steps accomplish their mission of
stopping the intrusions of Hanoi and Peiping into the south?

Whether approached from b or c above, it seems obvious that
we must do everything within our power to stiffen and strengthen
the situation in South Vietnam . We recognize that ••• the time
sequence of Communist actions may force the critical decisions
before any such preparatory measures could achieve tangible
success.
II. Nevertheless, in Honolulu, we would like you.o.to be prepared to discuss with us several proposalso.operhaps the most
radic al. o.is the one which oowould involve a major infusion of
U.S. efforts into a group of selected provinces where Vietnamese
seem currently unable to execute their pacification programs • ••
0

We would therefore propose that UoSo personnel, both
civilian and military, drawn from the U.S. establishment currently
in Vietnam, be ' encadred ' into current Vietnamese political and
military structureoo.
Specifically, this \-!ould involve the assignment of civiHan
pers onnel, alternatively military personnel with a civilian function ,
to work in the provincial administration, and insofar as it is feasible, down to the logistic l evel of administration. On the military
side it would mean the introduction of mobile training teams to
train, stiffen and improve the state of the Vietnamese paramilitary
force s and district operation planning
0

0

0

In order to test the utility of such a proposal) we would
suggest that seven provinces be chosen for this purpose. We would
offer the provinces of Long An, DinhTuong, Kien Hoa , Tay Ninh,
Hau Ngiah) which are five critical provinces in the immediate vicinity
of Saigono Additionally) we would propose Quang Ngiaoooo and finally
Phu Yen
0

0

0

0

.

ooo UoS. personnel assigned to these functions would not
appear directly in the chain of command ••
They would instead
be list.ed as ttassistants" to the Vietnames~ officialso In prac t .ice) however, we \-rould expect them to carry a major share of the
burden of deciSion and actiono oo
00
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•• 0This proposal might also require 'a close integration of
UoS. and Vietnamese pacification activities in Sa igon. 0.••

I II. In addition to these radical proposals ... we continue
gravely concerned about the differences between Khanh and the
generals ) the problem of Big Minh ) a nd the religious differences • • 00
IV.
Finally) we wish to consult with you on the manner i n
which we can ••• eliminate the business as usual attitude in Saigon
We will also wish to examine the best means of reducing the
problems of dependents.ooo 96/
0

•••

On the same day that the foregoing policy guidance vent out to A.mbas sador Lodge) a meeting was held in Washington at William Sullivan's sugges tion. Attended by Mr . McGeorge Bundy) John McNaughton) Genera l Goodpastor
and William Colby) it considered a policy memo dralID up by Mr. Mendenhall
covering most of the same pOints raised in the message to Lodge. The gi~t of
the memo was that the GVN was not operating effectively enough to reverse
the adverse trend of the war against the VC, that the Khanh government was
well intentioned but its good plans were not being t rans lated into effec tive action) and that it was necessary therefore to find means of broadening
the U.S. role in Vietnam in order to infuse efficiency into the operations
of the GVNo In general) the memo argued the U.S. should become more deeply
involved both militarily and othe~vise , abandoning the passive advisor r ole
but avoiding visibility as a part of the chain of commando Vietnamese
sensitivities impo sed limitations ) and if it should appear that the United
States intruded) the Vietnamese might come to resent our presence. The memo
propo sed) neverthele ss ) that the meeting carefully consider a phased expan sion of the U. S . role o First) military advisors might be placed in paramilitary units in seven prDvinces -- about 300 added advisors would be needed
for this purpose. Second) in the same seven provinces -- 'Long An, Dirill Tuong )
Kien Hoa, Tay Ninh , Hau Ngiah) Quany Ngia) and Phu Yen -- U.So civilian and
mi~l.itary personnel should be interlarded in the civil administration) about
10 per province for a total of 70 . Third) as an experiment ) the UoSo might
try civilians at district levels to supplement the U.So military personnel
being aSSigned there o I1In view of the traditional distrust of the Vietnam e se peasants for military personnel) i t is of considerable importance to
begin an introduction of American civilian presence at this l evel to help
win support of the peasant population ." f!3iiJ To back up these field opera:'
tions it was suggested that a joint Vietnamese-American Pacification Operations Committee be established ) \-Ti th high leve l representat i on from MACV and
USOM on the U.S o Side ) and from the Defense Ministry) the Joint General
Staff (JGS )) the Vice PreSident for Pacification) and the Directorate of
the Budget and Foreign Aid on the Vietnamese side . This Joint Pa cific ation
Operations Committee should be concerned not with policy but with i mpiementat~on of policies o (This was judged the weak side of the GVN.) U.S.
p ersonnel might ) i n addition) be i ntroduced at reasonably high levels into
the Ministries of Rural Affair's ) I nterior ; I nformation, Education) Health)
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Ptlblic WOrks) and ) in fact ) into any other agency concerned vrith pacification. Finally) the U.S. personnel so assigned should come from among
those Americans already on the spot -- partly from civilians and partly
from military officers already on assignment there -- and the vacancies
caus ed by these reassignments should be filled by recruitment from the
U.S.

W

A cable from the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs to CINCPAC and COrVfUSMACV
indicated that (in addition to some questions on Laos ) the Secretary of
Defense "ranted the views of the two senior commanders in the Pacific
(CINCPAC and MACV ) on a series of questions largely but not exclusively
military in nature :

I. What military actions ) in ascending order of gravity) might
be taken to impress Hanoi with our intentions to strike North
Vietnam?
2. 'W'h at vTOuld be the time f actors and force requirements involved
in achieving readiness for such actions against North Vietnam?
3. What should be the purpose and pattern of the initial air
strike against North Vienam?

4. What was their concept of the actions and reactions which
might arise from progressive implementation of CINCPAC plans 37 -64
and 32-64?
5. How might North Vietnam and Communi st China respond to these
escalating pressures ?
6.

What military help should be sought from SEA'l'O nations?

There was a second group of queries which referred not to the poss ibility
of military pressures of one sort or another against North Vietnam) but
rather were directed mainly to the counterinsurgency efforts within South
Vietnam.
1. What were their views on providing four-man advisory teams)
at once ) for each district in the seven sel ected provinces ) and later
in a ll of the 239 districts in SVN?

2. In ,{hat other ways could military personnel b e used to advan tage i n forwarding the pacification program in the seven sel ected
provinces ?
3.

What "ms the current status of :

a. The proposed' increase i n regular and paramilitary forces
of the GVN) including the expansion of the VNAF) the reorganization
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of paramilitary forces and the increased compensation for GVN
military forces?
b. Formation of an intelligence net of U.S. advisors' reporting on conditions in the RVNAF?
c. Development of a capability for offensive guerrilla
operat ions ?
d.

Progress under decrees for national mob ilization?

e. Progre ss in detailing and in carrying out operat i onal
plans for clear -hold operations (the oil- spot concept )? 98/
Along with the solicitation of oplnlon from COMUSMACV and CINCPAC ,
s urmnary proposals were developed by SACSA on the "feasibility of' strength ening RVNAF, CG and SDC by increased advisory efforts and/or encadrement. "
SACSA ' s proposals, int ended for consideration at the Honolulu meeting ,
centered on three subjects. The first elaborated a concept vThich was called
"U. S. Advisory Assistance to the Vietnamese Civil Guard lt which consisted of
a phas ed program of U.S. detachments at the district l evel to provide oper ational assistance to paramilitary forces·. About one and one-half years
( or until the end of calendar year 1965 ) would be needed to expand the
current effort -- which consisted of t'\w-man teams for only 13 district s
to 239 districts with l arger advisory teams ( one officer and 3 NCO spe cialists ). Thus , by the end of 1965, according to this plan, approximately
1,000 men would be assigned to the districts . To support this effort in
the districts about 500 more personnel Hould be needed , raising the total
t o 1500. The limiting factor on this effort would be a shortage of inter pretors.
The second program proposed for consideration by SACSA was a "Pilot
Program for Provision of Advisory As sistance to Paramilitary Forces in
Seven Provinces. " This "\.Jas directed exclusively to the seven critical
provinces, namely, Long ~D, Dinh Tuong, Kien Hoa, Hau Nghia , Tay Ninh ,
Quang Ngai and Phu Yen. The concept in this case vTaS to assign one advisory
detachment with one company grade officer and three NCOs to each of the 49
districts in the seven provinces. In addition to this total of 200 persons ,
a 35 percent manpol-Ter overhead slice plus some augmentat ion at the province
l evel (70 + 30) would be required . This would mean about 100 men in addi tion to the 4 x 49 in the districts , or an overall total of about 300. In
addition, a minimum of 49 interpretors would be needed.
The thj.rd proposal for discussion was a suggestion that U.S. advisors
be placed at company level in regular ARVN QDits. In investigating this
proposal, CINCPAC , COMUSMACV and advisors on the spot had be en asked their
judgment , and all vTere reported to believe that this extension of advisors
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to company level \-ras not necessary) and that the current advisory structure
t o ARVN was adequateo
The problem areas cited in all of these proposals to extend the
advisory system were the questionable acceptability to the Vietnamese of
further intrusion by American advisors ) the shortage of interpretors ) and
finally the inevitable increase in UoSo casualtieso

221

. The political problems demanding solutions in order to permit the GVN
t o proceed effectively in its struggle against the VC were identified in
t he Uo So preparations for the Honolulu Conference as:
a . The disposition of the senior political and military prisoners
f rom the two coups ( there was resentment by some groups over the
detention of prisoners at Dalat; on.the other hand) there was poss i ble
danger to the Khanh regime if they were released ).

b o The rising religious tension both Catholic and Buddhisto
c. The split between Buddhists under Thich Tam Chau (moderates )
and under Thich Tri Quang ( extremists )
0

do

Petty politicking within the GVNo

e o GVN failure to provide local lectureso
fo

GVN failure to appoint Ambassadors to key governments .

go

I nadequate GVN arrangements to handle third country aido

ho

RVNAF failure to protect the population o 100/

It was not within the competence of the Honolulu Conference to come to
any decisions concerning the touchy matter of additional pressures agai nst
t he North ; this could be done only at the White House leveL Agreement ,{as
r eached ) however ) on certain specific actions to be taken wi th respect to
t he critical provinces and very shortly after the return of major parti cipants to Washington these actions were approved and i nstructi ons were
s ent to the field accordingly.
On 5 J une the Department notified the Embassy i n Saigon that actions
agreed upon at Honolulu were to be tak.en with respect to the critical
provinces as fo llows :
10 Move i n added South Vietnamese troops to assure numerical
superiority over the VC o
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2. Assign control over all troops in each province to the
province chief.

3· Execute clear-and-hold operations on a hanuet-by-hamlet
basis follo'tling the "oil spot " theory for each of the approximately 40 districts within the seven critical provinces .

4. Introduce population control programs (curfews , ID
papers ) intelligence networks) etc .).
5·

Increase the number of provincial police .

6.

Expand the information program.

7· Develop special economic programs for each province.
8.

Add U.S. personnel as follows:
a.
b.
c.

320 military advisors in provinces and districts .

40 USOM advisors in provinces and districts .

-E battalion

advisors (2 for each of 37 battalions ).

434 TOTAL

9·
10.

5·

Transfer military personnel as needed to fill USOM
shortages .
Establish joint US/GVN t eams to monitor the program at
both National and Provincial levels. lOll

Preparation for Increased Pressure on North Vj_etnam

The critical question of pressures against North Vietnam remained
theor etically moot. The cons ensus of those formulating policy proposals
for final approval by highest authority appears to have been that these
pressures would have to be resorted to sooner or later . But the subject ,
was politically explosive ) especially in a presidential election year .
Accordingly, not only did the basic foreign policy issues involved need
careful exploration, but the domestic political frame"\wrk needed preparation b efore any binding commitments to serious actions could be decided
upon.
On 15 June 1964) McGeorge Bundy 2i1dressed a memorandum to the; Secret aries of State and Defense announc ing a meeting in the Secretary of
State ' s conference room that. same day at 6:00 p.m.
The prinCipal question for discussj,on will be to assess
the desirability of recommending to the President that a '
Congressional resolution on Southeast Asia should be sought
promptly.
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The second question is what the optimum recommendation for action should be if in fact a congressional
resolution is not recommended ••••• 102/
There "Tere six enclosures included for the consideration of those
attending the conference. The first was a memorandum on the subject
ofllElements of a Southeast Asia Policy That Loes Not Include a Congressional Resolution ll • The secone was a Sullivan memorandum sum marizing the current situation in S,:mth Vietnam. The third was a
memorandum by W. P. Bundy dated 12 June 1964 on IIProbable Develop- 1I
ments and /the7 Case for Congressional Resolution on Southeast Asia.
The fourth-was a draft resolution on Southeast Asia for Congressional
approval. The fifth suggested basic themes to be employed in presenting the resolution to the Congress. The sixth and last consisted of
a long series of questions and answers regarding the resolution of the
public relations sort that it was thought should surround the effort'.
The proposed 1IElements of a Policy That Does Not Include a CongreSSional Resolution ll consisted largely of an elaboration of the
covert measures that were already either approved or nearing approval.
This included RECCE STRIKE and '1'-28 Operations allover Laos and
small-scale RECCE STRIKE Operations in North Vietnam after appropriate
provocation. Apparently the sequence of actions was thought of as
beginning with VNAF Operations in the Laotian corridor, follOl"Ted by
limited air and sea deployments of U.S. forces toward Southeast ASia,
and still more limited troop movements in that general area. Military
actions were to be accompanied by political actions which would
maximize diplomatic support for Laos and maximize the support and
visible presence of allies in Saigon. This last was explicitly stated
to be particularly desired by "higher authority,lI Diplomatic moves,
it was hoped, would also intensify support of Souvanna. In Vietnam,
the paper argued, we should emphasize the critical province program,
strengthen the Country Team, shift the U,S. role from advice to direction, discourage emphatically any further coup plots, and give
energetic support to Khanh. In the U.S. there should be expanded
publicity for opposition to both aggressive adventure and withdrawal.
It is probably significant that the last words of this study were that
IIthis outline does not preclude a shift to a higher level of action,
if actions of other side should justify or require it. It does assume
that in the absence of such drastic action, defense of U.S, interests
1I
is possible within these limits over the next six months.
103/
The Sullivan memorandum "lvarrants special attention because, although nominally a report on the Situation, it speculated on policy
and courses _of action in a ,my very significa.nt to the policyformulation processes at this time. In discussing the role of morale as a
future consideration it approached a ievel of mysticism over a pathway
of dilettantism.
It was stated that at Honolulu both Lodge and
1-1e stmoreland had said the situation would remain in its current stalemate unless some IIvictoryll were introduced. Westmoreland defined
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victory as determination to take some new military commitments such
as air strikes against the Viet Cong in the Lao s corridor; while Lodge
defined victory as willingness to make punitive air strikes against
North Vietnam. "The significant fact .. ~was that they /both Westmore land and Lodge7 looked tOlvard some American decision to undertake a
commitment whIch the Vietnamese would interpret as a willingness to
raise the military ante and eschew negotiations begun from a position
of weakness." Although Khanh had had some success, Vietnamese morale
was still not good and needed leadership had not been displayed.
I f we can obtain a breakthrough in the mutual commitment of the U.S. in Vietnam to a confident sense of victory ~
we believe that we can introduce this sort of executive
involvement into the Vietnamese structure •••• No one •••• can
define with precision just how that breakthrough can be
established. It could come from the external actions of the
U.S. internal leadershi in Vietnam or from an act of
irreversible commitment by the United States. 104
The "logic" of this seemed to be that Khanh had not been able to
provide the necessary leadership, despite all the aid and support the
U.S. had given . No level of mere aid, advice, and support short of
full participation could be expected to supply this deficiency, because Khanh "rould remain discouraged and defeated until he was given
full assurance of victory. He would not be able to feel that
assurance of victory until the U.S. committed itself to full participation in the struggle, even to the extent of co-belligerency. I f the
U.S. could commit itself in this way, the U.S. detennination would
somehOlv be transfused into the GVN. The problem before the assembled
U.S . policy-makers, therefore , was to find some means of breakthrough
into an irreversible commitment of the U.S.
The actions contemplated in this memorandum were not finally
decided upon at this juncture, as we know. But we were gravitating
inexorably in that direction in re sponse to forces already at work,
and over which we had ceased to have much real control. The situation in Vietnam had so developed, by this time, that by common consent
the success of our progr~ns in Vietnam--and indeed of our whole policy
there, with which we had publicly and repeatedly associated our
national prestige--depended upon the stability of the GVN. Conditions
being what they were , the GVN equated, for the future to which plans
and actions applied , with the Khanh regime . We were therefore almost
as dependent upon Khanh as he was beholden to us. Circumstances had
thus forced us into a situation wherein the most i mmediate and press ing goal of' our programs in Vietnam "ras recognized to be using our
r esources and prestige to perpetuate a regime that we knew was only
one faction--opposed by other factions --and without any broad base of
popular s~pport. We were aware of that weakness , and fully intended,
wheneve r l t vras expedient, to find "rays to broaden that basis of
popular support. But that was something that could be--and indeed had
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to be--deferred. Meantime we had to do first things first--vre had
to bolster the Khanh regime, and since this could only be done by
endowing it with some of our own sense of purpose and determination
for the cause that 'vas in the first instance theirs, not ours, 'I·re
would prepare to do the things Khanh indicated were necessary to
give him courage.

6.

Increasing U. So Involvement and Growing GVN Instability

The changing of the guard in the U.S. mission in Saigon at the
half year point, 'Vrhen Ambassador Lodge returned to the U.S. to par ticipate in election yea r politics, symbolized the grmving impor tance attached by the U.S. to its Southeast Asia commitment. The
combination of the Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs as Ambassador,
backed up by a Deputy Ambassador in the person of Uo Alexis Johnson,
a fonner Under Secretary of State who had been U.S. Ambassador to .
Thailand and was vTell known in SEA, made a prestigious and impressive
team. Moreover, in sending the new Ambassador, the President endowed
him with unusual powers.
Dear Ambassador Taylor : As you take charge of the
American effort in South Vietnam, I want you to have this
formal expression not only of my confidence, but of my
desire that you have and exercise full responsibility for
the effort of the United States government in South Vietnam o In general terms this authority is parallel to that
set forth in President Kennedy's letter of May 29, 1961,
to all American Ambassadors; specifically, I wish it clearly
understood that this overall responsibility includes the
whole military effort in South Vietnam and authorizes the
degree of command and control that you consider appropriate.
I recognize that in the conduct of the day - to-day busi ness of the military assistance command, Vietnam, you will
wish to work out arrangements vrhich do not burden you or
impede the exercise of your overall direction.
At your convenience I should be glad to know of t he
arrangements vrhich you propose for meeting the terms of
this instruction, so that appropriate supporting action
can be taken in the Defense Department and elsevThere as
necessary.
This letter rescinds al.l conflicting instructions to US
officers in' Vietnam.
Sincerely,
Lyndon B. Johnson
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The ne,v U.S. team set out immediately to systematize U.S. operations in Vietnam, including reorganization of the upper echelons of
the Mission. Added to this ,vas an effort to improve the efficiency
of the GVN and USG-GVN cooperation by developing .g, coordinate, parallel GVN organization. On 7 July Ambassador Taylor reported that,
follo\-Ting recomm?ndations from Deputy Ambassador Johnson and agency
heads there, he had organized U.S. mission operations under the
direction of a U.S. Mission Council, over \-Thich he \-Tould preside.
The Council was to consist of himself, Johnson, vlestmoreland, Killen
(temporarily Hurt), Zorthian, DeSilva and Sullivan. This group \-Tas
to meet once a \-Teek as an executive organization. To support this
council he also established a Coordinating Committee to be chaired by
Sullivan. This \-Tould carry out Mission Council decisions and prepare
the agenda for Council meetings. On the following day, 8 July,
Ambassador Taylor report·ed that he had called upon Khanh, and that
Khanh had expressed satisfaction over the'new U.S. personnel, and noted
the rising morale their appointments had caused within the government .
Taylor told Khanh about the formation of the Mission Council and Khanh
asked for an organization chart so that he could develop a coordinate
set-up IVithin the GVN. Khanh said moreover that the U.S. should not
merely advise, but should actually participate in GVN operations and
decisions. IIWe should do this in Saigon ( as \-Tell as in the provinces),
between GVN ministries and offices and their American counterparts. 1I 105/
The ne,v Ambassador did not delay in plunging into the substance of
the problems that \-Tere plaguing Vietnam. In his first conversations
\-lith Khanh he asked about the status of the religious problem, and
according to Taylor!s report of the conversation, Khanh said the situation vTaS still delicate, that the Catholic s \-Tere better organized and
were the aggressors., that Thich Tri Quang appeared reasonable \-Then in
Saigon but less so \-Then in Hue. When the Ambassador queried Khanh
about the progress of the recruiting effort, Khanh said that it was not
going as vTell as he would like. Wi th respect to the ne,v pacification
plan, HOP TAC, that had been agreed upon, the Ambassador expressed his
approval of the general idea because paramilitary forces existed in
this area to relieve ARVN. The Ambassador next took up the question of
high desertion rates to \-Thich Khanh appears to have replied rather
fuzzily. He said that the problem \-Tas complicated by many factors, that
the Vietnamese liked to serve near home and sometimes left one service
.. to join another. He implied that the figures might not mean exactly
what thE:;y seemed to mean .
The lively interest of the President at this time was indicated by
his 10 July requ~st directly to the Ambassador for a coordinated Country
Team. report 1it tl1e end of each month to shmv "';There \-Te stand in the
proces s of increasing the effectiveness of our military, economic, information, and intelligence programs , just vThere the Khanh government
stands in the same fields , and vThat progress \-Te are making in the effort
. to mesh our work va th theirs along the lines of your talk vri th General
Khanh. 106/
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Five days later on 15 July, Ambassador Taylor transmitted estimates ( not the monthly report) of VC strength which raised the previous
estimate from 28,000 to 34,000. In so doing he explained thatthis was
not a sudden and dramatic increase, but rather amounted to acceptance
of the existence of units that had been suspected for two or three
years but for which confirming evidence had only recently been received.
This increased estimate of enemy strength and recent
upward trend in VC activity in the North should not
occasion over-concern. We have been coping ,\-lith this
strength for some time ,\-Tithout being accurately aware of
its dimensions.
The figures '\-Tere interpretable as a reminder, however, of the growing
magnitude of the problem, and of the need to raise the l evel of GVN/US
effort. As a result the Ambassador commented that he was expediting
formulation of additional requirements to support the plans in the
ensuing months . 107/
For a ,\-Thile, there was a serious effort to coordinate USOM-GVN
planning, and on 17 July 1964, USOM met with Khanh, Hoan, Oanh and
others -- a group Khanh called the National Security Council. This
cooperation was approved, as well as cooperation between USIS and the
GVN information office -- a more sensitive problem. On 23 July 1964,
Taylor and Khanh discussed this cooperation in another NSC meeting and
it was agreed that, to facilitate things, mutual bureaucratic adjustments ,\-Tould be made . In this same meeting of 23 July, Khanh r evived ·
his pressure for offensive operations against North Vietnam and expressed again his nupatience with the long pull of counterinsurgency
and pacification programs .
This reopening of the !!march to the north!! theme on 23 July '\-ras
not the first revival. On 19 July, General Ky had talked to reporters
about plans for operations in Laos, and on the same day Khanh himself
had made indiscreet remarks about "march to the north " at a unification rally in Saigon. This l ed to stories and editorials in the Saigon
press. The Ambassador protested the campaign as looking like an effort
to force the hand of the U.S . This became a central pre-occupation of
Ambassador Taylor thereafter. He firmly opposed Khanh ' s pressure on
the one hand, and on the other had argued for patience with the GVN
even though the GVN defense ministry put out an embarrassing press
release immediately after the long Taylor-Khanh talk which followed
on 24 July 1964
108
/
.. . . The political pressures in Saigon were at that time increasing
vastly. Both Khanh and other top Vietnamese politicians and political
generals were reacting in increasingly strong ways. The very_ evident
instability of the current regime increased rapidly and at the same
time there was a tendency to try to escape from the dilemmas posed
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"vi thin

South Vietna..m by actions against North Vietnam, actions vThi ch
i t had been hoped would lead to a unity within South Vietnam impossible under the current circumstances. There ivas a CAS report , for
insta..Dce, of coup plotting on 24 July that said a decision had been
made by the genera ls to remove Khanh, but that it was not clear who
would replace him or ,,·rhether the planned removal would be opposed . 109/
This W2.S the s ame day that the Ambassador, who had scarcely been in-- .
Saigon a fortnight, had first protested to Khanh concerning his indiscreet remarks about a march to the north. The Ambassador a l so
talked to Khanh, following the Mission Council meeting, concerning
the rumors of a possible coup. Khanh said that because he (Tayl or-L e., the U.S) had imposed Minh on the MRC as Chief of State, and
because of Minh 1s support of Generals Kim and Xuan and other partisaDS of French neutralist policies , Defense Minister Khiem and Chief
of State Thieu vere leading a group that was pressing Khanh to get rid
of Minh. This Khiem block was permeated by Dai Viet political influence. Khanh asked Taylor if he shoul d resign. Taylor said the USG
could not contemplate the consequences of another change of government .
Because no other leader was in sight, Khanh had our support .s.nd he must
continue in the face of adversity. "Could we help ?" Taylor inquired .
Khanh asked that vre l et it be knmffi that we \·raDted no more changes of
government and asked Taylor to talk to Khiem aDd his supporters about
the bad effects of politics in the armed forces. 110/
One means of demonstrating U.S. support of Khanh was to let Khanh
make the first announcement of increas ed U. S. aid, follovTed by a background statement by the Ambassador. To carry this out, the Ambassador
submitted a draft statement for Khanh to use. One part of this draft
statement mentioned the increase of U.S. military advisors and their
extension "to the district level." When Taylor and Jolmson discussed
this with Khanh at Dalat two days later, Khanh SavT advantages to the
proclamation in general, but preferred to change the reference "ad visors at the district level" to read 'advisors throughout the provi n - .
ces", because the original suggested an undeSirabl y deep penetration
of the GVN by the U.S. 111/
When Ambassador Taylor on 25 J uly reported further on Khanh1s
revival of the march to the north theme, he interpreted it as response to political and morale problems within South Vietnam. The
Ambassador suggested several possible motivations , and commented that
if Khanh had been reasonably sincere his objective probably vTaS to:
••• t alk "march north" but really have in mind get ting U. S. committed to program of reprisal bombing .
Such a-limited program could be first step to further
e scalation against Hanoi . 112/
On 10 August, i-Then the storm clouds had al ready appeared but
before the gale had begun to' blovl, Ambassador Taylor filed his first
monthly U.S. mission report . The report began by expressing surprise
t hat the first s a..mpling of advisor -leve l opinion r evealed more
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optimism than among the senior U.S. officials in Saigon. FollOlving
this preliminary flourish, the report gave an introductory definition
of the problem "Thich was, in simplest terms , that the Hanoi/NLF
strategy was not to defeat GVN military forces in battle but rather
to harass and terrorize the SVN population and leadership into a
state of such demoralization that a political 3ettl ement favorable
to NVN would ensue. At that point they could proceed by stages to
the full attainment of their goals. To oppose this strategy, the
Khanh government had a complex not only of military programs, but
of 'social, economic, psychological and above all administrative programs. This complex of programs Taylor reported on under three
captions: IIpoli tical, II "Mili taryll and 1I0verall." On the political
side he reported:
The most important an~ most intractable
internal problem of South Vietnam in meeting the Viet
Cong threat is the political structure at the national
level. The best thing that can be said about the Khanh
government is that it has lasted six months and has
about a 50-50 chance of lasting out the year, although
probably not without some changed faces in the Cabinet.
Although opposed by Minh and resisted less openly by
Dai V~et sympathizers among th~ military, Prime Minister
Khanh seems for the time being to have the necessary
mili tary support to remain in pOl-rer. HovTever, it is an
ineffective government beset by inexperienced ministe rs
who are also jealous and suspicious of each other •••
On the positive side, Khanh seems to have allayed the
friction bet.-reen Buddhists and Catholics at least for
the moment, has won the cooperation of the Hoa Hao and
Cao Dai, and has responded to our suggestions for improved relations between the GVN and the U.S. mission •••
••• Khanh has not succeeded in building any substantial
body of active popular support in the countryside. In
the countryside ••• that support for the GVN exists in
direct proportion to the degree of security established
by government· forces •••
The intriguing inside his government and the absence
of dramatic military or political successes react upon
Khanh ••• moody ••• subjective to fits of despondency. Seeing the SlO1, course of the counterinsurgency campaign
frust::-ated hy the weakness of his goverrunent, Khanh has
turned to the "march north ll theme' to unify the home
front and to offset the "Tar weariness ',hich he asserts
is oppreSSing his people and his forces •••• 113/
The state of mind of Khanh and his colleagues "lmuld be an important factor in the future conduct of the "Tar, Taylor judged.
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They found slm-1, hard-slugging contest fatiguing to their spirits.
The reprisals of 5 August (Tonkin Gulf) had given them a lift, but
if indecisive bloodshed with the VC continued) they would probably
exert continuing and increasing pressure for direct attack upon
Hanoi.
Concerning pacification, the Ambassador observed that the most
difficult part of the program was the civilian follow-up after the
clearing operation in the clear-and-hold program. The difficulty
stemmed from the inefficiency of the ministries. To energize these
c ivilian functions, USOM had increased its provincial representation
from 45 in March to 64 in July, but this vlaS still insufficient ,
despite the judgment of critical inefficiency in the ministries .
Taylor next reported that IIU.S. observers reported in July that in
about 3/4 of the provinces GVN provincial and district officers were
performing effectively .... II It was too soon to go into details
regarding Hop Tac, and the report on that program was in effect a
description of its objectives and rationale rather than a progress
report .
The Ambassador reported that on the military side, the personnel strength of RVNAF and of the paramilitary forces was slowly
.
rising and by January should reach about 98 percent of the target
strength of 446,000. CO~1USVillCV had reported at the end of July t~at
t he actual GVN strength stood at 219,954 RVNAF, 88,560 Regional
Forces ( fonnerly Civil Guard), and 127,453 popular Forces ( formerly
Self Defense Corps) . 114/
I II.
1.

FROM TONKIN TO Nsm~-328

Tonkin Gulf and Following Political Crises

As already noted, the Ambassador's first monthly report was filed
j u st before the internal Vietnamese political storm broke in full f orce .
Through the late spring and into July of 1964, the Buddhist-Catholic
quarrel intensified. Students again began to demonstrate in Saigon and
Hue . By July a coup plot was developing against Khanh led by his dis gruntled Vice Premier, Dr. Nguyen Ton Hoan , who was backed by the Dai
Viet and several top military leaders . But according to one of the
b est authorities , knmm U.S. opposition to a coun made i ts leaders
hesitate and nothing immediately developed. 115( Then came the Tonkin
Gulf affair of 2- 4 August, and the U. S. retaliatory strikes of 1~-5
August .
~

An immediate effect of the raids was to shore up Khanh ' s weakening position. But contrary to prevailing theories and hopes , stability
was very short-lived . Khanh sought to exploit the affair by a radio
appeal for unity and national discipline. He did not arrest the coup
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plotters hOlvever, which many Vietnamese -- but not the U. S. Embassy -advised. Instead, on 7 August, he announced a state of emergency, reimposed censorship and other prescriptions and restrictions on liberties and movements of the Vietnamese people. 116/
Apparently hoping to further exploit the opportunity, Khanh
hurriedly sought to drmT up a ne,-l charter to centralize and increase
his povrers. On 12 August he discussed this for the first time with
Ambassador Taylor. The Ambassador made two comments , one suggesting
caution lest !!renewed instabilitY.o.result from these s,veeping changes ,!!
the other urging a public explanation of the need for the changes because of a state of emergency. 117/
Two days later at a joint NSC planning session, Khanh showed
Ambassador Taylor a rough translation of the proposed draft of a new
charter. It was hastily dravm and included both dubious provisions
and gruff language. The Ambassador was immediately afraid this would
lead to criticism in the U.S. and the world press; he assigned Sullivan
and Manfull to vTork on a revision. But they had little time and were
unable to exert much influence o A day later, August 15, the Ambassador
reported the document still did not satisfy him but that the MRC fully
intended to impose it and he saw no alternative to trying to make the
best of it. Certain passages evj_dently had been toned down and something resembling a bill of rights inserted . Nevertheless the charter
gave virtually complete power to Khanh. A special session of the MRC
approved Khanhts new charter and elected him President. Minh was
expediently removed: the charter abolished his job as Chief of State.
Since his overthrow at the end of January Minh had been inactive and
sulky; but whatever his faults he had a considerable following In thin
South Vietnam. I t had been American policy to convince Khanh to bring
Minh into his government thereby endowing the Khanh regime with some
of Minh t s popularity. Khanh had acceded to U.S o wishes. But Minh t s
presence had not yielded the hoped for unity. Ambassador Taylor,
Minhts friend for several years , had attempted to patch up the deteriorating relations bet\-leen the two generals but these efforts only
incurred Khanh's suspicion of Taylor . 118/
In the period immediately following the Tonkin Gulf affair , Washington officials sought agreement on Southeast Asian policies. We
were entering a new era. On 14 August , State cabled a summary of a
tentat '_ ve policy paper to Saigon, Vientiane and CINCPAC for comment
The paper begen Ly stating that during the next fortnight no precipi tate actions that might relieve the Communists of the onus of
further escalation should be taken. DESOTO patrols should be held
up; there shoul<'l be no extra 34A operations. But low morale and
lost momentum in SVN had to be treA.ted. The best means to improve
morale in South Vietnam and at the same time pressure North Vietnam
at the lmvest level of risk had to be fow1d. This was the guiding
philosophy. Basically required vere military pressures plus other
actions to convince Hanoi a~d Peking to cease aggression. Negotiation vrithout continued military pressure would not achieve these
0
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obj ectives. The paper listed seven C01ITSeS of limited pressure similar to
those already exerted, then discussed more serious actions . Lesser
pressu:;.'es, it l;as stated, were to relay the threat of systematic , military 8.ction against the DRV . Hanoi was to be informed that incidents
arising from the lesser actions or deterioration in South Vietnam-particularly clear evidence of increased infiltration from the North -could trigger that sustained action . In any case, for planning plITpOSeS
the paper looked to 1 January 1965 a.s the starting point for the more
serious systeQatic pressures . 119/
The Mission COLlment took the form of an a l ternative draft . It began
by agreeing with the assumption of the proposed Depal'tment paper, that
t he present pacification plan, by itself, was insl:~ficient t o maintain
national mOl~e.le or to offer reasona .. le hope of eve:ltaul success. Something more vlaS clearly needed. The main problem in the immediate
future was to gain time for the Khap-Il regime to achieve a modiclUll of
stability and there"by provide a viable base for operations .
In particvlar, if ,.re can avoid it, we should
not get involved militarily w-ith North Vietnam
or possibly wIth Red China if our base in South
Vietnam is insecure and Khanh I s Army is tied
dmm by the VC insurgency.
A second objective was to maintain the morale of the GV1~. The mission
j udged that this would not 'be diffic·. .llt if vle could assure Khap-Il of O'Irr
reac3,~,-ness to bring added pressure on Hanoi in return for evidence of his
ability and ,villingness to do his part . A third objective would be t o
hold the DRV in check and restrain further infiltration to aid the VC
buildup .
1 January 65 was ag-reed upon , for plann:!.ng p'u.rposes, as the date to
begin the escalating pressure on the DRV . Three aspects of these
pressures were considered by the Mission: first , actions 'co b e ta}:en
vnth the Khanh government; second, actions against Hanoi; anQ third ,
after a pause, "initia.tion of an orchestrated air attack against North
Vietnam . " The first of these involved a commitment. "We Sh01.Lld express
our vrillingness to Khanh to engage j.n plan..'!ing and eventually to exert
intense pressure on North Vietn8~ providing certain conditions are met
in advance." Thus , before we would agree to go a ll out against the Nor'eh,
Khanh must stabil ize hi s government and make · progress i n cleaning out
his Olm baekyard . Specifically, he "\-[ould be required t o execute the
initial phases of the HOP TAC plan successfull y . This would have t o
succeed t o the extent of pushi ng the VC avre~ from the doors of Saigon .
Moreover , the overa.ll pacification program, including HOP TAC, should
progress fuf'fictently to a llow earmarking at least three division
equivalents for the defense of the I Corps area shou~d the DRV step up
military ope:i'ations in that area .

In making these commitments to Khanh, the M~ssion would make clear
to Khanh the limited na.ture of our ob j ectives--that we were not ready
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to j oin in a crusade to lli1ify the Eorth and the So~th , nor to overthrow
rIo Chi Hinh . Our objective was to be l im;ted to inducing Hanoi t o ceas e
i ts subversive efforts in the South. Pu.rsl12,nt of this philosophy, t he
Mission draft ~roposed a progr8~ roughly com~arable to that suggested by
Washington. The specific difference was the emphasis in the Mi s sion
draft on the need for a stable base in South Vietnam before beginning
overt pressures on the North ; anet, to effect this , the policy of a
quid. pro qu.o -- getting Khanh to clean up his house and make some progres s
in pacification as the price of oui~ commitment to pressures against the
North . 120/
DJ.ring the fast moving events of tEe third week of August, t he
President decided to bring Amba.ssador Tayl or Dad: to Hashington f or
consultation early in September . I n a joint State-Defense message on
20 August, Tayl oX' "laS ao.viseo. of questions that official s in various
departments wou~d want t o as:r. dv..ring his forthcoming visit . The vi sit
Vlas first scheduled for the end. of the month, but a l ong ~ th the draft
poli cy pape:..' of mid-month , the original pl ans VTere ovel·ta' :en by
political events (turmoil) in Vietn8~, and the meeting was postponed
about tVTO weers , from late August t o :m...i.c1.-Septem~er . I t is worth noting ,
neverthel ess , that 8~ong the items still prominent in the i ntended
disc:lssiol1s ~·rith Taylor, at the time of the first not i ce of the meeting ,
vrere the status of pacification prograros--HOP TAC e specially - -Corps ,
division and provincial plans ; the j oint US/ GVI'J c ommittees ; the ne",rl y
e stabl ished operations center ; the role of Popular Forces and of Regional
Forces j and the RV1'1A.li' polic e and l ocal security pl ans . Pe,c ifica tion ,,113,S
the first item, and detail ed interest "TaS ind.icated. 1 21/
Shapl en calls the week f rom 16 Al1gust--when Khanh publ i cly
anno'Lfficed the new charter--to 23 August critical , because of Khanh I s
f ail UJ.'e t o establ ish a broadl y baseo. c ivil ian government under the authoX' i ty of the new charter . He had been warned by many Vietn2Jilese t hat the
pressures of civil ian and rel igious c..emands for a voice in t he government
ioTere builcling up, but nothing was done ano. maj or demonstrations began
a gain on 21 August . 1 22/
This a CCOilllt will not detail the pol itical events t hat occurre d
f rom 21 August on . However , t o keep our American concern 'V,Tj, th programs
in Vietnam in context :i.t i s necessary t o l:eep in mind the general s equence
of pol itica l events during the turmoil of the next several weeks . On 21
August the first serious student demonstration f olloioTing t he procl amation
of the 16 August charter occlu·red . Kharh~ met "lith t he students , but di d
not satisfy their d.emands . The same day Thich Tam Chau, President of t he
Budd...hist I nstitute for Secular Affairs , demanded that Khanh ta~;:e action
against the-Diemist Can Lao Party , whom the Bud~~ists a l leged to be
t heir oppressors . Both Buddhists an~ Viet Cong began t o i nfiltrate tne
fr inges of the student demonstrations about this time . A confused, many s ided contest devel OPed "Ti th C2.thol i cs , Viet Cong and Budcillists seeldng
to manipula.te or exploit the student demonstrations . On 23 August the
Budd..hists in Hue formed a new Movement for the Sa l vation of Budc1.'lism i n
Danger ( simil ar to the oygani~ation against Diem). Bombs were set off
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aro:.rnd town (v erJ poss 5_oly by the V"i.e"j Cong ), · and demonstrations spread
to other cities.
On the night of 24 August another coup rlUTIor spread . It was later
suspected that I'at Viet generals had indeed been read,y- to move that night,
h'J_t that Khiem, ,{ho he.dbeen w-avering between Khalli'! an(I the Dei Viet,
told them t o wai-:;. That same night IC"1anh asked three top bonzes to come
to Cap St. Jacques for conslutation. They refused, and Khanh for his
part rushed oac:>: to Saigon. He met \·Ii th them and they demanded, first,
abolition of the 15 August charter, second establishment of goverp~ent
councils to assu~e f~Ul freedom of religion and. expression, and third,
free elections by 1 November 1965. Khanh made the mistake of telling
them he wanted to consu~t with the Americans . At 1 ';00 a.m. on 25
Au~~st , Ambassador Taylor and Deputy Ambassador Johnson met with Khalli'!
and they "unofficially" advised him to accept the Buddhist demands in
principle , but otherw~se to be tough and not to ru1ucl~e lmder to any
minority. The conference lasted until about 3:00 a.m.
At 5:00 a.m. of 25 Aug~st, Khap~ issued a communique promlslng to'
revi se the new con3titution, reduce press censorship, rectify local
abuses -by arranging special courts , and permit continued demonstrations,
vlith the proviso that those l'esuonsible for actions of disorder be
punished .
.
.. But these concessions again were not enough to satisfy t he students .
Later that morning a crowd of 25,000 gathered in front of Khanh ' s offi c e .
Khan..1-J. appe8~red before them and denied that he wanted to be a dictator ,
but refused to mal~e fu~the::c concessions. He did not, hOI-rever , have the
corwd dispersed . Instead, he wlthdrel-T and then, without warning, issued
an annOl)nCement from his military headquarters that the 16 Augv_st charter
wo-~~d be withdra,ffi and the he, lC1anh, 'fIaS quitting . Further , he announc ed
that the MRC vlo1J~d meet the next day, 26 August, to choose a new Chief of
State. 123/
The MRC met on 26 and 27 August. Khanh b::cought in the three
generals he had accused of participating in the pro-French neutralist
plot, as a ploy to forestall a power bid Dy Minh . But t he Council
refused to seat them and they were returned to their protective cus too~
at Dalat. Ifhile these maneuvers were going on street demonstrations
continued. Hithin the V.tRC Khiem failed in an attempt to name himself
Chief of State and MiQh Prime Minister . Next Khanh was named Prime
Minister, but refused to ac cept either Khiem or Minh as President.
Finally , ~Jen he refused to be installed alone , the trilUTIvirate of
Khanh, MiILh and Kiem was chosen .
Anarchy in the streets of Saigon intensified . Khanh again nOmine.lly
Prime ~1ini ster, rTaS by this time back in Dal a t in a state of exhaustion.
The troika of Khanh} Minh and Khiem never met, and Nguyen Xuan Oanh was
made ~cting Prime Ninister . Rumors of coups continu_ed- -one supposedly
by t he Dai Viet, another by the so-called "colonelS' Group." 124/
On

29 August 1961, Vietnamese paratroopers wlth bayonets were used
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to restor e order in Saigon. At this time Khanh was in Dalat. On 1
September General Ifestmoreland went to see Khau,,'l in Dalat to urge him
to keep ARv1~ o~ the offensive against the Viet Cong and to press on
with HOP TA.C and the other pacification programs . As a q,uid pro q,uo
for this, Westmoreland revised his previous position, and promise~
that U. S. advisors throughout lvIACV wOl.ud alert Khanh to unusu2.l troop
movements (movements which might be an indication of a coup). 125/
Meanwhile, because of this turmoil, Ambassador Taylor's trip to
Wa$hingbon had been postponed until the end of the first week of
Septemoer. There was further excitement on the night of 2 September,
when dissident troops, mostly aligned with De.i Viet leaders, began to
converge on the city. But some of the Colonels' Group got wind of
the movement and stopped the advance before midnight , stringing along
wi th Khanh for the time being. Meanlihile, a neli group had been formed
in Hue called the People's Revolutionar-.f Committee , which, according
to Shaplen, had "distinct tones of separatism," and Vias verbally
attacking the temporary government. On 4 September Thanh ret1)rned to
Saigon from his Dalat retreat, and announced a tentative form1)~a for
new administrative machine:c;-y to tall:e over fqr the next tvTO months,
after '\-Thich a new government of civilians vTOuld replace the government
of the mil itary . Khanh ,vas welcomed, and produced a letter, signed. by
both Thich Tri Q'u.ang and Thich Tam Chau, pledging support and unity .
Reportedly this hed been paid for by a sum eqy..alling $230,000 . Deals
of this kind '\>Tere by no means un..1mOW!l in Vietnam. Khanh at this time
fina lly got rid of Dr. Hoan, who had been plotting against him for a
long time, by forcing his resignation and exile to Japan . 126/ Following this there was enough of a lull to permit the Ambassador to return
to Was~ington . He liould not complete the 1'01..;:.710.
. trip, however, before
turmoil erupted again in Saigon.
2.

Polj.cies in the Period of Turmoil

On the eve of his 6 September departure for Washington, Ambassdaor
Taylor cabled a reviel{ of the Vietnamese si tuatiO:l
••. At best the emerging governmental structure
might be capable of maintaining a holding operation
against the Viet Congo This level of effort could,
with luck and strenuous efforts, be expanded to
produce certain limited pacification successes , for
example, in the terri tory covered. by the HOP ~'AC .
Plan. But the willingness and ability of such a
government to exert itself or to attempt to execute
a~ allout pacification plan would be marginal .
It
W01..1~d probably be j.ncapable of galvclnizing the
people to the heightened levels of unity and sacri fice necessary to carry forward the c01)nterinsurgency
program to final success. Inst ead, it would look
increasingly to the United States to take the major
re sponsibility for prying the VC and the North
Vietnamese off the backs of the South Vietnamese
population ... ln the cold light of recently acquired
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fact s , we need 2 to 3 months to get any sort of
government going which has any chance of being
able to maintain order in the cities and to con tinue the pacification efforts of past levels.
There is no present urge to march north ... the
leadership is eL~austed and frustrated ... and
not anxious to take on any new problems or
ob ligations . Hence , there is no need to hasten
our plans to satisfy an i mpatience to close vTith
the enemy...
127)
.- .~~ - On L~ Se:ptember the Aqting 'Assis:cant _Secl'e-t,a:cy -of Iiefe~1se for
II~ternaiional Sec1..1.rity Affairs , Peter Solbert, forwarded to the Secretary
of Defense a memorandum including a set of summary recommendations for a
program of overall social development called Itstability for the GVN . 1t
Copies of this memorandum I·rere s~en by both Vance and McNamara , but
there is no documentary evidence that it was given serious consideration.
The program was based on a longer RA1~ stu~ by C. J. Zwick, and it
proposed a series of meaSllTes to broaden popu~ar support of the Government of Vietnam. The measu:r'es were divided into an Urban Program and
a Rural Program. Summarily , under the Urban Program, there vTere six
major areas of development:
1.

a reo.uction of consumer prices for selected commodities;

2.

an increase in government salaries;

3·

mas/:: low cost

l~.

urban public works;

5·

expanded educational programs; and

6.

an improved business climate to foster private business .

p1..~olic

honsing;

Under the proposed RlITal Program there were foux items:

"

an elimination of corvee labor and provision for paid
public works;

2.

subsidized credit to peasants under GVN contr ol;

3·

an increase in military pay and benefits; and

4.

educational assistance to rural youths .

Tnis memorand~m further suggested that involving in the program the
leaders of the various political factions in Vietnam I·rho were currently
causing troubl e would indirectly enlist them in what amounted to
stabilizing efforts, and the CU.T rent plague of factiona li sm might be
reduced. 128/
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The policy consensus reached in the high l evel discussions of 7 September
was formalized in NSAM-314. These decisions were approved:
1. Resumption of U.S. Naval patrols (DESOTO ) in the Gulf of Tonkin ,
follovnng the return to Saigon of the .Ambassador.
2. 34A operations by the GVN to be resumed after completion of the
first DESOTO patrol.

3. Discussions with the government of Laos of plans for a limited
GVN air-ground operation in the Laos corridor areas.

4. Preparation to respond against the DRV to any attack on U.S.
units or any spectacul ar DRV/VC. acts against South Vietnam .
Following the statement of these specific action decisions, NSAl.'\f-314 re emphasized the importance of economic and political actions having immedi ate impact on South Vietnam such as pay raises to civilian personnel and
. spot projects in cities and selected rural areas. The emphasis on immediate
impact should be noted. Finally, it was emphasized that all decisions vTere
"governed by a prevailing judgment that the first order of business at
present is to strengthen the fabric of the Government of South Vietnam ••. " 129/
In the period immediately after the August crisis, Minh, acting , in
effect, as Chief of State, although he did not actually hold the title, ap pointed a new High National Council to represent all elements of the population and prepare a new constitution for the return of civilian government .
But there was no real stability . On 13 September, while Ambassador
Taylor vTas on his way'ba~k to Saigon from his visit to WaRhington, a bloodless
coup was staged in Saigon by General Lam Van Phat ( who had been scheduled
to be removed as Commander of IV Corps). Soon after the coup began the U. S.
announced its support for the "duly constituted " troika regime of Khanh,
Minh and Khiem. This plue a counter-coup by a group of younger officers
including Nguyen Cao Ky and Nguyen Chanh Thi, put Khanh back in power.
One result of the Phat coup attempt, hm'Tever , was that it established the
power of the younger general officers headed by Ky and Thi. Nguyen Van Thieu,
who was close to the Dai Viet party, was reported to be a major behind-the scenes manipulator of the coup, mainly by neutralizing his immediate boss ,
General Khiem. 130/
The next several i-leeks amounted to a period of suspended animation for
t he GVN (but not for the VC ) \-lhile the new constitution was being prepared .
Except for some debatable progress in HOP TAC , little vTaS accomplished i n
pacification . Moreover, infusj.ng an interim government with an efficiency
that neither it nor any predecessor had had was too much to expect.
In
Saigon, much attention was given to e stablishing a policy coordination center
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e.,

for covert military .operations -- i.
34A, Cross-Border, Yankee Team, Lucky
Dragon, etc. These operations, and the political problems of the central
government, appear to have been the principal immediate concerns of the Em bassy during this period.
In October, Washington queried the Embassy as to whether greater progress
in pacification might result from further decentralization of the program,
even raising the question of whether aid might not bypass the .GVN in Saigon
and go directly to the provinces •. In reply, the Mission conceded that a good
deal of decentralization was already in effect and that in some provinces
local ini tiati ve was paying off. Progress "ras continuing despite the turmoil
in Saigon. Neverthele ss, recent u. S. advisor reports shoyred that the number
of provinces where pacification was not going satisfactorily had doubled since
July -- from 7 to 14. This in part
due to concentration of most of the
pacification efforts on HOP TAC, and in part to the political turmoil in Saigon .
However, the Mission did not believe that further decentralization was either
feasible or advisable. _The central problem in administering pacification, in
the considered view of the Mission, was to establish justified requirements at
the provincial level and then fi ll pipelines to meet these provincial needs .
This required overall coordination. 131/

was

TYro weeks after the 13 September coup, the High National Council, composed
of 17 elderly professional men , was inaugurated. Despite the continuing air
of crisis , the Council fulfilled its promise to deliver a neyr constitution by
the end of October and selected Phan Khac Suu ( an older, non -aligned politi cian) as the neyr Chief of Staff. Suu immediately chose a civilian , Tran Van
Huong, as new Premier. Huong almost immediately came under fire from several
factions and it soon became apparent that Khanh was still the real P91-ler behind the throne. Khanh got rid of Khiem, sending him to Washington; and Minh
went abroad on a "goodwill tour ." 132/
As the year moved toward a close it came time again for the Ambassador to
return to WaShington for policy consu1tatj.ons. Progress in the program wi thin
South Vietnam had been spotty at best , and in many areas retrogression could
not be denied. The efforts to develop efficient administration within the GVN
had made no progress at all -- the game of musical chairs at the top made this
impo ssible. It was generally conceded that pacification had fallen back, at
best marking time in some areas o As for the HOP TAC area i mmediately surround ing Saigon, opinions were divided . The official view reflected i n the statis tical analysis was that slow but steady progress was being made . Most of the
informal and local judgments, however, were less sanquine. Some increases in
RVNAF recruitment had been registered , but thi s did not mean that - action against
the VC had i mproved , that capabilities had increased , that l ost ground was beingretaken , or that~ control of the rural population was being "rrested from the Viet
Congo
3.

The Period of Increasing Pressures on NVN

In anticipation of the Ambassador ' s forthcoming visit to Washington,
General Westmoreland provided an assessment of the mi litary situation.
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On 24 November General Westmoreland observed that in September the Mission
had been preoccupied Ivi th the problem of keeping RVNAF intact in the face
of internal dissention and political and religious purges but by late
November he was pleased at the way the RVNAF had weathered the political
storm and :=ncouraged by increased RVNAF strength because of volunteers and
enlistments. RVNf.F strength of 31 October ,.,ras compared to figures for
30 April: 230,474 RVNAF, up from 207,41; 92,265 Regional Force13 up from
85,660; 159,392 Popular Forces, up from 96,263. During September and October,
RVNAF and Regional Forces officers and NCOs to the rank of first corporal had
received a 10% increase in basic pay; the lowes:!: three enlisted grades i n
these forces -- plus all Popular Force personnel -- had received 300 more
piastres per month. Cost of living increases to NCOs matched those given to
officers. Subsector U.S. advisory teams (two officers , three enlisted men )
were operating in some 75 districts. General vlestmore land reported HOP TAC
was progressing slowly. Civil-military-political planners were working together; the Saigon-level coordinating group, the HOP TAC Council, was
operating.
General Westmoreland summarized the key issues as he viewed them at the
time. First , there was a need to establish concrete but attainable shortrange goals to give momentum; second, more effective means of asserting U.S.
policy and plans for the pacification program at the Saigon level was needed;
third, the U.S. should take a positive position against external support of
the insurgency. 133/
Also on 24 Novembe r, Westmoreland recommended an increase in RVNAF
.
force structure and requested its early approval to permit official negotiations with the GVN, to facilitate MAP planning. This recommendation followed a joint UoS./GVN survey and a COMUSMACV staff study. Two alternative
levels of increase were proposed :
Already
Authorized
RVNAF
Para Mil

24 3,599

Increase
Alt 2
Alt 1

47,55 6

30,309

No alt. for Para.
Mil.

212,246

New Total
Alt 2
Altl

273,908

291,155

322 , 187
109,941

The increase in U.S. advisors for the two alternative programs would
be 446 and 606, rE;spectively. The first (the lower ) alternative was supported by the -'JCS on 17 December 1964 and appro'Ted by Secretary McNamara
on 13 January 1965. This January decision rai se d the total U. S. military
personnel in Vietnam from 22J309 to 22,755. ~34/
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Both the tenor of the thinking and the policies that emerged from the
meetings of early December are reflected in the draft instructions from the
President to Ambassador Taylor possibly ,ITi Hen by Taylor himself. These
were first drawn up on 30 November 1964 , revised on 2 December and' used at
the meeting of the principals on 3 December .
During the recent reviel'T in 'Hashington of the situation in South
Vietnam, i t was clearly established that the unsatisfactory
progress being made in the pacification of the VC was the result
of hro primary causes from vThich many secohdary causes st emmed ;
first, the governmental instability in Saigon and the second, the
continued reinforcement and direction of the VC by the North Vi et namese governmer.t. To change the dmmvlard trend of event s , it
will be necessary to deal adequately with both of these factors .
It is clear hOl-Tever that these factors are not of equal importance .
There must be astable , effective govermnent to conduct a campaign
against the VC even if the aid of North Vietnam for the VC should
end. While the elimination of North Vietnamese intervention will
rai se morale on our side and make it easier for the government to
func tion , it vrill not in itse l f end the war against the VC . It is
r ather an important contributory factor to the creation of conditions
favoring a successful campaign against the VC vrithin South Vi etnam .
Since action against North Vietnam i s contributory, not central, we
should not incur the risks which are inherent in expansion of hostilitie s until there is a government in Saigon capable of handling
the serious problems involved in such an expansion and of exploiting
the favorable effects vThich may be antiCipated from an end of
support and direction by North Vietnam.
It is this consideration vhich has borne heavily on the recent delib e rations in Washington and has conditioned the conclusions reached .
There have been many expressions of admiration for t he courage being
shown by the Huong government vhich has the complete support of the
U.S. government in its resistance to the minority pressures which
are attempting to drag it dow'n . Hovrever, the difficulties which it
i s facing raise inevitab le questions as to its capacity and readiness
to discharge the responsibilities 'Ivhich it vToul d incur if some of
the new measures under consideration Ivere ta..'ken .
There are certain minimum criteria of performance in South Vietnam
which must be met before any nelV measures against North Vietnam
.rould be either justifted or practicable . At a minimum the govern ment shmJ.ld be able to speak for and to its people who vrill need
guidance and leadership throughout. the coming critical period . I t
should be capable of maintaining l aw and order in it s principaJ_
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centers of population, make plans for the conduct of operations
and assure their efficient execution by military and police forces
completely responsive to its authority. It must have the meanR
to cope with the enemy reactions which must be expected to result
from any change in the pattern of our operations.
I ( the President ) particularly request that you and your colleagues
in the American Country Team develop and execute a concerted effort
to bring home to all groups in South Vietnam the paramount importance of national ullity against the Communist enemy at this critical
t ,ime. It is a matter of the greatest difficulty for the U. S. govern ment to require great sacrifice of American citizens when reports
from Saigon reportedly give evidence of heedless self-interest and
shortsig4tedness among nearly all major groups in South Vietnam •••
While effectiveness is
certain specific areas
tangible measure . The
cular efforts in these

largely a subjective judgement , progress in
such as those li sted below provide some
U.S. mission should urge upon the GVN partifields ••••

(1) Improve the use of manpower for military and pacification
purposes.
( 2 ) Bring the armed forces and police to authorized strength
and maximize their effectiveness.

( 3) Replace incompetent officials and commanders ; freeze the
competent in place for extended periods of service .

(4) Clarify and strengthen police powers of arrest , detention,
and interrogat·ion of VC suspects.
(5) ClarifY and strengthen the authority of provincial chiefs .
( 6 ) Make demonstrable progress in the HOP TAC operation around
Saigon.

(7) Broaden and intensify the ClVlC action program using both
military and civilian resources to produce tangible evidence of
the desire of the government to help the hamlets and villages .

( 8) Carry out a sanitary clean up of Saigon .
While progress 'I-ras being made toward these goals , the U.S. would be
willing to strike harder at infiltration routes in Laos and at sea and, in
conj unction with the Lao Government, add U.S. air power to operations to
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restrict the use of Laotian territory for infiltration into South. Vietnam.
The U.S. would also favor intensification of MAROPS (covert activitiec
against the DRV). In the meantime, GVN and U. S. armed forces should be
ready to execute prompt reprisals for any unusual hostile action. When
the se conditions ,\fere met ( and after the GVN had demonstrated its firm
control ) the U. S. would be prepared to consider a program of direct mi,li tary pressure on the DRV. These second phase operations would consist of
a series of air attacks on the DRV progressively mounting in scope and
intensity for the purpose of convincing DRV leaders that it was in their
interest to cease aid to the VC; to respect the independence and security
of the South. The prospective participants In such attacks were the Air
Forces of the U.S., South Vietnam and Laos. The U. S. Mission was to be
authorized to initiate planning with the GVN for such operations immediately, with the understanding that the U. S. had not committed itself to
them. 135/
Immediately 9.fter the Ambassad0r's return to Saigon the U. S. began
to increase its covert operations against infiltration from, the North. On
14 December U.S. aircraft began Operation BARREL ROLL ( armed reconnaissance
against infiltration routes in Laos ) . This and other signs of increased
Ame'r ican commitment against North Vietnam ' s involvement in the South sho1;-red
no results in terms of increasing GVN stability. J ockeying among' generals
behind the scenes continued. The younger generals who had saved Khanh in
the 13 September coup demanded the High Nationa l Council fire nine generals
and 30 other offi cers , notably Generals Minh, Don , Xuan and Kim, who had
been i n the original post-Diem junta. The Council refused and the young
generals began a life and death struggle against the Huong regime . On
20 December Generals Thi and Ky led their group in a purge - - or virtual
c oup - - of the Council. This was followed immediately by formation of an
Armed Forces Counci l ( AFC ). Nominally headed by Khanh, the young generals
aimed to curb h:Ls powers through the new council. AFC offered to mediate
conflicts between Buddhist dissidents and the Huong government o These
actions exacerbated already unhappy relations between Khanh and politicall y moti vated young generals and the American Ambassador who .Tas striving to
foster a representative civi l ian government and discourage coups by small time military dictatorsc The struggle ( described in detail in other papers )
was intensified at this time and continued for several weeks . 136/
Throughout January and February 1965 the weekly Vietnam Sitreps pub lished by the Intelligence and Reporting Subcommittee of the I nter agency Vietnam Coordinating Committee warned generally and repeatedly
that progress concerning pacification vTaS " slow" or that there was a
" s1mr dmm" or said there was "1ittle progress to report. II The Vietnamese
commander of:- the HOP TAC area generally continued to report " a favorable
s i tuation" -- but this was accompanied frequently by a statement of in creased Viet Cong activity in the se favorable areas .
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After BARREL ROLL, U.S. pressure upon North Vietnam was notably increased
by the FLAMnJG DART attacks of 7-12 February following the Pleiku incident.
The McGeorge Bundy group (MacNaughton, Cooper, Unger and Bundy) were in
Saigon at the time . On the return trip to Washington shortly after Pleiku,
the group drafted a memorandum for the President. Intended to reflect the
consensus of policy discussions with the Mission, the memorandum really
reflects Bundy's point of view, particularly in presentation of a rationale
for ROLLING THUNDER operations - soon to begin. AnalysiS of this memo and
the ROLLING THUNJ)ER annex i s part of another report in this series. For
present purposes it is sufficient to note that the memo reported the situation in Vietnam was deteriorating and said defeat was inevitable unless
the United States intervened military by bombing the North to persuade
Hanoi to cease and desist. South Vietnam was to be rescued not by measures
in South Vietnam but by pressures against the North.
The idea that victory could be achieved quickly was explicitly dismissed: perhaps "the next year or so " would be enough to turn the tide.
And this, hopefully, could be accomplished by the persuasive power of
aerial bombardment.
ROLLING THUNDER was to be a program of sustained, continuous, increasing reprisal beginning at a low level and becoming increasingly violent.
The level of violence would vary according to the North Vietnamese response:
if they persisted in infiltration, ' violence would continuously increasej if
they reduced their meddling, we would respond in kind and degree.
This subject had been discussed at considerab le length in Saigon.
The Bundy memorandum was follovled by a cable from Taylor which presented
generally similar recommendations under the heading of "graduated reprisals."
CINCPAC commented on the Taylor proposals, urging that the levels of attack
should be forceful enough to be militarily effective, not merely politically
persuasive. On 8 February, McNamara requested the JCS to develop a
program j shortly thereafter they produced their ."Eight-week-Program" of
bombing .
In Saigon, the FLill~ING DART bombings of 7-12 February -- the first
repri sal bombings since August 1964 -- were promptly followed by the
Armed Forces Council selection on 16 February of a new cabinetj headed
by Dr. Pham Huy Quat, the cabinet was installed on 18 February. Another
coup was attempted on 19 February but thwarted by the APC. And General
Khanh (who se actions against Huong in January had lost him Taylor's confidence) '-TaS removed on the 20th. Four days l ater, 24 February, Khanh
left for foreign parts and ROLLING THlIT{DER began. Any positive correla tion between, D.S'. pressure on North Vietnam and the stability of the GVN
remained to be established.
During these first two months of 1965 almost no progress was made
toward i ncreaSing RVNAF strength. Goals "Tere raised but actual force
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levels were not. MACV data on RVNAF strength were later provided the
Secretary: 137/

RVNAF IN THOUSA..TlJDS
Jan

65

Feb

65

Mar

65

Apr

65

May

65

Objective

------

252.1

259.5

266.9

274.3

Actual

244.7

245.5

248.5

252.3

256.9

(6.6)

(11.0 )

(14.6)

(17.4)

.32

.27

.27

.42

Shortfall

KIA
Desertions

.35
2.4

5.0

2.5

3.6

3.1

Although the conditions stipulated in December had not been met , although
the program continued to fall further behind, we were fully committed to
pressure on the North by this time o On 1 March 1965, in a memorandum to
all Service Secretarie~ Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, Chief of Naval Operations, Army and Air Force Chiefs of Staff and Commandant of the Marine Corps,
the Secretary of Defense .pledged unlimited funds to the support of the
Vietnam effort.
Over the past tvro or three years I have emphasized the importance
of providing all necessary military assistance to South Vietnam,
whether it be through MAP or through application of U.S. forces
and their associated equipment.
Occasionally instances come to my attention indicating that some
in the Department feel restraints are imposed by limitations of
funds.
I want it clearly understood that there is an unlimited appropriation available for the financing of aid to Vietnam: Under no
circumstances is a lack of money to stand in the way of aid to
that nation.
signed/Robert S. McNamara
Early in March tb,e Chief of Staff of the Army, General Harold K.
Johnson, evaluated the need for added supporting actions in Vietnam.
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On 5 March his party was briefed by the Ambassador. Taylor sal-r the basic
unresolved problem as the provision of adequate security for the population.
Without it, other programs were either impossible or of marginal effectiveness at best. Given security and reasonable time , hO\{ever , these other
programs "Tould fall into place. The three primary cause s of insecurity "Ylere
( 1 ) lack of satisfactory progress in destroying the VC, (2 ) the continuing
capability of the VC to replace losses and increase their strength, and
(3) our inability to establish and maintain an effective government.
Inability to suppress the in surgency was considered l argely the consequence of insufficient trained paramilitary and police manpower. A numerical superiority in excess of five to one over the VC had never been
obtained; historical example suggested a 10-to-l or 20-to-l ratio was prerequisite to effective operations against guerrilla forces. It was therefore essential to raise new forces and improve those already in being.
Why was the pacification program of such limited effectiveness? In
many provinces the reason was poor -- or non-existent -- civil action after
military clearing operations. The Ministries of Interior, Health, Agriculture, Public Works and Rural Affairs were responsible for civilian
IlfollOl-l-Up ll but these departments had been impotent throughout 1964, largely
because of general government instability. Programs lacked continuity;
personnel were constantly rotating. Occ asional military successes achieved
in clearing operations too frequently went unexploited. Areas were cleared
but not held. Other areas 1{ere cleared and held -- but were not developed;
the VC infra-structure remained in place, ready to emerge when the troops
moved on.
Counterinsurgency was plagued by popular apathy and dwindling morale,
some the consequence·s of a long and seemingly endless war . There was no
sense of dedication to the GVN comparable to that instilled in the VC .
Secondly, South Vietnam ' s open frontiers could not be sealed against
i nfiltration. Continued DRV support to the VC, the heart of the infiltration problem, could not be eliminated by closing the frontiers from
i nside South Vietnam so the only way to stop infiltration was to make Hanoi
order it stopped. Such was the fundamental j usti fication for BARREL ROLL
and ROLLING THUNDER operations. These , plus 34A, constituted the principal
hope for ending infiltration.
It was conceded that even without its support from the North the VC
could continue to recruit in the South, especially in areas lacking security
and commitment to Saigon . HOI-leVer , it was hoped that pressure on Hanoi
would help to ~ change many conditions unfavorable to the GVN. For example,
offensive action against NVN would raise national morale in South Vietnam
and might provide at least a partial antidote against the willingness of
country boys to join the VC.
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There were many causes of the failure to establish and maintain an
effective government. South Vietnam had never been a nation in spirit;
a government Ylhich the people could call their own ,vas new to them. Even
nOyl their instinct said any government was intrinsically their enemy .
The people had long been divided by racial and religious differences which
over the centuries their alien rulers had sought to perpetuate. No cement
was present to bind together the heterogeneous elements of this society.
Since the fall of Diem and the sudden removal of the restraints i mposed
by his dictatorial regime , the natural tendency to disunity and factionali sm had been given free play; demonstrations, bonze immolations and mili tary coups had been rife . These had produced the political turbulence of
the last fifteen months .
The Ambassador closed his briefing by suggesting the possibility of
increased activities in several areas:
a.

improvement in training and mob i lity of existing forces;

b.

establishment of priorities in the use of existing forces;

c.

expansion of the'capacity of the training establishment ;

d.

means to give greater attractiveness to military service;

e. use of U.S. manpower to offset the present shortage in the
Vietnamese armed forces;
f.
~o astal

use of U.S. Navy resources to strengthen surveillance of
and inland yTatenrays ;

g.

increased tempo for BARREL ROLL and ROLLnW THUNDER;

h.

expanded use of people s action teams ;

i.

increased U.S. aid in combatting economic ills ;

j. preparations to cope with the mounti ng refugee problem i n
central Vietnam ;

k.

i mproved procedures and equipment for resource control;

1. vitalization of public information programs , provision of
a 250-kilowatt transmitter for Saigon; and
m. prompt response to a ll personnel requests supporting the
U.S. mission. 138/
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General Johnson returned on 12 March, submitted his report on the 14th.
The guts of the report, a series of 21 recommendations plus . an indication of
marginal comments Secretary McNamara scribbled on his copy follow (the
Secretary ' s comments are in parentheses ) :
1. Provide increased mobility for existing forces by introducing more Army helicopter companies. (OK )
2. Deploy more 0-1 type aircraft to give saturation surveillance capability to improve intelligence. (OK )
3. Establish Joint U.S.-RVNAF Target Research and AnalYSis
Center to utilize increased info effectively. (OK )

4. Evaluate effects of CO~IDSMACV 's unrestricted employment
of U.S. fighter-bombers within SVN. ( ?)
5. Increase scope and tempo of U.S. air strikes aga inst NVN.
( Discuss with Chiefs. )
6. Remove self i mposed restrictions on conduct of U.S. air
strikes against North Vietnam. ( Some already removed. Views of
Chiefs. )
7. Increase tempo and scope of special operations activities
against North Vietnam. (Ask Max for plan. )
8. Increase Naval and air RECCE and harassing operations
against North Vietnam. (Ask Max for plan. )
9.

Re-orient BARREL ROLL to increase effectiveness.

(OK )

10. Commit elements of 7th Fleet to air/surface patrol of
coastal areas. (OK, ask Max for plan. )
110
ask

M~

Program of cash ai-lards for capture of DRV junks.
for plan. )

(OK,

12. Streamline procedure to give MACV quick authority and funds
for construction projects in VN. ( See 13 )
13. Establish stockpile of construction materials and equipment
within 3 to 4 sailing days of VN controlled by MACV . (Applicable
t o both 12 and 13 - John to ifOrk Inth Paul and Charlie. ) jJ.SD/ ISA,
SecNav and SecArmy respectivelll
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14. Get Australian/New Zealand agreement to t~~e responsibility
for establishing regional forces training center. (Ask State to try. )
15 • . Integrated U.S/GVN psychological warfare operations Grganization. (USIA job, - DOD Will help. )

16. Accelerate positioning of remaining sub-sector advisory teams.
(OK - ask Max hi s requirements.)
17.
group.

Provide cash contingency fund to each sub-sector advisory
( OK - ask Max for his plan. )

18. Establish procedure for sub-sector advisory groups to draw
on USOM food stuffs and building material~ (OK - ask Max for his
plan. )

19. Initiate dredging projects at Danang, Qui Nilon and Nha Trang.
(OK - ask Max for his requirements. )
20. Provide L~ LSTs and 6 LSVs for logi stiC support along eastwest supply axis. ( OK - ask Max for his requirements. ) .
21. Accelerate program for jet applicable airfield.
program? - John will follOlf.)

(What is the

To the measures the Secretary added one of his own: lI extend tours. 1I
incorporated into later versions of the list.

It was

In addition to the above the Johnson report sugge sted tvro alternati ve
deployments of a tailored division force to assist Vietname se units in offensive action in II Corps. One was to deploy U.S. combat units to ' assume
r esponsibility for security of the Bien Eoa-Tan Son Nhut air base complex,
Nha Trang, Qui Nhon and Pleiku. The second vTaS to deploy U. S. combat units
to assume responsibility for defense of Kontum, Pleiku and Darlac provinces
i n II Corps. On the first alternative the Secretary noted: IIJohnson does
not recommend this; " he suggested that JCS should study, and "Max ' s and
We sty 's vie"\fS It tovrard the second al ternati ve should be sought. 139/
On 8 March, when Johnson was in Vietnam, the first hro Marine battal ions landed at Danang. Almost all of the intelligence reports during that
month indicated our programs in Vietnam were either stalemated or failing.
Not only was RVNAF strength considerably below the goals set and agreed
upon, it was in considerab le danger of actually decreasing. The situation
on this score I'TaS indicated by the follOlving table included in the March
MACV report. 140/
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Authorized
Strength

28 Feb 65
Audited Strength

31 Mar 65
. Estimates

Regular Force

274,163

24 5,453

.246,500

Regional Force

137,187

99,143

100,000

Popular Force

18 5,000

162, 642

160, 000

Coastal Force

4,640

4,137

4,150

CIDG

20,100

19,152

19,500

National Police

51,500

33,599

34,500

44,244

44, 500

Armed Combat Youth

140/

Although some HOP TAC progress was occasionally reported the pacification
situation otherwise "TaS quite gloomy. The Vi etnam Sitreps of 3 March 1965
reported the nationwide pacification effort remained stalled. The HOP TAC
program "continues but personnel changes, past and future, mRy retard thp.
future success of this effort." The 10 March Sitrep called the national pacific ation effort "stagnated " and objectives in some areas "regressing." In
the I and II Corps pacification has "all but ceased. " Only a few widely
sc attered places in the rest of the country could report any achievement.
In the HOP TAC area the anticipated slow-down in pacification had arrived
-- the result of shifting mili tarry commanders and province and district chiefs.
On 17 March, pacification was virtually stalled, refugee problems "Tere mounting i n I and II Corps. Only in the HOP TAC area were there "modest gains •••
in spite of increased VC area acti vi ty • " By 24 March the "Tord used for
pacification efforts generally ,vas " stalled," and the effort had nO"T become
increas ingly devoted to refugee centers and relief. However, the Sitrep
said 356 hamlets in the HOP TAC area had been reported - - by Vietnamese
authorities -- as meeting agreed criteria and 927,000 persons were living
i n zones that had been declared clear . 141/
At the time of the Johnson Mission, concern over the evident failures
of the pacification program was such that proposals to change the framework "rithin which it was conducted -- proposals to put the USOM, USIS and
CIA pacification operations all under JvfACV -- w'ere examined at length.
Ambassadors Taylor and Alexis Johnson as well as General Westmoreland i,ere
oppo sed to s"Teeping changes of this sort. All apparently conceded the need
for better coordination of the different kinds of programs, military and
civil, which vTent i nto pacification but senior mission officials strongly
opposed any major revision of the non-military effort .
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" IV.

NSAM- 328

Near the end of March Ambassador Taylor returned again to Washington
for policy conferences. Four sets of proposals had been specifically
developed for consideration at the 1 April meeting. One of these was
General Johnson 's report which has already been described in detail.
Another was a suggested program of 12 covert actions submitted by the
Director of Central Intelligence. A third \las an information program developed by USIS. The fourth \las a proposed program of 41 non-military
measures initially suggested, by Ambassador Taylor, then \lorked on by State
during the third ,leek of March, and finally incorporated in a memorandum
to the President dated 31 March.
The 41 possible non-military actions proposed for consideration by
Ambassador Taylor i-rere arranged in 9 groups. The first group \las entitled
"Decentralization In The GVN and The Rural Program." This group included
measures to urge the GVN to increase the pOl·rer and responsibility of individual province chiefs, and to persuade the peasants they had a stake in
the GVN by giving rura l pacification a positive label, "ne\l rural life
hamlet program," and complexion.
The second group of non-military actions concerned "Youth, Religion,'
and Other Special Groups." Within this group \lere a series of actions to
expand the support of the GVN Ministry of Youth and Sports, to reduce the
draft age from 20 to 18 or 17, to persuade the GVN to meet Montagnard grievances, and to increase aid to the Vietnamese l abor movement .
Under the heading "Economic and Social Measures," there were specific
proposals to support a better coastal water transportation system and to
urge the GVN to promulgate and put into effect an equitable land reform
program. By sending D.S. and possibly nationalist Chinese experts it was
hoped the GVN could be assisted in combating the grOlling VC capability to
extract financial and material support from GVN resources. Measures \lere
also urged to expand and accelerate slum clearance and 10"\'1 cost housing in
trouble some urban areas and to improve the water supply.
Specific measures advocated under the heading flEduc ationfl included a
general increase in D.S. assistance, expansion of the program to translate
American textbooks into Vietnamese and to establish secondary schools on
American principles for Vietnamese students.
Among the five specific measures under the rubric "Security and Intelligence ," one urged promulgation of an effective arrest and detention la\l,
another asked for a great increase in intelligence funds, a third called
for a system of rewards for information leading to the capture or death of
VC leaders , and the l ast was a suggestion for a national counterespionage
organi zation
0
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The "Psychological Operations" proposed were mainly additions to proposals already made in the USIS report of Mr. Rovmn.
The specific measures under "GVN Personnel" ( and its systems. of recruiting 'and training officials for the rural program ) were to urge the GVN
to establish rewards for outstanding performance, and give double or triple
pay to rural school t .e achers and officials.
There vTere tvo measures to aid "Refugees in Emergency Situations:" one
to provide additional U.S. support for the refugee program, and the other
to establish a joint U.S./GVN reaction team for quick survey and i mmediate
action in war disaster situations.
The last group of proposals was a reVlSlon of the old idea of encadre ment of U.S. officers at key spots 'Hithin the GVN. The administrative
measures to increase U.S. effectiveness included such suggestions as allmT ing U.S. officers to work directly vlith special interest groups including
Buddhists, Catholic s , the sects , Montagnards, students , labor, etc. j and
assigning other U.S. officers to work directly within the GVN, including
the Prime Minister ' s office and key ministries. Another suggestion was
for the establishment of a U.H. inter-agency group on pacification to be
directed by a senior Mission officer reporting directly to the Ambassador .
(This suggestion I~as evidently directed at the same problem as the suggestion for establishing all U.S. pacification effort under MACV that had
arisen during the visit of General Johnson.)
A feature of this proposed program that should be noted is that many
if not most of the sugge stions began ,vi th such phrase s as "urge the GVN"
or "persuade the GVN. " This was of course not the first time that our
assistance took this form. This had been going on for a long time. But
the difference betlveen merely supplying aid and also trying to supply
i nitiative is significant. 142/
In preparation for the i mportant 1 April meeting a White House paper
entitled "Key Elements For Discussion, Thursday , April 1, at 5:30 P.M. "
vras circulated to participants. In summarizing the situation the paper
said that morale had improved in South Vi etnam and that , a lthough the
government had not really settled dovm , it seemed "hopeful both in its
c apacity and its sense of political forces. " The South Vietnamese armed
fo rces were in reasonably good shape although its top le adership was not
really effective and the ratio of ARVN to VC ( vThose members were increasing)
was not good enough. The situation in many parts of the countryside continued to go in f avor of the VC although there vras , at that vITi ting, what
was believed to be a temporary lUll. Turning to the matter of the bombing
this statement said that:
Hanoi has shovm no signs of give, and Peiping has stiffened
its position I'Ti thin the ·last week. We still believe that
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attacks near Hanoi might substantially raise the odds of
Peiping coming in vrith air.
Hanoi vras expected to continue stepping up its infiltration both by land
through Laos and by sea., There i{ere clear indications of different vie,{pOints in Hanoi, Peiping, and Mosco\-T vri th respect to "so-called wars of
libe ration," as well as continued friction betvreen Mosoovr and Peiping.
Hm{ever, neither such frictions nor the pressure of our
present slowly ascending pace of air attacks on North Vietnam can be expected to produce a real change in Hanoi's
posi tion for some time, probably t,w to three months at
best.
The argument then proceeded to the key question of vrhether or not
Hanoi vrould continue to make real headvay in the South. If it continued
to make such headi..;ray, even a major step-up in our air attacks w:)Uld probably not make them much more reasonable. On the other hand if the situation in South Vietnam began to move against the VC and the going became
increasingly tough, then the "situation might begin to move on a political
track - but again not in less than two to three months , in our present
judgment." This was a significant departure from the theory for ROLLING
THUNDER propounded when that bombing pressure vms inaugurated.
Following some considerations on immediate international moves and
more general political posture, the memo turned to "actions within South
Vietnam. " Employing every useful resource to improve the efforts in the
South vms defined as crucial. The paper indicated that the 41-point '
program of non-military measures developed mainly by Ambassador Taylor
included promising 'elements and that the mission as well as agencies in
Washington should develop additional points. McCone 's suggestions for
largely covert actions Here recommended for further study. ' Both the ROimn
(USIS) and the 21-point program of General John son were viewed favorably,
as well as an increase in U.S. military support forces in Vietnam from
lS,OOO to 20,000 men. An increase in GVN manpower was also approved with
increased pay scales to be used as an inducement regardless of the monetary costs. On one copy of this document that vTent to OSD, there was a
handiITi tten additional point that vras , "change mission of Marine force."
This significant addition was later adopted in NSAM-32S.
The remainder of the paper vms devoted, first, to U. S. and third
country combat forces in South Vietnam, and second, to actions against
North Vietnam and in Laos. These are of interest here only in the extent
to vhich they distracted from or supplanted c,:)Unterinsurgency actions
within South Vietnam. So far as U.S. combat forces within South Vietnam
were concerned, there was cautious consideration of a small and gradual
' buildup. But it vms emphasized that because the reaction of the GVN and
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of the South Vietname se people to any major U.S. combat deployment "\-TaS
uncertain, and because the net effectiveness of U.S. combat forces in the
Vietnamese environment l-ras also uncertain, the Secretary of State and the
Secretary of Defense had recommended that action of this sort be ~imited.
Only the deployment of two additional Marine battalions , one Marine air
squadron and certain logistical forces over the ensuing sixty-day period
"\-TaS approved.
Continuation of ROLLING THUNDER operations on a slowly
ascending scale vas assumed. It was also assumed that preparations would be
made for additional strikes and for a response to any higher level of VC
operations, as well as, correspondingly, to SlOl-T the pace in the unlikely
event that VC actions slacked off sharply. 143/
In the NSC meeting of 1 April 1965, the President gave his formal approval, "subject to modifications in the light of experience," to the 41point program of non-military actions submitted by Ambassador Taylor and
described above. He gave general approval to the USIS recommendations,
except that no additional funds were to be supplied for this work -- the
program was to be funded and supported by other agencies. The President
further approved the urgent exploration of the covert actions proposed by
the Director of Central Intelligence. Finally, he repeated his previous
approval of the 21-point program of military actions recow~en ded by General
John son. On the exclusively military side the President authorized the
18,000 to 20,000-man increase in U.S. military support forces, the deployment of tvo additional Marine battalions, and the change of mission for all
Marine battalions to permit their use in active combat under conditions to
be established and approved by the Secretary of Defense in consultation with
the Secretary of State. However, because this last decision was contingent
upon future agreements beil-reen the Secretary of State and the Secretary of
Defense its full significance vas not irrunediately apparent. It was left to
the Ambassador to seek South Vietnamese government approval and coordina-.
tion for all of these measures. 144/
.
NSAM-328 did not last long as a full and current statement of U.S.
policy. There "\-Tere some responsible officials '-rho had misgivings about
increasing our involvement in South Vietnam or about increasing it more
rapidly than m:i.ght be necessary. There were others who apparently felt
that NSAM-328 risked falling between two stools. One such was John A.
McCone, Director of CIA ( who "\-Tas perhaps also unhappy about the inc reaSing
involvement per ~ ). The day after the 1 April meeting he addressed a
memorandum expressing second thoughts to the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the Spec ial Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs and Ambassador Taylor. The change in the U.S. role from·
merely giving advice and static defense, to active combat operations against
Viet Cong guerrillas , appeared t-o bother him. He felt our ground force
operations would very possibly have only limited effectiveness against guerr~lla sJ and above all, he felt the conduct of active combat operations in
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South Vietnam should be accompanied by air strikes against the North sufficiently heavy and damaging to really hurt the North. If the U.S. were to
combine combat operations in the South with air strikes of any kind in the
North, the attacks on the North should be heavy and do great damage.
Without expressly saying so, his point seems to have been that the air war
against the North should not be an attempt to ilersuade, but an effort to
compel. He said that he had already reported that:
The strikes to date have not caused a change in the
North Vietnamese policy of directing Viet Cong insurgency,
infiltrating ca dres and supplying materials. If anything ,
the strikes to date have hardened their attitude.
Although the memo as a ' whole conveys Mr. McCone ' s serious doubt that the
ground operations in the South would in any event serve their purpose , he
clearly advocated bombing more heavily if we decided to engage in ground
operations. Unless they were supported by really strong actions against
North Vietnam, he felt such ground operations vTould be doome d to failure:
I believe our proposed track offers great danger of simply encouraging Chinese Communists and Soviet support of the DRV and VC
cause if for no other reason than the risk for both will be minimum. I envision that the reaction of the NVN and the Chinese Communists will be to deliberately, carefully, and probably gradually,
build up the Viet Cong capabilities by covert i nfiltration of
North Vietname se and, pOSSibly, Chinese cadres and thus bring an
ever increasing pressure on our forces. In effect, we will find
ourselves mired dmm in combat in the jungle in a military effort
we cannot win, and from which we will have extreme difficulty in
extracting ourselves.
McCone argued that if we were going to change the mission of the U.S. ground
forc es we also needed to change the ground rules of the strikes against
Nor:th Vietnam, and he concluded:
If we are unwilling to take this kind of a decision nOl-r,
we must not take the actions concerning the mission of our
ground forces for the reasons I have mentioned above o 145/
McCone! s views nohri thstanding, U. S. policy was promptly and sharply
reoriented in the direction of greater military involvement vlith a proportionate de-emphasis of the direct counterinsurgency efforts . It is not
fully clear to this 'I-rri ter exactly how and vThy this rapid re -orientation
occurred. On '7 April the President made his famous Johns Hopkins speech
in which he publicly committed the United Stat 2s more than ever before to
the defense of South Vietnam, but also committed himself to engage in
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unconditional discussions. The follo,ring day, Pham Van Dong publi shed his
Four Points in ,vhat seemed a defiant, and unyielding response. This sharp
DRV rebuff' of the President IS ini tiati ve may well have accelerated the reorientation. The re-orientation of policy itse lf, hOlvever, was expressed
not in an explicit r estatement of formal policy, but in a series of action
decisions over the follovdng fortnight that caught the Saigon Mission very
much by surprise.
The Ambassador ' s nodis to the President on 13 April had a comparatively
optimistic tone. It began, "We have just completed another quite favorable
week in terms of losses inflicted UpoIl. the Viet Cong •••• " The critical
conditions in Bien Dinh Province had been considerably relieved and the
province, it was belie ved, ,vas about back to normal. Although a l arge part
of the province remained under Viet Cong control, many areas had been restored to government control and the fear of the loss of major tOvms seemed
past. There had been aggressive action by a new division commander, and
there seemed to be improve d morale attributable to the air actions against
North Vietnam . There was a possibility that the Viet Cong vrere regrouping
and they would probably soon engage in some new kind or phase of offensive
action, But, then as nOlv, there vTere what some interpreted as indications
that the Viet Cong morale might be dropping. Furthermore, estimates -- not
audited figures -- indicated that the government military and paramilitary
forces had been increased by some 10,000 during the month of March as
against the target of 8,000 per month. Prime Minister Quat vlaS continuing
his program of visiting the provinces, and in addition to making himself
and the Saigon government known to the hinterlands, he had expressed particular interest in such projects as rural electrification, agricultural
development, water supply and school construction. Quat's prinCipal "Torry
continued to be the unruly generals and there was continued evidence of
disunity within the' senior officers corps. 146/
>

Wi thin hro days, hOlvever, messages went out from Washington indicating
that deciSions had been made at the highest level to go beyopd the measures
specified in NSAM-328. On 15 April, McGeorge Bundy sent a personal nodis
to Ambassador Taylor saying that the President had just approved important
future military deployments and that some personal explanation might be
helpful.
The President has repeatedly emphasized his personal desire .
for a strong experiment in the encadrement of U.S. troops with
the Vietnamese . He is also very eager to see prompt experiments
in use of energeb_c teams of U. S. officials in support of provisiona l governments under unified U.So l eadership. These
desires are 'the source of corresponding paragraphs in our message.
On :0J.rther troop deployments, the Pr~sident's belief is that
current situation requires use of all practical means of strengthening position in South Vietnam and that additional U.S. troops
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are i mportant if not decisive reinforcements. He has not seen
evidence of negative result of deployments to date, and does
not ..lish to wait any longer than is essential for genuine
GVN agreement.
President al'\vays intended these pl ans be reviewed with you
and approved by Quat before final execution, and ..Te regret
any contrary impre ssion given by our messages in recent days.

147/
The message stated that "highest authority " believed that , in addition
to the actions against the North, something new had to be added i n t he
South, to achieve victory.
10 Experimental encadrement by U.S. forces of South Vietnamese
ground troops both to stiffen and increase their effectiveness and
also to add to their fire power. T,.;:) approaches were to be carried
out concurrently, one involving i ntegration of a substantial number
of U.S. combat personnel in each of several ARm~ battalions, t he
other i nvol ving the combined operation of approximately three addi tional Army/ Marine battalions ,\lith three or more South Vietnamese
battalions for use in combat operations.
.
2. Introduction of a brigade force into the Bien Hoa-Vung Tau
area to act both as a security force for i nstallations and to
participate in counterinsurgency combat operations.

3. Introduc tion of a batta lion or multi-battalion forces into
three additional locations along the coast , such as Qui Nhon . The
purpose here woul d be to experiment further ..lith using U.S. forces
in counterinsurgency role i n addition to providing security for t he
base.
In addition to these three steps, which were intended basically to
increase the military effectiveness of the counterguerrilla campaign, a
,series of other steps was proposed. One was a substantial expansion of
the Vi etnamese recruiting campaign using U.S. r ecruti ng experts , techniques and procedures. A second was an experimental program to provide
expanded medical services to the countryside utilizing mob i le dispensaries.
The next one -- and the one that caused considerable subsequent di scussi on -- was the experimental introduction into the provincial govern ment structure of a te am of U. S. Army civil affairs personnel to assist
in the establishment of stable provincial administration and to initiate
and direct the neces sary political, economic and security programs. It
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was proposed that teams be introduced first into only one or two provinces.
General Peers vTaS being sent to work with COMUSMACV in developing detailed
plans.
The last non-military measure was an experimental plan for distributing
food directly to regular and paramilitary personnel and their families. 148/
Hot on the heels of this message came another on 16 April explaining
in some further detail the proposition to experiment vlith U.S. civil affairs officers in the pacification program. Major General H. R. Peers '
party was scheduled to arrive in Saigon on 19 April. According to the proposal COMUSMACV was to designate a senior officer to direct the overall U.S.
Army Civil Affairs effort in the one or two test provinces. Hithin these,
the responsibility for all U.S. activities would be vested in the senior
U.S. Army sector advisor. 149/
This last message was , for Taylor, the straw that broke the camel's
back. Immediately upon receiving it the Ambassador dispatched a NODIS to
McGeorge Bundy:
•••• Contrary to the firm understanding which I received in Washington, I vlaS not asked to concur in this massive visitation.
For your information, I do not concur.
Based on the little I know of the proposed civil _affairs experiment, I am opposed to beginning any extensive planning exercise
which,because of its controversial and divisive concept, is
going to sha~e this mission and divert senior members from their
important daily tasks. If GVN gets l-lOrd of these plans to impose U.S. military government framework on their country ( as
this nel{ concept seems to imply ), it will have a very serious
impact on our relations here.
'He are rocking the boat at a time when we have it almost on
an even keel. I recommend that we suspend action on this
project until we have time to talk over its merits and decide
hm{ to proceed with order. 160/
Shortly after dispatching this telegram, the Ambassador sent another
to McGeorge Bundy, this one dealing more generally with the defense mes sage of 15 April which had laid out the new program of added measures _
decided upon by the President.
I am greatly troubled by DoD 152339Z April 15. First,
it shows no consideration for the fact that, as a result of
decisions taken in Hashington during my visit, this mission is
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charged lvi th securing implementation by the two-month old Q;uat
government of a 21-point military program, a 41-point non-military
program, a 16-point ROI-ran USIS program and a 12-point CIA program .
Now this new cable opens up new vistas of further points as 'if vIe
can vrin here somehOl-l on a point score. We are going to stall the
machine of govermnent if we do not declare a moratorium on neiI
programs for at least six months. Next, it ShovlS a far greater
vrillingnes s to get into the ground war than I had discerned in
Washington during my recent trip .••
My greatest concern arises over para 6 reftel [the civil affairs
experiment proposa17 which frankly be,·rilders me. "That do the
authors of this cable think the mission has been doing over the
months and years? We have presumably the best qualified people the
WaShington
agencies (State AID DoD, USIA and CIA) can find work.
lng in the provinces seven days a week at precisely the task d~
scribed in paragraph 6. Is it proposed to ,-rithdraI-J these people
and replace them by Army civil affairs types operating on the
pattern of military occupation? If this is the thought, I would
regard such a change in POlicy which would gain wide publiCity, as
disastrous in its likely efforts upon pacification in general and
on US/ GVN relations in particular • .

,

,

Mac , can I t vre be better protected from our
that everyone vrants to help but there is such
vri th kindness . In particul~r, I-Je vrant to stay
we think vre I re ,-Tinning __ and vrill continue to
to death. 151/

friends? I know
a thing as killing
alive here because
win unless helped

Shortly after sending this cable, the Ambassador sent still a third
message, this one suggesting certain steps that might be taken in Washington to facilitate his implementation of the many and rapidly ,cha....nging
poliCies and programs that had been decided upon in Washington since his
visi t. The problem l-las vrinning not only the acquiescence , but the support
and active cooperation of the South Vietnamese government . He suggested
the kind of instruction that Washington should provide him to present t o
the GVN -- the new policy of third cOQntry participation in ground combat .
Taylor's proposed instructions are quoted in full here because they pro Vide , for better or worse , an internally consistent rationale for the
shifting policies of that month :
The USG has completed a thorough revievl of the situati on
in South Vietnam both in its national and international aspects
and has reached certain important conclusjons. It feels .that
in recent weel~s there has been a somewhat favorable change i n
the overall situation as the result of the air attacks on the DRV,
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the relatively small but numerous successes in the field against
the VC and the encouraging progress of the Quat government.
However, it is becoming increasingly clear that, in all probability,
the primary objective of the GVN and the USG of changing the will
of the DRV to support the VC insurgency cannot be attained in an
acceptable time frame by the methods presently employed. The air
campaign in the North must be supplemented by signal successes
against the VC in the South before .,Te can hope to create that frame
of mind in Hanoi wh:i.ch will lead to the decisions we seek.
The JCS have reviewed the militarY resources which will be
available in SVN by the end of 1965 a~d have concluded that even
with an attainment of the highest feasible mobilization goals,
ARVN will have insufficient forces to carry out the kind of successful campaign against the VC which is considered essential for
the purposes discussed above. If the ground war is not to drag
into 1966 and even beyond, they consider it necessary to reinforce GVN ground forces with about twenty battalion equivalents
in addition to the forces now being recruited in SVN. Since these
reinforcements cannot be raised by the GVN they must inevitably
come from third country sources.
The USG accepts the validity of this reasoning of the JCS and
offers its assistance to the GVN to raise these additional forces
for the purpose of bringing the VC insurgency to an end in the
shortest possible time. We are prepared to bring in ad.ditional
U.S. ground forces provided we can get a reasonable degree of
partiCipation from other third countries. If the GVN ·Hill make
urgent representations to them we believe it .,Till be entirely
possible to obtain the fOllowi~g contributions: Korea, one
regimental combat team; Australia, one Infantry battalion; .New
Zealand, one battery and one company of tanks; Philippine Islands ,
one battalion. If the forces of the foregoing magnitude are
forthcoming, the USG is prepared. to provide the remainder of the
combat reinforcements as >fell as the necessary logistic personnel
to support the third country contingents. Also, it will use its
good offices as desired in aSSisting the GVN approach to these
governments.
You (the Ambassador)
to the· foregOing program',
ques t lons such as command
QDd di sposition of forces

will seek the concurrence of the GVN
recognizing that a l arge number of
relationships, concepts of employment
must be worked out subsequently.

The message concluded that, armed with an instruction of this kind,
he, Taylor, would be adequately equipped to initiate what might be a
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sharp debate within the GVN. Something of this sort vlaS needed before
taking up the matter of troop arrangements with Quat. 152/
Later the same day, Deputy Ambassador U. Alexis Johnson sent Washington his personal observations on the recent decision to introduce
third country troops. He had just returned from one day at Pleiku with
Premier Quat, and two days in the Danang-Hue area, where he had had Ifex~
tended visits and informal conversations with all of the senior Marine
officers ashore. 1f
I fully appreciate considerations both internal and external
to SVN which impel move on our part to bring this war to successful conclusion as quickly as possible. o.Hovrever, I gravely question
whether this result can be achieved at this time by massive input
of non-Vietnamese military forces. As we have l earned, we are
. dealing with Volatile and hyper-sensitive people with strong zl"nophobic characteristics never far below the surface. We have thus
far deployed our Marine battalions to minimize direct contact with
local population. This not only from our choice but that of GVN,
especially General Thi. On this I think Thi is right. Hasty and
ill conceived deployment of non-Vietnamese in combat roles where
they are substantially involved 'Id th local population could
badly backfire on U.S. and give rise to cries by Buddhists ••• and
others to 'throw out foreigners ' and 'return Vietnam to the
Vietnamese ••• T
The message went on to say that in the next few weeks the Marines at Danang
would have a chance to test their success as a reaction force in support of
ARVN initiated contact wi t .h the enemy, and in patrolling thinly populated
areas. The Deputy Ambassador recommended that we await the outcome of
this testing before engaging any more forces. 153/
A hastily arranged meeting in Honolulu on 20 April was evidently
called to soothe Taylor's temper over the hasty decisions to deploy third
country troops, and to get agreement to them by the senior U.S. policy
officials concerned -- not to reverse or alter those policies or to shift
the direction of our commitments. By that point we were inexorably committed to a military resolution of the insurgency. The problem seemed
no longer Soluble by any other means.
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